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Education is at the heart of everything we do.

Through collaborating with teachers, technology partners, and academic researchers at the University of Oxford, we work to create the best possible environment for learning and teaching.

Through working with technology partners we’re shaping the way learning happens in the digital classroom with a range of resources that include innovative classroom presentation tools, interactive e-books and apps, and online testing.

Oxford invests only in education. This year, for example, we are funding research into English medium instruction with the Oxford University Department of Education (OUDE) and lecturers from universities in Turkey. The research will inform our future publishing.

As a department of the University of Oxford, we share the same mission of furthering education everywhere. In Italy, for example, our Read On! project has helped to deliver mobile libraries to schools in deprived regions, helping students discover a love of reading.

I invite you to join us in shaping learning together.

Peter Marshall,
Managing Director,
English Language Teaching

One of the things we’ve most enjoyed about giving teacher training was meeting many of the teachers who were involved in creating English File. Their feedback has helped greatly to shape the third edition.

Christina Latham-Koenig
and Clive Oxenden

... a truly eye-opening experience on how to introduce graded readers into the classroom with the Read On! project. I would never have believed my classes would be bickering over books!

Medina Caulati,
Highlands School,
Rome
We believe that education changes lives.

Every day we make a difference in people’s lives through education and learning English. We would like to share with you a few examples of how we are shaping learning together.

Using the *Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary* convinced Botho Mothibi that she wanted to work for Oxford. Today she is OUP South Africa’s School Sales Director.

We are proud to support the Emirates Airline Festival of Literature by sponsoring the book of winning entries.

Every year, we donate books to schools in developing countries so that students are able to learn English.

We share insights into educational theory and practice through our professional development titles, White papers, and through *ELT Journal* which we co-sponsor with IATEFL.
Every year, we donate books to schools in developing countries so that students are able to learn English.

The Oxford Teachers’ Academy training helped me think about learning and students in a different way – to create a warmer atmosphere, relax students, and make them enjoy the classes.

English teacher, Brazil

Our new course for adults, Navigate, is informed by research into how adults best learn languages, under the guidance of Dr Catherine Walter, Oxford University Department of Education.

We worked with Microsoft, harnessing cloud technology to develop Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf for Office 365. As Education Industry Partner, we shared our experience at Microsoft’s Worldwide Partner Conference.

Elements of Success, Grammar for Language Learning, evolved through listening to over 1,000 teachers in 16 countries talking about the challenges of learning and teaching grammar.
Services and solutions for Primary Courses

Working with teachers, Oxford has developed a wide range of services and solutions so that together we can help students reach their full potential.

Phonics
Help your learners with the sounds of English.
See Oxford Phonics World on page 19.

Graded Readers
Inspire a love of reading with our fiction and non-fiction graded readers for young learners.
See Dolphin Readers, Classic Tales, Oxford Read and Discover and Oxford Read and Imagine on pages 97–100.

Testing and Assessment
From placement to preparation for external exams, ensure your students fulfil their maximum potential.
See Get Ready for Starters, Movers, Flyers on page 20, Oxford Young Learners Placement Test on page 71 and Cambridge Young Learners English Tests on page 78.

Home–School link
Make it easy to involve parents in their child’s learning journey.
See www.oup.com/elt/oxfordparents

Professional Development
From practical classroom ideas and activities to professional training – find the support you need.
See pages 109–113 for product information, and visit www.oup.com/elt to download resources that support and extend our professional development materials.

SHAPING learning TOGETHER
Cookie and friends

Winner British Council Innovation Awards 2005 (Spanish Edition)

PRE-SCHOOL
VANESSA REILLY AND KATHRYN HARPER

A story-based course with fun characters and a rich package of resources.

digital at a glance

- Story-based learning told through engaging A4 story cards.
- Colourful tear-out worksheets develop pre-reading and writing skills.
- Teacher’s notes allow for different lesson lengths and number of teaching hours.
- Catchy songs use traditional tunes so children can learn them more easily.
- Cookie puppet, CD-ROM, Lulu poster, story cards, flashcards and video bring the story alive.

CD-ROM

A colourful CD-ROM packed full of fun, interactive games to reinforce the classroom lessons, an animated story and a selection of nursery rhymes.

Video

Cookie’s Nursery Rhyme Video with animations of eight traditional nursery rhymes.

Cookie and friends Plus

A and B

Extended versions of the Class Books, with Song and Story CD, more paper and pen activities, and more craft activities with pop-outs.

Playtime

Finalist British Council Innovation Awards 2012

PRE-SCHOOL
CLAIRE SELBY

Start your students’ English journey in a familiar pre-school environment with an innovative package of integrated resources.

digital at a glance

- Enjoy lively stories and catchy songs presented in Big Story Books and animated DVDs.
- Follow the adventures of four child characters who each represent different learning styles.
- Find out about British children through cross-curricular DVD clips.
- Meet Monkey (the puppet) who builds enthusiasm for English from the beginning.
- Develop good habits and behaviour with easy-to-follow classroom routines.
- Practise and do with extra lessons in the Workbook.
- Website support for parents involves families in the child’s learning.
- iTools puts the Class Book with audio and flashcards on screen.

“A superb pre-school DVD resource, which is genuinely innovative in ELT material and engaging for pre-school learners.”

JUDGES’ COMMENT, BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARDS

Extensive resources help to make classes fun for all children.

Cookie and friends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Starter</th>
<th>Level A</th>
<th>Level B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 407000 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 407001 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 407002 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plus Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 407066 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 407067 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 407065 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 407067 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CD</td>
<td>978 0 19 407004 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 407005 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play Pack (All levels)</td>
<td>978 0 19 407025 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 407023 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cookie’s Nursery Rhyme Video

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Notes</td>
<td>978 0 19 459384 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>978 0 19 459293 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Playtime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Starter</th>
<th>Level A</th>
<th>Level B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 404653 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 404653 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 404653 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workpack</td>
<td>978 0 19 404669 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 404667 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 404659 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 404660 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 404661 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CD</td>
<td>978 0 19 404650 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 404665 10</td>
<td>978 0 19 404652 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools</td>
<td>978 0 19 404673 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 404674 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 404675 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Resource Pack (All levels)</td>
<td>978 0 19 404675 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREE ONLINE RESOURCES

“Star your students’ English journey in a familiar pre-school environment with an innovative package of integrated resources.”

JUDGES’ COMMENT, BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARDS

“A superb pre-school DVD resource, which is genuinely innovative in ELT material and engaging for pre-school learners.”

JUDGES’ COMMENT, BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARDS

Extensive resources help to make classes fun for all children.

Join the conversation 📚

Cookie and friends


PRE-SCHOOL
VANESSA REILLY AND KATHRYN HARPER

A story-based course with fun characters and a rich package of resources.

digital at a glance

- Story-based learning told through engaging A4 story cards.
- Colourful tear-out worksheets develop pre-reading and writing skills.
- Teacher’s notes allow for different lesson lengths and number of teaching hours.
- Catchy songs use traditional tunes so children can learn them more easily.
- Cookie puppet, CD-ROM, Lulu poster, story cards, flashcards and video bring the story alive.

CD-ROM

A colourful CD-ROM packed full of fun, interactive games to reinforce the classroom lessons, an animated story and a selection of nursery rhymes.

Video

Cookie’s Nursery Rhyme Video with animations of eight traditional nursery rhymes.

Cookie and friends Plus

A and B

Extended versions of the Class Books, with Song and Story CD, more paper and pen activities, and more craft activities with pop-outs.

Playtime

Finalist British Council Innovation Awards 2012

PRE-SCHOOL
CLAIRE SELBY

Start your students’ English journey in a familiar pre-school environment with an innovative package of integrated resources.

digital at a glance

- Enjoy lively stories and catchy songs presented in Big Story Books and animated DVDs.
- Follow the adventures of four child characters who each represent different learning styles.
- Find out about British children through cross-curricular DVD clips.
- Meet Monkey (the puppet) who builds enthusiasm for English from the beginning.
- Develop good habits and behaviour with easy-to-follow classroom routines.
- Practise and do with extra lessons in the Workbook.
- Website support for parents involves families in the child’s learning.
- iTools puts the Class Book with audio and flashcards on screen.

“A superb pre-school DVD resource, which is genuinely innovative in ELT material and engaging for pre-school learners.”

JUDGES’ COMMENT, BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARDS

Extensive resources help to make classes fun for all children.
**First Friends**

**Second Edition**

PRE-SCHOOL  
SUSAN IANNUZZI

*First for English, first for fun, first for young children*

First Friends Second Edition is a fun, two-level course for beginners that develops vocabulary, practises phonics and teaches family values.

**digital at a glance**

- **iTools**

Use *Little Friends* as the starter level for *First Friends* Second Edition or as a stand-alone course.

- Friendly characters introduce language in familiar contexts.
- Tracing practice develops pre-writing skills.
- Numeracy syllabus teaches numbers 1–10.
- Phonics programme introduces English sounds in a fun and simple way.
- One page per lesson with clear lesson objectives.
- Photocopiable material in the Teacher’s Book includes additional vocabulary, phonics and numbers activities that students can show parents.
- Stories teach values and help students develop social skills.
- iTools with Class Book and audio on screen for interactive teaching.

---

**Little Friends**

**PRE-SCHOOL  
SUSAN IANNUZZI**

A course for very young children who do not yet read or write. It develops vocabulary, introduces phonics and teaches numbers.

**digital at a glance**

- **iTools**

Use *Little Friends* as the starter level for *First Friends* Second Edition or as a stand-alone course.

- Friendly characters introduce language in familiar contexts.
- Tracing practice develops pre-writing skills.
- Numeracy syllabus teaches numbers 1–10.
- Phonics programme introduces English sounds in a fun and simple way.
- One page per lesson with clear lesson objectives.
- Photocopiable material in the Teacher’s Book includes additional vocabulary, phonics and numbers activities that students can show parents.
- Stories teach values and help students develop social skills.
- iTools with Class Book and audio on screen for interactive teaching.

---

**First Friends Second Edition**

PRE-SCHOOL  
SUSAN IANNUZZI

First for English, first for fun, first for young children

First Friends Second Edition is a fun, two-level course for beginners that develops vocabulary, practises phonics and teaches family values.

**digital at a glance**

- **Student MultiROM**
- **iTools**

Use after *Little Friends* for a three-level course, or as preparation for *Family and Friends*.

- Extended core vocabulary syllabus.
- Systematic phonics syllabus presented through fun, catchy songs.
- Enhanced values help students develop social skills.
- Updated artwork with photos gives more connection to the real world.
- More CLIL projects and crafts for hands-on learning.
- MultiROM with songs, games and animated stories to learn and practise at home with parents.

Also available: *First Friends* American English, see www.oup.com/elt for further information.

---

**First Friends**

**Second Edition**

PRE-SCHOOL  
SUSAN IANNUZZI

First for English, first for fun, first for young children

*First Friends* Second Edition is a fun, two-level course for beginners that develops vocabulary, practises phonics and teaches family values.

**digital at a glance**

- **Student MultiROM**
- **iTools**

Use after *Little Friends* for a three-level course, or as preparation for *Family and Friends*.

- Extended core vocabulary syllabus.
- Systematic phonics syllabus presented through fun, catchy songs.
- Enhanced values help students develop social skills.
- Updated artwork with photos gives more connection to the real world.
- More CLIL projects and crafts for hands-on learning.
- MultiROM with songs, games and animated stories to learn and practise at home with parents.

Also available: *First Friends* American English, see www.oup.com/elt for further information.

---

**First Friends Second Edition**

**Level 1**

- **Class Book and MultiROM Pack**: 978 0 19 443236 8
- **Teacher's Book**: 978 0 19 443241 2
- **Activity Book**: 978 0 19 443239 9
- **Maths Book**: 978 0 19 443240 5
- **Class Audio CDs**: 978 0 19 443242 9
- **Teacher's Resource Pack**: 978 0 19 443244 3
- **iTools**: 978 0 19 443243 6

**Level 2**

- **Class Book and MultiROM Pack**: 978 0 19 443247 4
- **Teacher's Book**: 978 0 19 443252 8
- **Activity Book**: 978 0 19 443250 4
- **Maths Book**: 978 0 19 443251 1
- **Class Audio CDs**: 978 0 19 443253 5
- **Teacher's Resource Pack**: 978 0 19 443255 9
- **iTools**: 978 0 19 443254 2

**See also** Family and Friends Second Edition page 14

---

**Little Friends**

- **Class Book**: 978 0 19 444222 1
- **Teacher's Book**: 978 0 19 444223 B
- **Class Audio CD**: 978 0 19 444224 5
- **Flashcards**: 978 0 19 444225 2
- **iTools**: 978 0 19 444228 3

**First Friends**

- **Class Book**: 978 0 19 444322 3
- **Teacher's Book**: 978 0 19 444323 1
- **Class Audio CD**: 978 0 19 444324 9
- **Activity Book**: 978 0 19 444325 7
- **Maths Book**: 978 0 19 444326 5
- **Class Audio CDs**: 978 0 19 444328 1
- **Teacher's Resource Pack**: 978 0 19 444329 6
- **iTools**: 978 0 19 444330 2
Show and Tell gives you the tools to develop children’s 21st century skills, creating young thinkers with great futures.

- End-of-unit class projects consolidate learning and encourage children to work collaboratively.
- Opportunities to ‘Show and Tell’ allow children to present their projects in class or at home, and to talk about what they have learned – in English!
- Stories, hand–eye coordination practice and letter formation activities lead to reading and writing simple sentences.
- Problem-solving activities encourage critical and creative thinking.
- Literacy Books and Numeracy Books provide extra skills practice.
- Use with Oxford Discover to create a nine-level course (see page 8).

Show and Tell taps into children’s natural curiosity, asking a question such as ‘Who makes you happy?’ or ‘What do our senses tell us?’ as the focus for each unit. Activities encourage children to explore the question while learning the language they need to think and talk about it.

Illustrations support the Big Questions, creating interest and excitement

'Show and Tell' lessons develop high levels of oral communication

Show and Tell

PRE-SCHOOL

GABBY PRITCHARD AND MARGARET WHITFIELD

SEE ALSO

Oxford Discover page 8
Oxford Read and Imagine page 98
Oxford Discover

First Place School Ancillary Series and First Place Cover Design
The Book Industry Guild of New York Design Awards

BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY (PRE A1–B2.1)
LESLEY KOUSTAFF AND SUSAN RIVERS (LEVELS 1 AND 2)
KATHLEEN KAMPA AND CHARLES VILINA (LEVELS 3 AND 4)
KENNA BOURKE (LEVELS 5 AND 6)
LITERACY CONSULTANT: ELIZABETH CODY KIMMEL

Who are your family and friends? Where can we see colors?
How can we make music?

Oxford Discover uses Big Questions like these to tap into children’s natural curiosity and enable them to ask their own questions, find their own answers and explore the world around them.

digital at a glance

- iTools
- e-Books
- Online Practice
- Assessment for Learning CD-ROM
- Big Question DVD
- Parent website
- Teacher website

Creating young thinkers with great futures

- This approach to language learning and literacy, supported by a controlled grammar and skills syllabus, helps children achieve near-native fluency in English.
- Oxford Discover gives teachers the tools to develop children’s 21st century skills, creating young thinkers with great futures.
- Use with Show and Tell to create a nine-level course (see page 7).
Fiction and non-fiction spreads on every topic give children the chance to practise their literacy skills.

**Oxford Discover**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Level 5</th>
<th>Level 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 427855 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 427863 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 427871 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 427878 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 427885 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook</td>
<td>978 0 19 427854 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 427862 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 427870 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 427878 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 427886 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 427813 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 427821 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 427829 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 427837 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 427845 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Teaching Toolkit</td>
<td>978 0 19 427814 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 427822 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 427830 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 427838 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 427846 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 427899 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 427908 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 427916 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 427924 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 427932 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools DVD-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 427905 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 427913 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 427922 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 427930 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 427938 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture Cards</td>
<td>978 0 19 427911 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 427919 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 427927 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 427935 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 427943 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 427912 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 427914 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 427916 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 427918 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 427920 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing and Spelling Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 427965 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 427973 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 427981 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 427989 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 427998 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 443259 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 443262 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 443265 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 443268 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 443271 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar Class Audio CD</td>
<td>978 0 19 443278 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 443282 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 443286 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 443290 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 443294 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEE ALSO**

- Show and Tell page 7
- Oxford Read and Discover
- Oxford Read and Imagine page 98

**Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf**

Our e-books for iPad and tablets for Android™ offer our coursebooks and readers in digital form, with interactive features designed specifically for language learners. Available via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app. Watch instant video, listen to audio tracks at different speeds, improve pronunciation and send homework to teachers.

**NEW** Now also available online on your computer at [www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com](http://www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com), and as a SharePoint app through Microsoft Office 365 (some features may differ).

Go to [www.oup.com/elt/fingertips](http://www.oup.com/elt/fingertips) for the latest titles.

- See: Oxford Discover page 8
- First Explorers page 12
- Incredible English page 13
- Family and Friends page 14
- Oxford Graded Readers pages 96–108

Apple, iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Android is a trademark of Google Inc.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION 🎨 📝 🕵️‍♂️ 

**Teach 21st century skills with confidence**

www.oup.com/elt/teacher/oxforddiscover
Magic Time
English Time

Second Edition

KINDERTOINTERMEDIATE
KATHLEEN KAMPA AND CHARLES VILINA
SUSAN RIVERS AND SETSUKOTOYAMA

Give every child the opportunity to learn English successfully—and enjoy it.

digital at a glance
• iTools
• Workbook Online Practice (English Time)
• Test Center CD-ROM (English Time)
• Teacher website
• Parent website

• The unique ‘Big Picture’ approach taps into children’s natural curiosity and sense of fun.
• Stories, songs and craft activities appeal to many learning styles.

Magic Time Second Edition
• ‘Talk Time’ pages offer even more communication opportunities.
• Student Songs and Chants CD keeps children practising outside the classroom.

English Time Second Edition
• Cross-curricular and ‘Project Time’ pages encourage children to learn about other subjects through English.
• Student Audio CD contains songs, chants and grammar.
• Test Center CD offers practice for Cambridge English: Young Learners tests.

Use Magic Time and English Time separately, or combine them to create an eight-level course.

Online Practice for English Time
• Homework is automatically scored and recorded.
• Students receive extra practice in the four key skills.
• Parents can support their children and view progress online.

www.letonlinepractice.com/demo

See also Oxford Phonics World page 19
Oxford Phonics World Readers page 19
Dolphin Readers page 97
Oxford Read and Discover page 98

SEE MORE ONLINE at oup.com/elt
Encourage children to use language in a natural and meaningful way by connecting English to their own lives. The more links you make, the more children are likely to remember. It’s the way they naturally learn.

- Cross-curricular lessons provide links to other school subjects such as math, science and art.
- Songs by award-winning songwriters keep children practising English – even at home.
- Stories from real life highlight universal values.
- The Test Center CD-ROM includes placement tests, Cambridge English: Young Learners practice tests, and editable unit, mid-term and final tests.

Online Practice

- Homework is scored and recorded automatically.
- Students receive extra practice in the four key skills.
- Parents can support their children and view progress online.

www.euonlinepractice.com/demo

See also
Oxford Phonics World page 19
Oxford Phonics World Readers page 19
Oxford Read and Discover page 98
Oxford Read and Imagine page 98

Everyday Up friend encourages students to speak in every lesson
**Explorers**

**Join the Journey**

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)
CHARLOTTE COVILL, MARY CHARRINGTON AND PAUL SHIPTON (FIRST EXPLORERS)
NINA LAUDER, SUZANNE TORRES, SHONA EVANS AND PAUL SHIPTON (YOUNG EXPLORERS)
SARAH PHILLIPS AND PAUL SHIPTON (WORLD EXPLORERS)

The course that brings real-world English into the classroom.

digital at a glance

- Carefully structured grammar presentation ensures students become confident with new language.
- Supporting DVD offers students the chance to see the real world in action and the language studied come to life.
- CLIL presentation tools help explore different areas of the curriculum.
- Exploration of shared values develops all-round education.
- 'Explorer Quests' at every level encourage review and recycling.
- Practice material in the Class Book provides support for Cambridge English: Young Learners tests.
- Teacher’s Resource Pack includes story cards/storybook, CLIL photo cards and structure cards, flashcards, posters and a unique DVD.

**NEW** Online Practice

Link home and school with Explorers Online Practice. Available through the Activity Book with Online Practice.
- Auto-scoring games and practice activities support the Explorers syllabus.
- Learning Management System allows you to assign and track students’ work.
- Online and printable gradebook gives flexible scoring options.

**NEW** e-Books

Interactive e-books for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com. See page 9 for details.
- Class Books and Activity Books for First Explorers in interactive format.
- Slow down audio to hear each word clearly.
- Improve pronunciation with the audio repeat, record and compare feature.
- Instant marking allows students to check and email work to teachers.
- Personalize learning: save audio or written notes anywhere on the page.

See also Cambridge Young Learners English Tests page 78

---

**First Explorers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Class Book</th>
<th>Activity Book</th>
<th>Activity Book with Online Practice</th>
<th>Teacher’s Book</th>
<th>Teacher’s Resource Pack</th>
<th>Class Audio CDs</th>
<th>iTools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>978 0 19 402710 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 402711 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 402712 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 402713 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 402714 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 402706 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 402707 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>978 0 19 402761 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 402762 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 402763 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 402764 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 402765 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 402766 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 402767 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Young Explorers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Class Book</th>
<th>Activity Book</th>
<th>Activity Book with Online Practice</th>
<th>Teacher’s Book</th>
<th>Teacher’s Resource Pack</th>
<th>Class Audio CDs</th>
<th>iTools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>978 0 19 402761 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 402762 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 402763 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 402764 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 402765 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 402766 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 402767 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>978 0 19 402761 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 402762 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 402763 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 402764 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 402765 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 402766 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 402767 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**World Explorers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Class Book</th>
<th>Activity Book</th>
<th>Activity Book with Online Practice</th>
<th>Teacher’s Book</th>
<th>Teacher’s Resource Pack</th>
<th>Class Audio CDs</th>
<th>iTools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>978 0 19 402761 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 402762 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 402763 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 402764 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 402765 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 402766 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 402767 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>978 0 19 402761 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 402762 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 402763 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 402764 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 402765 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 402766 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 402767 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reduced sample pages from Young Explorers Class Book 1
Incredible English

Second Edition

BEGINNER (A1–B1.2)

SARAH PHILLIPS, MICHAELA MORGAN, PETER REDPATH, KIRSTIE GRAINGER AND MARY SLATTERY

Walk into an Incredible English classroom and there is a buzz ... children acting out a story, using a Venn diagram or finishing a craft project confidently in English. The trusted methodology is based on things that children love.

digital at a glance

- e-Books (Class Book, Activity Book)
- Online Practice
- iTools
- Oxford Parents Website
- Teacher website
- Student website

• CLIL* activities in every unit teach other subjects and skills through English.
• Brain-challenging activities and catchy songs challenge children of all learning styles to think.
• Fast-finisher activities, revision materials and interactive games recycle key language and prepare students for tests.
• Cambridge English: Young Learners practice material in every Class Book.
• Student’s Site with activities, games and downloadable content.

NEW Homework Packs

• Extra worksheets allow parents to help children practise at home.
• Supports classroom learning with more language practice and CLIL.
• Easy to mark and simple to use: download, print and give to students.

Incredible English

Second Edition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Starter</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Level 5</th>
<th>Level 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 444205 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 444220 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 444229 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 444230 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 444231 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 444232 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 444233 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Book (Class Book)</td>
<td>978 0 19 444418 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 444419 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 444420 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 444421 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 444422 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 444423 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 444424 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 444418 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 444419 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 444420 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 444421 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 444422 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 444423 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 444424 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Book (Activity Book)</td>
<td>978 0 19 444418 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 444419 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 444420 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 444421 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 444422 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 444423 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 444424 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity Book with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 444418 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 444419 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 444420 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 444421 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 444422 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 444423 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 444424 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Online Practice Access Code Card Pack: 978 0 19 444421 6

Teacher’s Book: 978 0 19 444208 4 | 978 0 19 444208 4 | 978 0 19 444208 4 | 978 0 19 444208 4 | 978 0 19 444208 4 | 978 0 19 444208 4 | 978 0 19 444208 4

Class Audio CDs: 978 0 19 444215 2 | 978 0 19 444215 2 | 978 0 19 444215 2 | 978 0 19 444215 2 | 978 0 19 444215 2 | 978 0 19 444215 2 | 978 0 19 444215 2

iTools DVD-ROM: 978 0 19 444422 0 | 978 0 19 444422 0 | 978 0 19 444422 0 | 978 0 19 444422 0 | 978 0 19 444422 0 | 978 0 19 444422 0 | 978 0 19 444422 0

Teacher’s Resource Pack: 978 0 19 444209 1 | 978 0 19 444209 1 | 978 0 19 444209 1 | 978 0 19 444209 1 | 978 0 19 444209 1 | 978 0 19 444209 1 | 978 0 19 444209 1

DVD: 978 0 19 444099 8* | 978 0 19 444099 8* | 978 0 19 444099 8* | 978 0 19 444099 8* | 978 0 19 444099 8* | 978 0 19 444099 8* | 978 0 19 444099 8*

DVD Activity Book: 978 0 19 444103 2* | 978 0 19 444103 2* | 978 0 19 444103 2* | 978 0 19 444103 2* | 978 0 19 444103 2* | 978 0 19 444103 2* | 978 0 19 444103 2*

* for Levels 1 and 2
† for Levels 3 and 4
‡ for Levels 5 and 6

See also

- Get ready for Starters, Movers, Flyers page 20
- Cambridge Young Learners
- English Tests page 78
- Oxford Grammar for Schools page 94
- Oxford Read and Discover page 98

e-Books

Interactive e-books for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com. See page 9 for details.

• Class Books and Activity Books for Levels 1–4.
• Slow down audio to hear each word clearly.
• Improve pronunciation with the audio repeat, record and compare feature.
• Instant marking allows students to check and email work to teachers.
• Save audio or written notes anywhere on the page.

Sample screen from Incredible English e-book 1

*Content and Language Integrated Learning

JOINTHE CONVERSATION
Family and Friends

Second Edition

BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY (PRE A1–B2.1)

NAOMI SIMMONS, TAMZIN THOMPSON AND JENNY QUINTANA

Combines brand-new fluency, digital and assessment resources with the features teachers love from the first edition: exceptionally strong skills training, unique phonics programme, civic education and comprehensive testing.

NEW for the Second Edition

- Fluency Time! sections introduce functional language so pupils can hold a conversation from the very beginning.
- Hands-on project and craft activities provide fun, motivating speaking practice.
- Culture pages offer more variety and opportunities for cultural comparisons.
- Online Practice you can assign and track.
- Teacher’s Pack with Assessment and Resource CD-ROM and Fluency DVD.

digital at a glance

- iTools
- DVD
- Online Practice
- e-Books
- Student MultiROM
- Teacher’s Assessment and Resource CD-ROM
- Student website
- Parent website

Reduced sample pages from Family and Friends Second Edition Class Book 1
Teacher’s Book Plus

The Teacher’s Book Plus gives you even more classroom support, with teaching notes and ideas for every lesson, teacher’s access to Online Practice plus:

- Fluency DVD:
  - Real-life video clips of ‘Everyday English’ sections to support and consolidate language.
- Assessment and Resource CD-ROM:
  - Assessment support for teachers and parents.
  - Editable tests with audio.
  - Comprehensive Cambridge English: Young Learners tests preparation.
  - Extra writing resources.
  - Class Book projects.
- Assessment Audio CD.

View these titles online

Family and Friends Readers
Family and Friends Alphabet Book

Online Practice

Link home and school with Family and Friends Second Edition Online Practice. Available through the Workbook with Online Practice.

- Auto-scoring games and practice activities support the Family and Friends syllabus.
- Learning Management System allows you to assign and track students’ work.
- Online and printable gradebook gives flexible scoring options.

NEW e-Books

Interactive e-books for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com. See page 9 for details.

- Class Books and Workbooks for Starter–Level 6 in interactive format.
- Slow down audio to hear each word clearly.
- Improve pronunciation with the audio repeat, record and compare feature.
- Check activities instantly and email work to teachers.
- Personalize learning: save audio or written notes anywhere on the page.

Family and Friends

An exceptionally strong skills training programme covering language, phonics and civic education. Use with First Friends American Edition to create a nine-level course.

Family and Friends American Edition
BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY (PRE-A1–B2.1)
NAOMI SIMMONS, TAMZIN THOMPSON AND JENNY QUINTANA

An exceptionally strong skills training programme covering language, phonics and civic education. Use with First Friends American Edition to create a nine-level course.

Family and Friends American Edition
Student Book and Audio CD Pack
Worksheet
Teacher’s Resource Pack
Teacher’s Book and CD-ROM Pack
Class Audio Cds
iTools

15
Let's Go Fourth Edition
BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY
RITSUKO NAKATA, KAREN FRAZIER, BARBARA HOSKINS AND CAROLYN GRAHAM

Millions of children around the world have learned to speak English through the trusted methodology of Let’s Go.

global at a glance

- iTools
- Online Practice
- English Vocabulary for Kids app
- Test Center CD-ROM
- Parent website
- Teacher website

- Conversations and question-and-answer practice get children talking from the very beginning.
- Phonics and reading lessons help children read fluently. Phonics chants and drum tracks improve pronunciation and intonation.
- Communication games encourage children to use English with confidence.
- NEW Skills Books with Listening Practice CDs support Levels 1 to 6, giving students extra practice in reading, writing and listening.
- NEW Let’s Chant; Let’s Sing: Greatest Hits Audio CD brings more of Carolyn Graham’s popular songs and chants into the classroom. Supported by free worksheets (available online).
- NEW English Vocabulary for Kids app motivates children to keep practising – how many trophies will they win for their Let’s Go trophy room? Available for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.

Popular, well-loved characters model the language

Reduced sample pages from Let’s Go Student Book 1

‘Say and act’ activities encourage communication through personalization

All your favourite Carolyn Graham songs and chants, with phonics chants too!

Let’s Go Fourth Edition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Let’s Go Fourth Edition</th>
<th>Let’s Begin</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Level 5</th>
<th>Level 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 464143 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 464144 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 464145 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 464146 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 464147 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 464148 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 464149 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Book with Audio CD Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 462624 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 462618 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 462619 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 462620 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 462621 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 462622 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 462623 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook</td>
<td>978 0 19 464326 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 464320 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 464321 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 464322 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 464323 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 464324 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 464325 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 464094 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 464095 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 464096 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 464097 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 464098 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 464099 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 464100 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills Book with Listening Practice CD Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 462654 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 462655 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 462656 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 462657 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 462658 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 462659 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book with Test Center and Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 464182 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 464186 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 464190 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 464194 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 464198 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 464152 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 464153 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 464342 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 464336 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 464337 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 464338 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 464339 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 464340 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 464341 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools</td>
<td>978 0 19 464166 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 464167 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 464168 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 464169 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 464170 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 464171 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 464172 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Cards</td>
<td>978 0 19 464154 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 464155 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 464156 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 464157 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 464158 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 464190 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 464199 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Cards</td>
<td>978 0 19 464101 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 464102 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 464103 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 464104 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 464105 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 464106 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 464107 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let’s Chant; Let’s Sing: Greatest Hits Audio CD (all levels)</td>
<td>978 0 19 462641 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Online Practice

- Homework is scored and recorded automatically.
- Extra practice in the four key skills.
- Parents can support their children and view progress online.

www.igonlinepractice.com/demo

See also

Oxford Phonics World
page 19

Dolphin Readers
page 97

Oxford Read and Imagine
page 98
The Happy Series
BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY (A1–B1)
STELLA MAIDMENT AND LORENA ROBERTS
BIL BOWLER AND SUE PARMINTER

One of the world’s most successful primary courses, the Happy Series is perfectly in step with your students’ development.

digital at a glance
MultiROM  iTools  DVD

Much-loved characters lead children through three settings – Happy House, Happy Street and Happy Earth. Use on their own for a two-level course or use together for six levels.

• Story-based methodology provides a familiar context for new language.
• Exercises and activities prepare students for Cambridge English: Young Learners tests.
• DVD with animated stories and cross-curricular insights into British culture.
• Cross-curricular pages reinforce learning done in other areas of the curriculum.
• New Top-up Teacher’s Resource Pack includes unit posters, flashcards and song cards.

Also available in American English. See www.oup.com/elt for further information.

Treetops
BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY (A1)
SARAH HOWELL AND LISA KESTER-DODGSON ILLUSTRATED BY POLY BERNATENE

Your class will be enchanted by the wonderful world of Treetops.

digital at a glance
iTools  MultiROM  DVD

This four-level series stimulates learning through beautiful illustrations, engaging stories, and fun, cross-curricular activities.
• Songs, stories and classroom routines engage students.
• Festival and culture pages encourage an interest in other cultures.
• Gentle cross-curricular content helps you teach other subjects through English.
• Teacher’s Resource Pack with puppets and seasonal posters.
• Motivating contexts are set around the seasons at lower levels, and the medieval world and legends at Level 4.
• MultiROM with stories, songs and games.

Super Surprise!
BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY
VANESSA REILLY AND SUE MOHAMED

Capture children’s interest with imaginative surprises and enchanting stories.

digital at a glance
iTools  Student MultiROM

• Secret “surprise” packages in every unit form the basis for each lesson.
• Illustrated stories in every unit give language an exciting context.
• CLIL lessons provide a link with real-life experiences and get children thinking about new topics.
• Classroom resources include stickers, story posters and flashcards.
• Structured exercises can be used for students’ CEFR portfolios.
• iTools – Class Book and Activity Book on screen.
• Cambridge English: Young Learners and Trinity Examination practice.
• Also available: Surprise Surprise!

View these titles online
Teddy’s Train
Zig-Zag Island
Zig-Zag Magic
Super Me
You and Me
Chit Chat
Zap!
Zabadoo!
Get Set Go!
I-Spy
Stardust
New Chatterbox

See also
Get ready for Starters, Movers and Flyers: page 20 Cambridge Young Learners English Tests: page 78
Help your child with English

Parent support website

Support and activities for ages 3–14

www.oup.com/elt/oxfordparents
Oxford Phonics World

First Place The Book Industry Guild of New York Design Awards

BEGINNER (A1)

KAJ SCHWERMER, JULIA CHANG AND CRAIG WRIGHT

Oxford Phonics World is the first step on your students’ journey into English, leading you through all 44 sounds.

- Use before or alongside your English course.
- Phonics Friends bring English sounds and letters to life.
- Action songs, chants and games encourage children to discover connections between English sounds and letters.
- Active class activities develop children’s phonics skills and provide opportunities to think about and apply what they learn.
- Student Multi-ROM with full course audio, fun animations, interactive games, songs and activities.

Oxford Phonics World is the first step on your students’ journey into English, leading you through all 44 sounds.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION

Notes for teachers and parents.
Practise new vocabulary with end-of-story activities.
Stories with audio and animation give children a chance to practise sounds and spelling patterns learned from Oxford Phonics World.
Practise new vocabulary with end-of-story activities.
Notes for teachers and parents.

Oxford Phonics World Readers

BEGINNER (A1)

KATHRYN O’DELL, CHRISTINE HARTZLER AND LYNE ROBERTSON

- Stories with audio and animation give children a chance to practise sounds and spelling patterns learned from Oxford Phonics World.
- Practise new vocabulary with end-of-story activities.
- Notes for teachers and parents.

Oxford Primary Skills

TAMZIN THOMPSON AND HELEN CASEY

A fun and colourful six-level supplementary series that develops reading and writing skills through a broad range of exciting texts.

- Wide range of text types with a focus on real-world topics.
- Step-by-step reading and graded writing tasks with clear outcomes.
- Supported exercises encourage thorough development of reading sub-skills such as reading for gist and reading for detail.
- More words’ section extends the vocabulary areas in the units.
- Accompanying Audio CD, plus online notes for additional teaching support.
- Also available in American English.

Oxford Primary Skills

Level 1
Skills Book 978 0 19 467400 3
Class Audio CD (Levels 1 and 2) 978 0 19 467401 0

Level 2
Skills Book 978 0 19 467402 7
Class Audio CD (Levels 3 and 4) 978 0 19 467405 8

Level 3
Skills Book 978 0 19 467404 1
Class Audio CD (Levels 3 and 4) 978 0 19 467405 8

Level 4
Skills Book 978 0 19 467406 5
Class Audio CD (Levels 5 and 6) 978 0 19 467408 9

Level 5
Skills Book 978 0 19 467408 9

Level 6
Skills Book 978 0 19 467409 6

Oxford Primary Skills American Edition

Level 1
Skills Book 978 0 19 460275 2
Class Audio CD (Levels 1 and 2) 978 0 19 460281 3

Level 2
Skills Book 978 0 19 460276 9

Level 3
Skills Book 978 0 19 460277 6
Class Audio CD (Levels 3 and 4) 978 0 19 460282 0

Level 4
Skills Book 978 0 19 460278 3

Level 5
Skills Book 978 0 19 460279 0
Class Audio CD (Levels 5 and 6) 978 0 19 460283 7

Level 6
Skills Book 978 0 19 460280 6
Get ready for . . .

Starters
Movers
Flyers

BEGINNER TO ELEMENTARY (A1–A2)
PETRINA CLIFF AND KIRSTIE GRAINGER

Get ready for exam success

Provides thorough preparation and practice for the Cambridge English: Young Learners tests.

digital at a glance

iTools ➜ Online Practice Tests

- Complete coverage of the Cambridge English: Young Learners 2012 vocabulary and grammar syllabus.
- Unique online practice tests at oxfordenglishtesting.com – one free test for each level.
- Teacher’s Book notes provide useful advice on exam preparation and the best way for students to approach the tests.
- iTools puts Student’s Book with audio on screen for interactive teaching.
- Audio CD in every Student’s Book Pack supports listening and speaking.
- Supplements any coursebook and is ideal for use in class or at home.

Get ready for . . .

Starters
Movers
Flyers

Students’ Book and Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 400326 1
978 0 19 400327 8
978 0 19 400328 5

iTools DVD-ROM
978 0 19 400010 9
978 0 19 400011 6
978 0 19 400012 3

Teacher’s Book
978 0 19 400015 4
978 0 19 400016 1
978 0 19 400017 8

See also
Explorers page 12
Incredible English page 13
Happy Series page 17
Cambridge Young Learners English Tests page 78

Potato Pals

PATRICK JACKSON AND RIE KIMURA

Fun stories teach simple sentences, basic vocabulary and useful patterns through a unique system of picture cues.
- Teaches language and vocabulary using appealing potato characters.
- Easy method of repetition, memorization and simple reading assures student success.
- Use in class or for practice with parents at home.

- Meet the Potato Pals, learn English, and be part of the story with the Potato Pals reading app for young learners of English.
For more information see the online catalogue www.oup.com/elt

See also
Oxford Grammar for Schools page 94
Grammar page 94
Grammar Friends page 94

SEE MORE ONLINE at oup.com/elt
Services and solutions for Secondary Courses

Working with teachers, Oxford has developed a wide range of services and solutions so that together we can help students reach their full potential.

Testing and Assessment
Monitor students’ progress with regular assessment.
See test components for each of our secondary courses.

Exam preparation
Prepare your students for exam success with online practice tests for a range of international exams.
See www.oxfordenglishtesting.com

Graded Readers
Inspire a love of reading with our fiction and non-fiction graded readers.
See Dominoes page 101 and Oxford Bookworms page 104.

Dictionaries
Encourage your students to work autonomously.
See Oxford Dictionaries on pages 80–89.

Professional Development
From practical classroom ideas and activities to professional training – find the support you need.
See pages 109–113 for product information, and visit www.oup.com/elt to download resources that support and extend our professional development materials.
Project

Fourth Edition

FALSE-BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–MID B1)

TOM HUTCHINSON

Project Fourth Edition uses the proven Project methodology in a new engaging format.

- More communication and multi-skill exercises will keep your students engrossed.
- Test Builders allow you to create your own tests with just a few clicks.

Extensive Reading Bank

- Encourages your students to read for pleasure and exposes them to a wider vocabulary.
- Includes classic stories such as Aladdin, The Pied Piper of Hamelin and Perseus, with comprehension exercises to help your students get the most out of each text.
- Includes dialogue in every story so your students can act them out in class.

Pronunciation Bank

- Gets all your students practising pronunciation.
- Offers a wide range of activities – from TPR activities to appeal to kinaesthetic learners, to quieter activities that could be used as extension material for fast finishers.

digital at a glance

- Online Practice
- iTools
- Test Builder
- Teacher’s Resource Disk including digital workshops
- Animated cartoons
- Student website

Your students will love the redesigned cartoons, new compelling exercises and innovative digital package. We’ve listened to feedback from teachers around the world and kept all the things you’ve loved from previous editions while enhancing and updating the material to make it more engaging than ever before.

- Digital package includes Online Practice, animated iTools and new DVD material.
- Full-colour, interleaved Teacher’s Books make lesson planning simple.

Students can watch animated versions of the cartoons on the DVD and iTools

We’ve kept the exercises that teachers loved from the Third Edition and improved the ones they didn’t

Grammar points are clearly presented with explanations from Mut. The explanations are animated on iTools

SEE MORE ONLINE at oup.com/elt
Inspiring the next generation

NEW Online Practice

Project Fourth Edition Workbooks come with all new Online Practice providing extra interactive activities that your students can do for homework or extra study. Each unit contains:

- 5 grammar activities with grammar pop-ups
- 5 vocabulary activities
- 5 skills activities (2 listening, 1 reading, 1 communication and 1 writing activity)
- 5 test yourself activities

Students receive instant feedback and the opportunity to try again.

Students’ marks are entered into the mark book so you can easily see which students have completed which exercises and how well they did.

Sign up for a 30-day trial at www.projectonlinepractice.com/demo

Teacher access cards for Online Practice are available from your local OUP representative.

Project Fourth Edition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project 1</th>
<th>Project 2</th>
<th>Project 3</th>
<th>Project 4</th>
<th>Project 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 476455 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 476456 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 476457 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 476458 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook with Audio CD and Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 476288 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 476290 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 476291 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 476292 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book with Multi-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 476299 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 476292 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 476291 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 476290 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 476300 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 476301 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 476302 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 476301 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>978 0 19 476312 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 476314 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 476316 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 476315 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools</td>
<td>978 0 19 476315 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 476313 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 476314 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 476313 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test Builder available from your Oxford representative.

Project Second Edition is still available. Please see the online catalogue.
SECONDARY COURSES

Got it! Second Edition
BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–MID B2)
PHILIPPA BOWEN AND DENIS DELANEY

This brand new edition of Got it! retains the successful methodology and teen appeal of the first edition, while providing more flexibility with extra resources and a sound digital package.

digital at a glance
- Online Workbook
- Online Teacher’s Resources
- iTools
- Online Skills Practice (with Plus edition)

• Language is presented in context in either a photo-story or interesting text that will engage your teen learners.
• A new, improved skills syllabus with a new Writing Builder and more listening opportunities builds students’ confidence.
• A guided discovery approach to grammar encourages students to think.
• Interactive grammar presentations provide an effective and fun way to present new grammar.
• New online progress tests, practice questions for a range of international exams, and self-assessment pages ensure all your students can progress with confidence.

NEW EDITION
AVAILABLE JULY 2015
Got it! Plus
Second Edition
For teachers who want to give their students extra online practice.

Students receive access to both the Got it! Second Edition Online Workbook and exclusive extra online skills practice.

Reduced sample pages from Got it! Second Edition Student Book and Workbook 1
Get it all with Got it! Second Edition

Discover the benefits of online homework

With Got it! Second Edition you get the security of a traditional print Workbook as well as access to an Online Workbook enhanced with extra activities and regular progress tests.

Set students online homework using the Online Workbook.

Automatic marking provides instant feedback and motivates students to try again.
English Plus
Reach Out

STARTER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B2)
BEN WETZ, DIANA PYE, NICHOLAS TIMS AND JAMES STYRING

English Plus/Reach Out are flexible courses with all the additional material you might need. Available in British English (English Plus) and American English (Reach Out).

digital at a glance

- Online Practice
- iTools
- e-Books (English Plus)
- Student’s websites

English Plus/Reach Out build students’ confidence through graded practice. The flexible package makes it ideal for mixed-ability classes, and varying teaching loads. Now with Online Practice.

- Extra optional pages at the back of the book enable teachers to tailor their lessons to their students’ needs.
- A focus on communicative outcomes means that every lesson ends with an Activate task, usually speaking, which lets students use and personalize the material.

Choose to do more

NEW English Plus e-Books

- Built-in video and audio.
- Record functionality to practise pronunciation.
- Automatic marking in the Workbook.
- Completed pages can be emailed to the teacher for marking.

See page 31 for details.

- The Test Bank provides over 60 editable tests per level, including end of unit, end of term and speaking tests.
- Staged lessons provide students with comprehensive support.
- Lots of support for mixed-ability classes, including regular fast-finisher exercises and online practice.
There is a wealth of extra materials available for English Plus/Reach Out making them perfect courses for the mixed-ability classroom.

- Extra optional lessons for each unit on Culture, Curriculum Extra, Extra Speaking and Listening, and Vocabulary puzzles.
- Extra graded grammar and vocabulary worksheets in the Teacher’s Book.
- Three drama lessons per level in the Teacher’s Book.
- DVD clips, with on-screen multiple-choice questions and photocopiable worksheets.
- Online Practice provides extra exercises and encourages students to practise between lessons.

### English Plus

1. **Extra curriculum extra**
   - Natural science: Adapting to the environment

2. **2.26**
   - Read and listen to the text. Then match the words in blue with definitions 1–5.
   - 1. produce young animals
   - 2. place where an animal lives
   - 3. move to another place to live
   - 4. eat
   - 5. change

3. **Animals adapt to their environment in different ways. Some change their appearance, for example arctic foxes, which become white in the winter. Others, such as cobras, produce substances like venom, to help them feed.**

4. **However, some animals adapt in a different way – they travel thousands of miles to a different habitat. This is called migration. Animals migrate for different reasons. Some, such as salmon, travel from the ocean to rivers to breed, because it's safer for their young there. Others, such as monarch butterflies, migrate south to spend the winter in a warmer habitat.**

5. **Migration is one of the most amazing phenomena in the animal kingdom.**

### Reach Out

1. **ACTIVATE**
   - Work in pairs. Find out about an animal that migrates. Complete the table in exercise 3 for your animal. Then compare your animal with another group’s animal.

2. **2.27**
   - Look at the map. Then listen and choose the correct migration route for the grey whale and the arctic tern.

3. **Listen again and complete the table.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal</th>
<th>Migrates from</th>
<th>Migrates to</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Time of journey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grey whale</td>
<td>Pacific Ocean, Mexico</td>
<td>9,000 kilometres</td>
<td>2–3 months</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic tern</td>
<td>Shetland</td>
<td>4,000 kilometres</td>
<td>2–3 months</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW Teen2Teen

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)
JOAN SASLOW AND ALLEN ASCHER

An American English lower-secondary course with a gentle pace and real teen appeal.

digital at a glance
- iTools  e-Books  Online Practice (with Plus edition)

Teen2Teen reflects the social nature of teenagers with realistic language models and dialogues which match the way teenagers communicate. Plenty of controlled practice of social language maximizes teen enjoyment of social interaction.

- A Teen2Teen social network site feature reflects the social nature of teens and the way they communicate with their friends, while the dialogues of the teenage characters represent natural spoken language, including idiomatic phrases.

Teen2Teen Plus
with exclusive Online Practice

- More than 250 extra activities which practise grammar, vocabulary and social language.
- Easy-to-use Learning Management System.

- Clear signposting, controlled introduction of new language and traditional grammar-based progression fits every teaching style, including large class sizes, and requires minimal teacher preparation time.
- Extra practice worksheets, flashcards for vocabulary drilling, and a test builder form an extensive teacher support package for teachers of all levels of experience.
- Readings on world and cultural themes will appeal to teenagers’ curiosity.
- Reading strategies are introduced in the later levels in preparation for upper-secondary.
- e-Books offer integrated audio and interactive activities.

For your reality

Reduced sample pages from Teen2Teen Student Book and Workbook One

Teen2Teen One Two Three Four
Student Book and Workbook 978 0 19 403461 6 978 0 19 403465 4 978 0 19 403468 5 978 0 19 403471 5
e-Book 978 0 19 403470 0 978 0 19 403474 4 978 0 19 403478 7 978 0 19 403482 1
Student Book and Workbook Plus 978 0 19 403464 3 978 0 19 403468 5 978 0 19 403471 5
Teacher’s Edition 978 0 19 403412 8 978 0 19 403413 5 978 0 19 403414 2 978 0 19 403415 9
iTools 978 0 19 403450 0 978 0 19 403454 3 978 0 19 403458 6 978 0 19 403462 9
Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 403446 5 978 0 19 403447 2 978 0 19 403448 9 978 0 19 403449 4
DVD 978 0 19 403444 9* 978 0 19 403446 6**

*Levels One and Two  **Levels Three and Four

See more online at oup.com/elt
Engage Second Edition

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1+)

GREGORY J MANIN, ALICIA ARTUSI, HELEN HALLIWELL, CLAIRE THACKER, ROBERT QUINN AND LEWIS LANSFORD

Engage Second Edition captures the imagination of a new generation of adolescent learners with fresh content and a comprehensive range of digital components.

- A fresh, topical approach that encourages students to engage with the world around them.
- Supportive step-by-step approach to all four skills helps build students’ confidence.
- Strong emphasis on vocabulary development gives students the tools for better communication.
- Students are encouraged to interact with each other and share their language learning through project work and optional group activities.

![digital at a glance]
- Student MultiROM
- Teacher MultiROM
- iTools
- Student’s website

- Additional reading material and worksheets offer extra practice, and puzzles in the back of each Student Book provide support for mixed-ability classes.
- Student MultiROM in the Student Book and Workbook Pack encourages self-study and further practice.
- Comprehensive range of digital components, including iTools digital resources for interactive whiteboards and a Class DVD, adapts to suit any teaching style and adds interest to lessons.
- Rich bank of teachers’ resource materials ensures easy classroom management and teacher support.

Student’s Website

- Webquests with links to authentic websites engage students with the real world.
- Instant, automatic feedback maintains motivation.
- Fun activities reinforce vocabulary and grammar.

www.oup.com/elt/engage

Look Up

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1+)

SUSAN IANNUZZI AND JAMES STYRING


- Easy-to-teach material and a ‘Present less, practise more’ methodology makes this course ideal for teachers with limited contact hours.
- Custom-written, radio-quality songs provide targeted language practice.
- Reading texts focus on topics teenagers can relate to.
- Cross-curricular lessons introduce interesting and unusual subjects from the wider world.
- The Workbook section at the back of the Student Book provides reference material and extra activities.
- Student MultiROM, with activities and games, plus all the songs from the Student Book, encourages self-study.
- Tests are quick and easy to produce with the Test Builder.
- DVD offers report and interview clips, comprehension checks for each clip, worksheets and teaching notes.

Heads Up

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1+)

SUSAN IANNUZZI AND JAMES STYRING


Heads Up contains the components of Look Up plus:

- Longer Student Books, with four songs for each level.
- Optional extra Workbooks for additional practice or homework.
- Teacher’s Edition of the Student Book, with answers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Look Up</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Level 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book and Workbook with MultiROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 412354 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 412359 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 412364 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 412369 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 412374 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 412352 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 412357 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 412362 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 412367 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 412372 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Resource MultiROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 412353 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 412358 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 412363 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 412368 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 412373 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 412350 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 412355 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 412360 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 412365 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 412370 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD (for all levels)</td>
<td>978 0 19 412352 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heads Up</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Level 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book with MultiROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 412325 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 412330 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 412334 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 412339 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 412344 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook</td>
<td>978 0 19 412320 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 412324 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 412328 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 412332 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 412337 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Edition</td>
<td>978 0 19 412323 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 412328 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 412332 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 412337 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 412342 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Resource Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 412320 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 412324 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 412328 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 412332 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 412337 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 412325 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 412329 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 412333 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 412338 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 412343 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Builder (for all levels)</td>
<td>978 0 19 412326 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 412331 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 412335 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 412340 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 412345 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD (for all levels)</td>
<td>978 0 19 412321 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 412326 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 412330 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 412334 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 412339 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

www.oup.com/elt/engage
Solutions
Second Edition
ELEMENTARY TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)
TIM FALLA AND PAUL A. DAVIES

Solutions offers a rich variety of learning opportunities for a whole range of abilities.

digital at a glance

- iTools
- Online Workbook
- e-Books
- App

Solutions Second Edition is a five-level general English course for secondary students who are preparing for their school-leaving exam. It uses the tested formula of a guided approach to teaching to build students’ confidence in communication, and lead them to exam success.

- Clear unit and lesson structure makes it easy to plan with Solutions Second Edition.
- Interesting texts appeal to teenagers, whilst also covering all the school-leaving exam topics.
- Guided approach to speaking and writing builds students’ confidence to communicate in English.
- Vocabulary Builder and Grammar Builder in the Student’s Books for lots of extra practice and extension.
- Specific B1 and B2 school-leaving exam preparation in the ‘Get Ready for Your Exam’ sections.

The ‘I can’ statements at the start of every lesson make it easy for students to take control of their learning

Grammar Builder and Vocabulary Builder sections are clearly referenced at relevant points in the lesson

Almost every lesson ends with a speaking task, giving students the opportunity to practise what they have learned

Learn this! boxes present key information in a clear and concise manner

The ‘I can’ statements at the start of every lesson make it easy for students to take control of their learning

e-Books

All the content from the Student’s Books and Workbooks, with extra features to support your students’ learning.

- Students can play the built-in audio at the right speed for them.
- Improve pronunciation with the repeat, record and compare feature which allows students to record themselves and then compare it to the original audio.
- Let your students personalize their learning with written or spoken notes that they can save anywhere on the page.
- Automatic marking in the Workbook allows students to check their progress independently and saves precious class time.
- Built-in video in the Workbook accessed straight from the page.

For tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com
See page 31 for details.
Activating ALL your learners

Online Workbook

The Solutions Online Workbook allows your students to complete the Workbook practice activities interactively. It includes integrated audio for listening tasks, plus wordlists and the grammar reference from the Student's Book, meaning everything is easily accessible and in one place.

The online gradebook lets you easily track your students’ progress and see at a glance if there are areas that need further practice. You can also assign different exercises to different groups of students, so that all your students are learning at the pace that is right for them.

Available from your usual bookshop or buy online from www.oup.com/elt

Solutions Second Edition

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Student’s Book

978 0 19 455287 3

978 0 19 455288 2

978 0 19 455289 9

978 0 19 455290 5

Workbook and Audio CD Pack

978 0 19 455281 3

978 0 19 455286 7

978 0 19 455294 2

978 0 19 455295 9

Online Workbook

978 0 19 455492 3

978 0 19 455493 0

978 0 19 455494 7

978 0 19 455495 4

Teacher’s Book and CD-ROM Pack

978 0 19 455370 4

978 0 19 455371 1

978 0 19 455372 8

978 0 19 455373 5

Class Audio CDs

978 0 19 455423 7

978 0 19 455424 4

978 0 19 455425 1

978 0 19 455426 8

iTools

978 0 19 455349 0

978 0 19 455350 6

978 0 19 455351 3

978 0 19 455352 0

e-Book (Student’s Book)

978 0 19 455531 9

978 0 19 455532 6

978 0 19 455533 3

978 0 19 455534 0

e-Book (Workbook)

978 0 19 455565 4

978 0 19 455566 1

978 0 19 455567 8

978 0 19 455568 5

Solutions Original Edition

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Advanced

Student’s Book with MultiROM Pack

978 0 19 455160 2

978 0 19 455161 9

978 0 19 455162 6

978 0 19 455163 3

Teacher’s Book

978 0 19 455164 5

978 0 19 455165 2

978 0 19 455166 9

978 0 19 455167 6

Workbook

978 0 19 455155 7

978 0 19 455156 4

978 0 19 455157 1

978 0 19 455158 8

Class Audio CDs

978 0 19 455162 2

978 0 19 455161 5

978 0 19 455160 8

978 0 19 455159 1

iTools

978 0 19 455231 8

978 0 19 455232 5

978 0 19 455233 2

978 0 19 455234 9

Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf

Our e-books for iPad and tablets for Android offer our coursebooks and readers in digital form, with interactive features designed specifically for language learners. Available via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app.

Watch instant video, listen to audio tracks at different speeds, improve pronunciation and send homework to teachers.

NEW Now also available online on your computer at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com, and as a SharePoint app through Microsoft Office 365 (some features may differ).

Go to www.oup.com/elt/fingertips for the latest titles.
Achieve Second Edition

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A2+ – B2+)
SYLVIA WHEELEDON, COLIN CAMPBELL, AIRTON POZO DE MATTOS, CLAIRE THACKER, CHRISTINA DE LA MARE, SUSAN JANNUZZI AND ZOLTAN REZMUVES

Achieve Second Edition offers a rich variety of challenging exam-oriented practice material for school-leaving and college entrance exams.

- A strong focus on reading comprehension, vocabulary building and grammar.
- Reading texts reflect a range of text genres and academic disciplines.
- ‘Get it right’ boxes encourage self-correcting, while ‘Focus on’ boxes highlight common mistakes.
- Extra support and practice is available in the integrated Workbook and Language Reference pages.
- Dual entry at Starter and Level 1 means that students can start at the right level for them.
- iTools digital resources encourage interactive learning, and easy classroom management.
- Optional Skills Books at Starter level, and Levels 1 and 2 provide guided practice in writing, listening and speaking, with fully integrated strategies to build students’ confidence.

Teacher’s Resource Center

A bank of editable worksheets and tests. Each level includes:
- Reading worksheets.
- Grammar and Vocabulary worksheets.
- False Friends and Phrasal Verbs worksheets.
- Exam practice tests.

Achieve Second Edition offers a rich variety of challenging exam-oriented practice material for school-leaving and college entrance exams.

- A strong focus on reading comprehension, vocabulary building and grammar.
- Reading texts reflect a range of text genres and academic disciplines.
- ‘Get it right’ boxes encourage self-correcting, while ‘Focus on’ boxes highlight common mistakes.
- Extra support and practice is available in the integrated Workbook and Language Reference pages.
- Dual entry at Starter and Level 1 means that students can start at the right level for them.
- iTools digital resources encourage interactive learning, and easy classroom management.
- Optional Skills Books at Starter level, and Levels 1 and 2 provide guided practice in writing, listening and speaking, with fully integrated strategies to build students’ confidence.

Teacher’s Resource Center

A bank of editable worksheets and tests. Each level includes:
- Reading worksheets.
- Grammar and Vocabulary worksheets.
- False Friends and Phrasal Verbs worksheets.
- Exam practice tests.

Achieve Second Edition offers a rich variety of challenging exam-oriented practice material for school-leaving and college entrance exams.

- A strong focus on reading comprehension, vocabulary building and grammar.
- Reading texts reflect a range of text genres and academic disciplines.
- ‘Get it right’ boxes encourage self-correcting, while ‘Focus on’ boxes highlight common mistakes.
- Extra support and practice is available in the integrated Workbook and Language Reference pages.
- Dual entry at Starter and Level 1 means that students can start at the right level for them.
- iTools digital resources encourage interactive learning, and easy classroom management.
- Optional Skills Books at Starter level, and Levels 1 and 2 provide guided practice in writing, listening and speaking, with fully integrated strategies to build students’ confidence.

Teacher’s Resource Center

A bank of editable worksheets and tests. Each level includes:
- Reading worksheets.
- Grammar and Vocabulary worksheets.
- False Friends and Phrasal Verbs worksheets.
- Exam practice tests.
**insight**

**ELEMENTARY TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A1–C1)**

JAYNE WILDMAN, FIONA BEDDALL, CLAIRE THACKER AND CATHY MYERS

**insight** will challenge, develop and inspire your students as well as equip them with the skills they need for lifelong learning.

- Thought-provoking topics and information-rich texts challenge students’ opinions, educate them about the world they live in and inspire classroom discussion.
- A coherent and systematic vocabulary syllabus, *Vocabulary insight* pages, and a ten-page *Vocabulary bank* explore vocabulary in greater depth.
- Culture pages in every unit and related DVD material broaden students’ understanding of the customs, traditions and history of English-speaking countries.
- All school-leaving exam topics are covered, and exam-like tasks throughout help prepare students for their exam.
- **NEW** Student’s Book e-books offer built-in audio and interactive tools to support students’ learning.

**Challenge, Develop, Inspire.**

**digital at a glance**

- **iTools**
- **Online Practice**
- **Online Workbook**
- **e-Books**

Choose the *insight* Workbook package to suit your students:

The **Print Workbook with Online Practice** offers you all the benefits of the print Workbook plus:

- Extra activities linked to the unit topic and language.
- Integrated video and an interactive video activity for every unit.
- Discussion topics linked to the unit topics (you can also create your own).
- The motivation of instant feedback for your students.
- An online gradebook to track students’ progress.

The **Online Workbook Plus** delivers all the content from the print Workbook online, as well as the extra Online Practice:

- **100% online.**

Available from your usual bookshop or online from [www.oup.com/elt](http://www.oup.com/elt).

---

**Speaking tasks encourage students to think critically and promote class discussions**

**Strategy boxes build students’ skills**

Reduced sample pages from insight Intermediate Student’s Book

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>insight</th>
<th>Elementary</th>
<th>Pre-Intermediate</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Upper-Intermediate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 4010106 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 401107 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 401108 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 401109 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Book (Student’s Book)</td>
<td>978 0 19 401555 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 401565 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 401566 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 401571 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook</td>
<td>978 0 19 401111 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 401112 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 401113 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 401114 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 401476 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 401486 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 401495 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 401521 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Workbook Plus</td>
<td>978 0 19 401481 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 401491 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 401500 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 401524 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book and Teacher’s Resource Disk Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 401076 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 401077 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 401078 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 401079 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 401006 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 401007 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 401008 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 401009 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools</td>
<td>978 0 19 401101 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 401102 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 401103 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 401104 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New Horizons

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)
PAUL RADLEY AND DANIELA SIMONS

New Horizons is the course that sets achievable goals and builds confidence in communication.

digital at a glance
- iTools
- Test CD-ROM

New Horizons is a four-level secondary course. Its clear structure, dual entry points and updated exam training prepare students for the B1 exam.

- New Horizons supports students from the very start, preparing them to communicate successfully in English for life and work.

Building Confidence in Communication

- The step-by-step lessons follow a clear structure and always lead to a communicative outcome.
- Systematic exam training in Levels 3 and 4 prepares students for the different requirements of their school-leaving exam.
- Vocational language banks on iTools for profession-specific vocabulary practice will engage students.

Horizons Original Edition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student's Book</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>978 0 19 438676 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 438677 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 438678 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 438679 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student's Book and CD-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 438676 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 438677 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 438678 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 438679 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook</td>
<td>978 0 19 438680 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 438681 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 438682 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 438683 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher's Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 438712 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 438713 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 438714 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 438715 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 438720 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 438721 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 438722 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 438723 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools</td>
<td>978 0 19 438682</td>
<td>978 0 19 438724</td>
<td>978 0 19 438725</td>
<td>978 0 19 438726</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

View these titles online

- English Zone
  - Level 1
    - Student's Book 978 0 19 436804 3
    - Workbook 978 0 19 436811 5
    - Teacher's Book 978 0 19 436812 2
    - Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 436813 9

- Oxford Heroes
  - Student's Book and MultiROM Pack 978 0 19 400600 8
  - Workbook 978 0 19 400601 5
  - Teacher's Book 978 0 19 400602 2
  - Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 400603 9

- Adventures
  - Student's Book 978 0 19 437660 0
  - Teacher's Book 978 0 19 437661 7
  - Workbook 978 0 19 437662 4
  - Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 437663 1

- New Matrix
  - Pre-Intermediate
    - Student's Book 978 0 19 476604 7
    - Workbook 978 0 19 476605 4
    - Teacher's Book 978 0 19 476606 1
  - Intermediate
    - Student's Book 978 0 19 476613 5
    - Workbook 978 0 19 476614 2
    - Teacher's Book 978 0 19 476615 9
  - Upper-Intermediate
    - Student's Book 978 0 19 476620 3
    - Workbook 978 0 19 476621 0
    - Teacher's Book 978 0 19 476622 7

- New Horizons
  - Student's Book 978 0 19 413434 9
  - Workbook 978 0 19 413441 6
  - Teacher's Book 978 0 19 413448 7
  - Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 413456 9

iTools

Digital classroom resources

With New Horizons iTools, teachers have exciting whiteboard-friendly material to bring fresh stimulus to language lessons.

New Horizons iTools is a complete digital teaching resource. It features the Student's Book and Workbook content, answer keys, audio, video clips, plus extra interactive resources. The functions include bookmarking, flipcharts, draw and highlight, zoom, and note-making.

For use with interactive whiteboards, computers, projectors or laptops.

* Contact your local OUP office for details.

www.oup.com/elt
Services and solutions for Adult Courses

Working with teachers, Oxford has developed a wide range of services and solutions so that together we can help students reach their full potential.

Online Practice
Get your students learning online with online practice and homework that you can track.
www.oup.com/elt/learnonline

Graded Readers
Inspire a love of reading.
See Dominoes on page 101 and Oxford Bookworms Library on page 104.

Testing and Assessment
Test and assess to maximize your students’ progress.
See Assessment and Examinations on pages 71–79.

Dictionaries
Clarify the meanings of words and how to use them correctly.
See Oxford Dictionaries on pages 80–89.

Professional Development
Progress with professional development training and practical teaching tips.
See pages 109–113 for product information, and visit www.oup.com/elt to download resources that support and extend our professional development materials.

SHAPING learning TOGETHER
BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)

SUSAN STEMPLESKI

When you stretch to reach new goals, you need support. Stretch provides a comprehensive support system to help students meet their personal, academic and professional goals.

**Online Practice**

Stretch Online Practice offers additional skill instruction and customizable practice that you can assign and track – up to 40 hours per level.

- Presenting skills instill confidence in public speaking.
- Viewing skills teach media literacy for 21st-century success.
- BBC Worldwide Learning videos engage and motivate students with rich, contemporary content.
- Skill Snapshots ensure transparent and transferable learning outcomes.
- Classroom presentation materials include ready-made presentations and worksheets to save teachers time.
- Digital testing package offers a variety of outcome-based tests to prepare students for standardized tests.
- The skills practised are chosen to reflect the CEFR can-do statements to help students achieve success.

---

**Overview of learning outcomes for all skills increases student motivation**

**Controlled practice activities**

allow students to use the vocabulary learned in meaningful contexts and build confidence

**I can… statements**

help teachers define learning outcomes and students self-assess their progress

---

Reduced sample pages from Stretch Student Book 1
6 Skills to expand your English

In addition to explicit instruction in listening, speaking, reading and writing, Stretch offers a focus on practical viewing and presenting skills.

Viewing Skills

Stretch develops viewing skills, such as interpreting facial expressions, focusing on visuals and identifying facts and opinions.

Viewing skills are essential to language learning because they help students to:

- Recall vocabulary with greater ease.
- Use visual clues to deepen comprehension levels.
- Develop cross-cultural awareness.
- Expand critical thinking skills.

Presenting Skills

Stretch teaches presenting skills to help students become confident public speakers.

Learning presenting skills in the classroom allows students to:

- Develop important life and professional skills alongside language practice.
- Practise presenting in a safe, structured and familiar environment.
- Learn how to give constructive peer feedback.
- Transfer their learning to other communicative contexts such as discussion or writing.

iTools Online

Stretch iTools Online transforms each Student Book and Workbook into a media-rich classroom presentation tool in order to maximize heads-up learning. The online delivery makes it easier to access the content.

Student Book with Online Practice 978 0 19 460311 9 978 0 19 460312 6 978 0 19 460313 3 978 0 19 460314 0
Student Book and Workbook Multipack A 978 0 19 460327 0 978 0 19 460328 7 978 0 19 460329 4 978 0 19 460330 0
Student Book and Workbook Multipack B 978 0 19 460331 7 978 0 19 460332 4 978 0 19 460333 1 978 0 19 460334 8
Workbook 978 0 19 460323 2 978 0 19 460324 9 978 0 19 460325 6 978 0 19 460326 3
Teacher’s Book with iTools Online 978 0 19 460339 3 978 0 19 460340 9 978 0 19 460341 6 978 0 19 460342 3
Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 460347 8 978 0 19 460348 5 978 0 19 460349 2 978 0 19 460350 8
DVD (all levels) 978 0 19 460354 0
New Headway

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)
LIZ AND JOHN SOARS

The world’s most trusted adult English course – a perfectly balanced syllabus and proven methodology, now with a new generation of digital support.

digital at a glance

- iTutor
- iChecker
- Teacher’s Resource Disc
- e-Books
- iBooks
- iTools
- Oxford Online Skills Program
- Phrase-a-day app

- In-depth treatment of grammar and integrated skills.
- Complete support for teachers – in print, on disc and online.
- iTutor DVD-ROM for interactive home study.
- iChecker CD-ROM for Workbook audio, self-tests and links to online testing and interactive practice.
- iTools for digital interactivity in the classroom.

Phrase-a-day app

Improve your English one phrase at a time. Learn everyday English phrases with this fun app on Apple and Android devices.

With practice from

Oxford Online Skills Program
Skills practice for reading, writing, listening and speaking.
For details see page 52.

- Headway Fourth Edition Video (Beginner to Intermediate) is now also available in a DVD Pack with photocopiable worksheets.
- Headway Fourth Edition Student’s Book plus iTutor digital resources.
- Headway Fourth Edition Workbook plus iChecker digital resources.
- Documentary-style video with activities.
- Teacher’s Book with Teacher’s Resource Disc, with fully customizable support material, including tests, tapescripts, communicative activities and grammar worksheets.
- iTools digital teaching material for the interactive classroom.
- e-Books offering the book contents plus extra features.
- Online, mobile and digital learning solutions for home study and self-assessment, including:
  - Phrase-a-day app.
  - Oxford Online Skills Program for further practice and consolidation.

Reduced sample pages from New Headway Fourth Edition Upper-Intermediate Student’s Book

Clear unit aims make lesson planning easier

Supports students with a strong focus on grammar

Useful phrases and expressions for students to use in the real world

Clear CD track listing aids navigation

Speaking is integrated to give students more practice

Grammar Reference provides clear explanations

Updated topics provide a rich variety of themes
Further teaching and learning resources are available from our websites:

Headway Fourth Edition: www.oup.com/elt/welcome2headway
Headway Student’s Site: www.oup.com/elt/headway
Headway Teacher’s Site: www.oup.com/elt/teacher/headway

Digital Learning and Teaching Solutions

e-Books

Enhance your students’ learning experience with the *Headway* Fourth Edition e-books offering all Student’s Book content with video and extra interactive features.

For tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com. See page 41 for details.

- Personalize learning: save audio or written notes anywhere on the page.
- Slow down the built-in audio to hear every word clearly.
- Improve pronunciation with the listen, record and compare feature.
- Help students check their progress with automatically marked exercises.
- Also available as a Teacher’s Edition providing all the Student’s Book content with additional teacher’s notes and resources.

NEW iBooks Textbook

Available from the iBookstore offering a unique Student’s Book experience for iPad users. These iBooks contain all of the Student’s Book content with integrated audio and video, and interactive exercises.

- Available for Pre-Intermediate, forthcoming for Intermediate and Upper-Intermediate levels.

iTutor

A digital companion to the Student’s Book for students to revise, review and improve their English.

- Interactive reading, listening and writing practice with instant feedback.
- Grammar Tutor with audio explanations up to Intermediate level.
- Language Development at Upper-Intermediate and Advanced covering grammar, vocabulary and spoken English.
- Printable wordlist with audio for each unit.
- Video material with interactive exercises.

iTutor

A digital companion to the Student’s Book for students to revise, review and improve their English.

- Interactive reading, listening and writing practice with instant feedback.
- Grammar Tutor with audio explanations up to Intermediate level.
- Language Development at Upper-Intermediate and Advanced covering grammar, vocabulary and spoken English.
- Printable wordlist with audio for each unit.
- Video material with interactive exercises.

iTutor

A digital companion to the Student’s Book for students to revise, review and improve their English.

- Interactive reading, listening and writing practice with instant feedback.
- Grammar Tutor with audio explanations up to Intermediate level.
- Language Development at Upper-Intermediate and Advanced covering grammar, vocabulary and spoken English.
- Printable wordlist with audio for each unit.
- Video material with interactive exercises.

iTutor

A digital companion to the Student’s Book for students to revise, review and improve their English.

- Interactive reading, listening and writing practice with instant feedback.
- Grammar Tutor with audio explanations up to Intermediate level.
- Language Development at Upper-Intermediate and Advanced covering grammar, vocabulary and spoken English.
- Printable wordlist with audio for each unit.
- Video material with interactive exercises.
Proven success beyond the classroom

digital at a glance

- Oxford Online Skills
- iChecker
- e-Books (Student Book/Workbook)
- iTools Online

- More conversation practice helps students accelerate their progress in speaking and prepare for high-stakes tests.
- Comprehensive testing program carefully reviewed by an assessment expert to ensure quality.
- Online skills development and self-assessment enables students to target areas for improvement and manage their own learning.
- Streamlined access to classroom presentation, teacher resources and online class and assessment management tools.

NEW YORK'S BEST FOOD MARKET

Chelsea Market

Chelsea Market now has a TV network. The Food Network chose three of NYC's best markets in Chelsea Market. Try to get tickets to watch the best Chef at one of NYC's best cooking shows.

A PARISIAN IN NEW YORK

Hi! I’m Chantal!

Hi! I’m Chantal! I moved to Chelsea from Paris a few years ago. My apartment is very small, but it’s the most beautiful place I’ve ever lived. Chelsea Market is one of the biggest markets in the city. People often buy food at the market and bring it home to cook. There are usually a lot of people at the market, but it’s fun to browse and see wonderful things.

I live in Chelsea. It’s probably the most popular neighborhood in the city. There are many different types of people in my neighborhood. Chelsea Market is one of the best places to eat, and it’s also one of the most popular places to shop. Chelsea Market has a lot of tourist attractions, and it’s one of the best places to visit in New York City.

Chelsea Market has a TV network. The Food Network chose three of NYC’s best markets in Chelsea Market. Try to get tickets to watch the best Chef at one of NYC’s best cooking shows.

Making comparisons

Complete the sentences with an opposite comparative adjective.

1. This apartment is too
   . I need
   .
2. The 10:00 train is too
   . Is the 11:30 train a
   ?
3. You’re
   . I need
   . Why weren’t you here
   ?
4. The
   tallest
   is
   .
5. Five minutes is too
   . Can I do something
   ?
6. This exercise is the most
   in the book.

PRACTICE

It’s the biggest!

Complete these sentences with a superlative adjective.

1. The
   building in New York is the World Trade Center.
   (tallest)
2. Times Square is the most
   place in New York.
   (popular)
3. Chelsea Market is a
   place to visit in New York.
   (new)
4. The Food Network is a
   channel to watch.
   (new)

With practice from Oxford Online Skills Program

Skills practice for reading, writing, listening and speaking.

For details see page 52.
American Headway

Second Edition

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)
LIZ AND JOHN SOARS

The world’s most trusted English course, now with a new generation of digital support.

digital at a glance
- Student MultiROM
- Teacher Resource Center
- Teacher Toolkit CD-ROM
- Test Generator CD-ROM

American Headway Second Edition combines a proven methodology with fresh new material, new testing components and an online library of digital resources. That’s why it has never been a better time to use the world’s most trusted course.

- Teacher Toolkit provides all-new classroom presentation, video expansion and testing materials.
- Teacher Resource Center brings together all classroom presentation, practice and assessment materials in one browsable online library.
- Student Practice MultiROM provides hours of interactive grammar, vocabulary, writing and listening practice.
- Spotlight on Testing lessons in Workbooks 1–5 prepare students for success in the TOEFL® iBT, and other standardized exams.
- Access to automatically-graded online practice test for the TOEFL® iBT, or your choice of other exam available at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com.

Our e-books for iPad and tablets for Android offer our coursebooks and readers in digital form, with interactive features designed specifically for language learners.

Available via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app.

Watch instant video, listen to audio tracks at different speeds, improve pronunciation and send homework to teachers.

NEW Now also available online on your computer at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com, and as a SharePoint app through Microsoft Office 365 (some features may differ).

Go to www.oup.com/elt/fingertips for the latest titles.
English File

Third Edition

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)
CHRISTINA LATHAM-KOENIG AND CLIVE OXENDEN (BEGINNER TO ADVANCED), AND PAUL SELIGSON (ELEMENTARY AND PRE-INTERMEDIATE), AND MIKE BOYLE (INTERMEDIATE PLUS) AND JERRY LAMBERT (ADVANCED)

English File creates fun, enjoyable lessons which get students talking through the right mix of language, motivation and opportunity.

- New file structure makes courses easier to prepare, teach and organize.
- A fine-tuned syllabus provides confidence for teachers and students.
- Engaging topics and texts bring the classroom to life.
- Video content filmed specially for English File
  - Practical English drama – teaches high-frequency, everyday English in a motivating, entertaining context at Beginner to Intermediate Plus level.
  - Colloquial English – gives Upper-Intermediate and Advanced students the added challenge of authentic, unscripted language.
  - In-the-Street Interviews – give students at all levels the opportunity to watch and listen to real people using real English.
  - Short documentary films – extend the Student’s Book topics and give enjoyable, culture-rich extra listening practice at all levels.
- Digital learning and teaching tools.
- Online and mobile audio and video content.
- Unique Intermediate Plus level, designed specifically for students who have completed an Intermediate B1 course but are not yet ready for Upper-Intermediate B2, helps students to cross the Intermediate threshold with confidence.

Language/Topic focus retained from previous edition – for ease of lesson planning

New tips provide valuable learning points for students

Clear, colour-coded referencing to additional resources such as Grammar Bank and Vocabulary Bank offer additional support

Speaking is integrated throughout the lesson giving students opportunities to express opinions, share thoughts and speak!

New texts and exercises with a blend of contemporary and timeless content increase motivation

Clear CD track listing aids navigation

Around five to six hours of audio gives students the opportunity to listen in class, at home and on the go

Language activation throughout provides students with opportunities to use the language they have learned

Reduced sample pages from English File Third Edition Upper-Intermediate Student’s Book

Clear signposts to iTutor promote self-study to students

SEE MORE ONLINE at oup.com/elt
Flexible learning

English File Third Edition helps to make the most of learning opportunities inside and outside the classroom.

- iTutor helps students revise and review grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, reading and listening.
- All audio and video content from the Student’s Book is included, with listening scripts to support students and build confidence.
- Audio and video files can be transferred to a mobile device for learning on-the-go.
- Students can use the iTutor to catch up if they’ve missed a lesson.
- iChecker progress tests with instant feedback give clear signposting to related practice and reference to help students get the most from their study time.
- Students can learn and practise the British or American English pronunciation of sounds, words and sentences in context – wherever they go – with the English File Pronunciation app.

Bring your classroom to life with iTools – lessons you can trust, on screen and interactive

A complete digital package for your classroom, on interactive whiteboard, or a laptop and projector combination.

Save hours of teacher’s preparation time with:

- The complete content of the Student’s Book with audio, video, answer keys and interactive activities.
- The complete Workbook with audio and answer keys.
- Teacher’s Book photocopiables with answer keys.
- Grammar PowerPoint®, Vocabulary Flashcards and English File interactive Sounds Chart.

Learn more and find interactive exercises, downloadable teaching and learning resources, games and weblinks on our websites:

- English File Student’s Site: www.oup.com/elt/englishfile
- English File Teacher’s Site: www.oup.com/elt/teacher/englishfile

View these titles online

New English File (Second Edition) Beginner to Advanced

With practice from
Oxford Online Skills Program
Skills practice for reading, writing, listening and speaking.
For details see page 52.
American English File

Second Edition

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)

CHRISTINA LATHAM-KOENIG, CLIVE OXENDEN, PAUL SELIGSON AND MIKE BOYLE

digital at a glance

- e-Books
- Oxford Online Skills Program
- iChecker
- Pronunciation app
- Testing Program CD-ROM
- iTools
- DVD

- A wide range of exciting new digital material, including all-new video.
- Advanced level completes comprehensive six-level curriculum.
- Engaging videos develop communication skills through real-life examples and scenarios.
- iChecker contains Progress Checks and Workbook audio material to develop learner independence and self-assessment.

With practice from
Oxford Online Skills Program

Skills practice for reading, writing, listening and speaking.

For details see page 52.

- Pronunciation app with interactive sounds chart and pronunciation games.
- iTools DVD-ROM for classroom presentation contains the Student Book and Workbook on screen. With motivating content, additional photocopyable worksheets and easy-to-use functionality, iTools is an essential and time-saving resource for teachers.
- Testing Program CD-ROM with PDFs and Word documents in print and editable format provides a complete range of tests. 
- NEW e-Books offer all the content from the Student Books and Workbooks with extra features and added interactivity to support learning. Available for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com. See page 41 for details.

Language/Topic focus retained from previous edition – for ease of lesson planning

New tips provide valuable learning points for students

Language activation throughout provides students with opportunities to use the language they have learned

New CD track listing aids navigation

References are colour-coded, making it easier to find additional material at the back of the book

Reduced sample pages from American English File Second Edition Student Book 1

American English File Second Edition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Starter</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
<th>Level 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book with Oxford Online Skills</td>
<td>978 0 19 477614 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 477615 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 477616 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 477617 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 477618 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 477619 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Book (Student Book/Workbook) Multi-Pack A</td>
<td>978 0 19 477279 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 477280 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 477281 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 477282 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 477283 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 477284 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Book (Student Book/Workbook) Multi-Pack B</td>
<td>978 0 19 477261 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 477262 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 477263 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 477264 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 477265 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 477266 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book with Testing Program CD-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 477632 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 477633 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 477634 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 477635 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 477636 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 477637 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook with iChecker</td>
<td>978 0 19 477638 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 477639 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 477640 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 477641 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 477642 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 477643 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Pack A with Online Practice and iChecker</td>
<td>978 0 19 477620 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 477621 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 477622 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 477623 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 477624 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 477625 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Pack B with Online Practice and iChecker</td>
<td>978 0 19 477621 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 477622 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 477623 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 477624 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 477625 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 477626 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 477560 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 477561 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 477562 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 477563 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 477564 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 477565 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class DVD</td>
<td>978 0 19 477566 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 477567 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 477568 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 477569 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 477570 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 477571 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools</td>
<td>978 0 19 477554 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 477555 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 477556 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 477557 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 477558 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 477559 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Network**

Get connected

BEGINNER TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A1–B2)

TOM HUTCHINSON AND KRISTIN SHERMAN

Harness the power of social networking to help your students learn English

digital at a glance

- Online Practice
- Testing Program CD-ROM
- iTools with Video
- DVD

• Characters, connected in personal and professional ways, provide a context for the presentation of grammar and vocabulary.
• Original BBC video content and authentic documentaries develop real-world listening skills.
• ‘Now I can…’ statements on every page help teachers connect learning outcomes to international benchmarks.
• Get Connected lessons in the Student Book and Workbook help students build their social media literacy.
• Online Practice that you can assign and track – 130 activities for every level, including videos and a comprehensive testing program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Starter</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 467157 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 467158 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 467159 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 467160 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 467161 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook with Listening</td>
<td>978 0 19 467152 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 467153 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 467154 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 467155 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 467156 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Pack A: Student Book/Workbook Split Edition</td>
<td>978 0 19 467162 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 467163 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 467164 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 467165 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 467166 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Pack B: Student Book/Workbook Split Edition</td>
<td>978 0 19 467167 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 467168 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 467169 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 467170 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 467171 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book with Testing Program CD-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 467188 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 467189 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 467190 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 467191 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 467192 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 467142 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 467143 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 467144 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 467145 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 467146 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools with Video</td>
<td>978 0 19 467182 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 467183 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 467184 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 467185 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 467186 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>978 0 19 467217 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 467218 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 467219 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 467220 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 467221 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Smart Choice**

Second Edition

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)

KEN WILSON, THOMAS HEALY AND MIKE BOYLE

Smart Choice Second Edition combines a teach-off-the-page approach with opportunities to provide extra challenge for improved success.

digital at a glance

- Online Practice
- Audio Download Center
- Testing Program CD-ROM
- iTools
- DVD

• Flexible, one-page lessons include model language and guided conversation practice to help students become successful speakers.
• Listening Plus expansion task in each unit provides optional extra challenge.
• CEFR-correlated unit goals and ‘can do’ self-assessment tasks help teachers define learning outcomes to international benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smart Choice Second Edition</th>
<th>Starter</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 440734 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 440737 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 440739 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 440739 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Pack A with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 440730 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 440733 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 440741 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 440741 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Pack B with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 440720 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 440723 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 440723 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook with Self-Study Listening</td>
<td>978 0 19 440728 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 440729 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 440730 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 440731 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book with Testing Program CD-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 440740 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 440741 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 440742 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 440743 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 440744 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 440745 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 440745 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 440747 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools with Click &amp; Change Library and Video</td>
<td>978 0 19 440706 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 440709 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 440756 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 440757 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD with Activity Worksheets</td>
<td>978 0 19 440762 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 440763 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 440764 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 440765 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
English for Life
BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–MID B2)
TOM HUTCHINSON

Four-level course with a simple approach that helps adults achieve their learning goals quickly – each page is one complete lesson, each lesson has just one learning focus.

- One-page lessons – making it easy to use for students and teachers.
- ‘Now I can’ learning goal in every lesson.
- Real-life language focus (English for Everyday Life lessons).
- Customizable Test CD and extra photocopiables in the Teacher’s Book Pack.
- Test Builder DVD-ROM available separately.

iTools

Digital resources for interactive whiteboards, computers and data projectors.

- Easy to use – material is pre-selected from the Student’s Book.
- Includes all Student’s Book visuals.
- Ready-made PowerPoint® presentations for new language points.
- Printable resource bank – grammar reference, wordlists and audio scripts.
- Vocabulary Flashcards – 185 images from the Student’s Book. Flashcards also available separately.

Student’s Book MultiROM
- 80 exercises – one for each lesson.
- ‘Organize your learning’ resources.
- Audio files for extra pronunciation practice.

Teacher’s Book Test Resource CD
All Teacher’s Books include a CD of customizable tests:
- Test material in two formats – printable PDFs, and adaptable Word documents.
- 22 multiple-choice tests – one test for every four lessons, plus a mid-course test, and an end-of-course test.

Websites
- Teacher’s Site – tests, study calendar, learning records, lesson trackers and bookmarks. www.oup.com/elt/teacher/englishfile
- Student’s Site – up to 30 hours of online practice per level, plus games and study documents. www.oup.com/elt/englishfile

Test Builder DVD-ROM
Create > Edit > Print
Easy-to-use, customizable tests for all your English for Life assessment needs, available for all levels.

- Placement test with 50 multiple-choice questions on Grammar and Vocabulary.
- Item-based Quick Tests for every Unit with a bank of 400 randomizable questions covering Grammar, Vocabulary and Functional English from the chosen units.
- Ten skills-based Progress tests including Listening, Language in use, and Reading, with A and B versions, and with editable questions.
- Mid- and end-of-course tests, with skills-based, editable questions, and A/B versions.
- Enclosed booklet provides full technical and practical support for teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English for Life</th>
<th>Beginner</th>
<th>Elementary</th>
<th>Pre-Intermediate</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 430725 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 430726 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 430727 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 430728 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book with MultiROM Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 430757 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 430758 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 430759 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 430760 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 430631 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 430632 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 430633 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 430634 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook with Key</td>
<td>978 0 19 430761 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 430762 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 430763 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 430764 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook without Key</td>
<td>978 0 19 430753 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 430754 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 430755 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 430756 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 430741 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 430742 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 430743 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 430744 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools with Flashcards Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 433050 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 433053 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 433103 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 433107 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flashcards</td>
<td>978 0 19 433054 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 433142 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 433179 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 433119 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Builder DVD-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 433352 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 433355 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 433350 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 433360 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

English Result
ELEMENTARY TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A1–B2)
MARK HANCOCK AND ANNIE MCDONALD

English Result offers a fresh approach to learning. The two-page lesson format maximizes student motivation in two ways – it gives learners material they’ll enjoy, and communicative outcomes they can achieve quickly.

- Easy-to-use two-page lesson format.
- ‘How to’ topics with ‘I can’ outcomes in every lesson.
- DVDs for students.
- Teacher’s Resource Pack with photocopiables booklet and DVDs.
- Workbook MultiROM with extra practice and self-study documents.
- iTools for interactive whiteboards.

See also Oxford Online Skills Program page 52

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Result</th>
<th>Elementary</th>
<th>Pre-Intermediate</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Upper-Intermediate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book with DVD Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 430494 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 430499 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 430500 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 430501 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook with Answer Booklet and MultiROM Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 430494 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 430499 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 430500 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 430501 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook with MultiROM Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 430494 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 430499 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 430500 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 430501 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Resource Pack with DVDs and Photocopiable Resources Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 430510 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 430515 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 430512 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 430513 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 430510 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 430515 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 430512 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 430513 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 430021 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 430024 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 430041 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 430044 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Navigate

Your direct route to English success

*Navigate* is a brand new, six-level General English course tailored *exclusively to adults*. The course takes an *innovative approach* to reading and listening based on *academic research* as to how adults best learn languages. The content has been *extensively piloted and reviewed* in ELT classrooms across the world, giving teachers the confidence that it *really works*.

“Easy to follow for both students and teachers ... It virtually teaches itself.”
*Dean Charles, UK (A2 Piloter)*

“Engaging and encouraging for both the teacher and students.”
*Lanoke Intan Paradita, Indonesia (B1 Piloter)*

“The activities are challenging and the topics are very interesting ... Everything was easily understood and achievable for my students.”
*Cristina Martinez Morera, Spain (B1 Piloter)*

Visit [www.oup.com/elt/yourdirectroute](http://www.oup.com/elt/yourdirectroute) for more information and resources.
The 30-day challenge quickly became very popular. Around the world, people have watched his talks and the challenge spread. Many people have done it for fun, or to give up something for 30 days. As he did harder challenges, he got more confident. He learned that if he really wanted to do something for 30 days, you can break the habit. If you stop doing something you want to add to your life – or move onto harder ones, like writing a novel in 30 days it can become a habit. If you stop doing something you want to give up – and try it every day for 30 days.

So he started to set himself 30-day challenges. Before he tried 50 for 50 days. To really give up something for 30 days, you can break the habit. If you stop doing something you want to add to your life – or move onto harder ones, like writing a novel in 30 days it can become a habit. If you stop doing something you want to give up – and try it every day for 30 days.

So he started to set himself 30-day challenges. Before he tried 50 for 50 days. To really give up something for 30 days, you can break the habit. If you stop doing something you want to add to your life – or move onto harder ones, like writing a novel in 30 days it can become a habit. If you stop doing something you want to give up – and try it every day for 30 days.
Your direct route to English success

• Innovative skills strand takes a bottom-up decoding approach to listening and reading.
• Equal weight given to grammar and vocabulary learning – with clear practice on the page.
• Clear aims and outcomes linked to the CEFR throughout the course.
• Content has a genuine adult appeal so that learners are immersed in relevant adult themes and issues from around the world.
• Focus on vocabulary systems and vocabulary-building techniques.
• Real-world video content provides integrated listening practice.
• Speaking practice throughout each lesson to help learners become more confident at using language in the real world.

4.4 Speaking and writing

**Speaking & listening**

1. Why do you think they explain why they can't meet?
2. What arrangements does Max make with them?
3. Could we meet … instead?
4. How about the … meet for lunch?
5. Is … any good for you?
6. Do you fancy … twenty-ninth instead?
7. It's on the seafront and gets great reviews. I could pick …
8. I'm afraid I can't make (it) … because …
9. It's your birthday next week. Ask your classmate to …
10. You are on holiday in the USA and are staying with …
11. You arranged to take a colleague who is visiting your …
12. Agneta x

**Writing & Reading**

1. Read the messages from Seyit and Agneta and answer the …
2. Find two questions you can ask …
3. What do they suggest?
4. Why can't Seyit meet Max on the twenty-eighth?
5. Why do they write to Max?
6. Invite your best friend to go to a sports event or to a …
7. Go to a concert with your sister. Write an email to your …
8. Write an email to make arrangements …

**Language for speaking**

- Starting a message
- Greeting
- Accepting invitations
- Refusing invitations (apology + reason)
- Suggesting a different time/place to meet
- Verbs + -ing … instead?

**Language for writing**

- Opening & closing
- Starting a message
- Closing a message
- Examples of the following in the email and message.

**NAVIGATE**

- Get to grips with the course methodology with articles from our expert course consultants and advisors.

**More support for teachers**

- Watch a 60-second overview of each lesson from Series Adviser Catherine Walter to quickly prepare you for that day's lesson.
- Extensive testing support for teachers – editable unit, progress and exit tests available on the Teacher Support and Resource Disc.
- Engage your learners in the classroom with Navigate iTools.
- Extra resources and support on the Teacher's website help to make lesson planning easier.

**Oxford Online Skills Program**

The Navigate Coursebook comes with access to Oxford Online Skills Program – General English, Bundle 2. This will provide your learners with plenty of practice to complement the bottom-up skills approach in the Coursebook itself.

For more details see page 52.
International Express

**Shortlisted ESU HRH The Duke of Edinburgh English Language Book Awards 2014**

**Third Edition**

BEGINNER TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A1–B2)

RACHEL APPLEBY, ANGELA BUCKINGHAM, KEITH HARDING, ALASTAIR LANE, BRYAN STEPHENS AND FRANCES WATKINS

This completely revised *International Express*, with 100% new material, meets all the practical language needs of adult professional learners. The series retains the popular student-centred approach, while adding a range of new features.

**digital at a glance**

DVD-ROM

- Ideal blend of business and general English, with a strong communicative focus.
- Global lifestyle topics, specifically designed to get adult professional learners talking.
- Stunning new video accompanies every unit.
- New *Work skills* section includes topics such as telephoning, emailing and looking after visitors.
- Review section at the end of every unit, with notes on grammar and functional language, plus extra activities.
- Student’s Book and Workbook are combined, meaning students need just one book for classroom use and self-study.
- Student’s Book with DVD-ROM and handy Pocket Book, with useful everyday phrases for learning on the go.
- Teacher’s Resource Pack contains plenty of activities to extend your course, including lesson plans for every unit, follow-up activities, photocopiable worksheets and all the video material.

**International Express Third Edition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Beginner</th>
<th>Elementary</th>
<th>Pre-Intermediate</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Upper Intermediate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 457669 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 457714 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 457764 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 457803 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 457869 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Resource Book Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 457725 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 457770 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 457795 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 457812 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 457873 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CD</td>
<td>978 0 19 457666 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 457590 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 457517 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 457524 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 457531 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stunning new Video**

Bring your classroom to life with one clip of video content in every unit.

- Video clips are directly related to the language and topic covered in each unit.
- Videos include company and city profiles, documentary-style reports and authentic interviews.
- The same video footage appears on the Student’s DVD-ROM and the Teacher’s DVD.
- Each video is accompanied by a photocopiable worksheet on the DVD, and interactive exercises on the DVD-ROM.
- Watch in class, or set as homework.

**New Unit Progress Tests and Student Progress Report**

- Available online at [www.oup.com/elt/teacher/internationalexpress](http://www.oup.com/elt/teacher/internationalexpress)
- Regularly check your students’ progress with tests supporting every unit in every level.
- Students can complete the tests digitally, or print to fill them in by hand.
- Record your students’ test scores with the Student Progress Report to instantly see how they are performing unit-by-unit, and across different skills.

**See also**

- *Express Series* page 68
- *Oxford English for Work* page 53
- *Exams Result* page 72

---

**International Express**

**Second Edition**

ELEMENTARY TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A2–B2)

LIZ TAYLOR, ALASTAIR LANE, KEITH HARDING AND ADRIAN WALLWALK

**International Express Second Edition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Elementary</th>
<th>Pre-Intermediate</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Upper-Intermediate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 456113 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 457418 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 457431 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 457494 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook and Student’s Audio CD</td>
<td>978 0 19 456109 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 457498 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 457496 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 457512 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Resource Book with DVD</td>
<td>978 0 19 456041 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 457481 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 457489 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 455606 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**See also**

- *Oxford Online Skills Program* page 52
- *Express Series* page 68
Services and solutions for online learning, assessment and practice

Working with teachers, Oxford has developed a wide range of digital content, services and solutions so that together we can help students reach their full potential.

**Testing and Assessment**

Use our online assessment tools to place your students at the right level, and help them prepare for external exams with our Online Practice Tests.

For Placement see page 71 and for Practice see page 79.

**Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf**

Inspire your students’ learning online or on a tablet with our enhanced e-books for a wide range of coursebooks and graded readers.

Go to www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com

**Professional Development**

Take part in our webinars, run by experts in online tutoring, for ideas on using digital in your lessons or for homework www.oup.com/elt/events.

Teaching a course with online practice and homework at oxfordlearn.com?
Take a look at our teacher support page www.oup.com/elt/teachonline.

**Online Practice**

Get your students learning online with online practice and homework that you can track: www.oup.com/elt/learnonline.

**Get Involved**

Watch great teaching videos, read some of the best teacher development articles from top authors, and connect with the growing online ELT community on our social media channels.

Get involved at www.oup.com/elt/getinvolved

SHAPING learning TOGETHER
Online Practice for Skills, Language and Work

Support your students’ learning step-by-step

Do your students need targeted extra practice? Don’t have enough time in class? Want something you can track, and also feel confident that your students can study effectively on their own?

Read more about our online practice courses.

Each course focuses on specific areas for development: skills, grammar and vocabulary, or work. Following a modular structure, the courses are an ideal companion to any Adult English course, and give students plenty of support for following the materials independently.

• Media-rich – motivate your students with compelling, dynamic, visual content including videos, animated presentations, interactive info-graphics and striking photography.

• Step-by-step sequenced activities – modules engage students’ interest, then help them explore a topic or skill in depth, next practise what they have learned and finish by reflecting on their learning.

• Student support – students can study independently with a wide range of support materials: Cultural glossaries, Language models, Wordlists, Grammar and Vocabulary Reference, hints and tips, automatic marking, instant feedback.

• Aligned to the CEFR – give your students practice at the level that’s right for them, with self-check ‘Can-do’ statements at the end of each module.

• Measurable – monitor your students’ progress with a wide range of management tools, including a Gradebook and User Progress statistics.

• Adaptable – create your own new content to meet the needs of your students, including your own speaking and writing tasks, tests, discussions and live chat. Upload videos, audio or PowerPoint® presentations.

Oxford Online Skills Program

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1, A2, B1, B1+, B2, C1)

General and Academic Reading, Writing, Listening, Speaking International English

Helps learners focus on developing their Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing skills, in the classroom or at home.

• There are modules for general English and Academic English. You can choose to focus on one or both.

• Topics in the general English modules complement those found in most general English courses. For example: My family, the past, giving opinions, writing emails or blog posts.

• Academic English focuses on topics and language that students need in order to study effectively in a Higher Education environment. For example: architecture, technology, education, history and biology.

• Each CEFR level offers around 80 hours of practice materials.

For order information please see page 53.

Supporting our Adult Courses

Some of our adult courses include access to these online modules with their Student’s Book:

• Navigate – see page 48 (General English, Bundle 2)

• English File Third Edition – see page 42 (General English, Bundle 1)

• New Headway Fourth Edition – see page 38 (General English, Bundle 1)

• Headway Academic Skills – see page 54 (Academic English, Bundle 1)

• American English File Second Edition – see page 44 (General English, Bundle 1)

• American Headway Third Edition – see page 40 (General English, Bundle 2)
Oxford Online Language Practice NEW

ELEMENTARY TO INTERMEDIATE (A2–B1+)

Grammar and Vocabulary
British English

Puts the spotlight on building up students’ vocabulary and grammar.

• With a topic-based approach, grammar and vocabulary is integrated in a meaningful and contextualized learning journey.
• Topic areas reflect those commonly found in Adult general English courses, and include Education, Personality, Work, Holidays, Storytelling, Crime and Entertainment.
• Dynamic, media-rich content includes audio, video and grammar animation to engage learners and bring the language to life.
• Comprehensive support for students in every Module, with printable grammar and vocabulary references and wordlists, and notes on key differences in British and American English.
• Each CEFR level includes 12 Modules and offers around 25 hours of learning and practice material.

Oxford English for Work NEW

ELEMENTARY TO INTERMEDIATE (A2–B1+)

Telephoning, Socializing and Writing Skills
International English

Equips in-work and pre-work students with the skills they need to excel in the workplace.

Each level includes three skills: Telephoning, Socializing and Writing. Activities are highly practical, and immediately transferable to the workplace.
• Telephoning skills familiarizes learners with all aspects of making a call, such as how to address people, taking and leaving a message, confirming travel arrangements and managing conference calls.
• Socializing skills develops the softer conversational skills students need in and outside work, such as greeting visitors and showing them around, entertaining, small talk and dealing with difficult situations.
• Writing skills enables students to write clearly and persuasively at work. Topics covered include using appropriate register, giving positive and negative feedback, emailing and writing for social media.

Buy online

You can buy these titles online from www.oup.com/elt

Oxford Online Language Practice
978 0 19 414153 6
978 0 19 414181 9

Oxford English for Work
978 0 19 456577 6

See also International Express page 50
Headway Academic Skills
LOWER-ELEMENTARY TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A1–B2)
SARAH PHILPOT, LESLEY CURNICK, EMMA PATHARE, GARY PATHARE AND RICHARD HARRISON

This four-level paired skills course gives Higher Education students everything they need for academic success. It can be used on its own or alongside a general English coursebook.

digital at a glance
• Oxford Online Skills
• e-Books
• Tests CD-ROM

Content-rich topics related to academic study.

Your bridge to academic success

With practice from
Oxford Online Skills Program
Academic skills practice for reading, writing, listening and speaking.
For details see page 52.

IELTS Study Skills Edition
INTERMEDIATE (A2–B1)
RICHARD HARRISON, EMMA PATHARE, GARY PATHARE AND PETER MAY

A course with additional support for students preparing for IELTS.

digital at a glance
• Student’s Book with Online Practice
• e-Book

Four-skills course integrating the Reading & Writing and Listening & Speaking content from Headway Academic Skills Level 1.
• Aimed at students within an IELTS band of 3.0–4.5.
• Includes two complete IELTS practice tests, with skill-building strategies for all areas of the test.
• Access to Online Practice for additional reading, listening, speaking and writing activities, with learner-centred support and a self-study online practice test with automatic marking and feedback. Teachers can assign, track and review students’ work.

Headway Academic Skills IELTS Study Skills Edition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book with Online Practice 978 0 19 471125 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Book 978 0 19 474219 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Guide 978 0 19 471123 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 471124 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See more online atoup.com/elt
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Oxford EAP

A course in English for Academic Purposes


Elementary to Advanced (A2–C1)
Edward de Chazal, Paul Dummett, Jon Hird, John Hughes, Sam Mccarter, Julie Moore and Louis Rogers

Oxford EAP develops the essential skills and academic language for learners who are preparing to study in English at university level, from foundation courses to postgraduate research.

digital at a glance

With authentic content from Oxford textbooks and videos of lecture extracts, Oxford EAP is an ideal course for learners from a wide range of disciplines. Its clear structure and user-friendly approach makes it suitable for both experienced and new EAP tutors.

- NEW A2 and B1 levels, with more staging and shorter units, to provide extra support for lower-level students.
- Authentic academic content using extracts from Oxford textbooks.
- Integrated skills and academic language.
- Video-based lecture extracts to help prepare students for the university experience.
- Progressive coverage of all four skills in an academic context.
- Accessible and user-friendly approach.
- Teacher’s Handbook with comprehensive notes.

Teacher’s Handbook

The Oxford EAP Teacher’s Handbooks with DVD and Audio CD are designed to help both experienced and new EAP teachers to successfully prepare their students for academic study in English.

- Extensive methodology notes.
- Ideas for additional activities.
- Full answers to all tasks.

“It incorporates such a wide range of important skills that are often missing from EAP books.”

Maggie Swannock
Assistant Academic Manager, ELICOS/Pathway Programs, ACU International, Australian Catholic University

Lectures and student presentations on video

Most of the Listening and Speaking material in the course is presented on video, available on DVD for classroom use, and on the DVD-ROM for self-study.

The lecture extracts help students familiarize themselves with the language and style used in academia, and build essential skills such as effective note-taking.

Presentation extracts give students the tools needed to prepare and deliver their own presentations in their chosen disciplines.

- Over 150 minutes of video material for each level.
- Authentic lecture extracts for C1 level.
- Optional subtitles for each video.
The laws surrounding marriage breakdown vary widely around the world, depending on the country one lives in. In some countries, there is little to stop the aggrieved party from bringing a case to court in whatever jurisdiction is deemed most favourable, which has increased markedly over the past ten years. It is particularly noticeable in two areas of law, divorce and libel.

Although a couple may both be citizens of a certain country, and may meet and marry in that country, there is little to stop the aggrieved party from bringing a case to court in whatever jurisdiction is deemed most favourable, which has increased markedly over the past ten years. It is particularly noticeable in two areas of law, divorce and libel.

Legal tourism, or choosing to live in a country to bring a case to court in whatever jurisdiction is deemed most favourable, has increased markedly over the past ten years. It is particularly noticeable in two areas of law, divorce and libel.
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Inside Series

The Academic Word List in Context

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)
SERIES DIRECTOR: CHERYL BOYD ZIMMERMANN

digital at a glance

• e-Books  
• iTools

Inside Reading
Second Edition

Winner David E. Eskey Award (First Edition)

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)
ARLINE BURGMEIER, KENT RICHMOND, BRUCE RUBIN AND LAWRENCE J. ZWIER

• Explicit reading skills, such as inference, working with graphs and tables, annotation and recognizing context clues, provide the foundation for effective, critical reading.

• High-interest texts from academic content areas, such as psychology, engineering, the arts, technology and business, motivate students.

Inside Writing

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)
KATE ADAMS, JENNIFER BIXBY, ARLINE BURGMEIER, WALTON BURNS, NIGEL A. CAPLAN AND RACHEL LANGE

• Explicit writing skills, including analyzing audience and purpose, providing a hook, and using correct register, prepare students for academic writing.

• Writing models show examples of authentic academic text types and allow students to analyze what makes a text effective before creating their own, developing their skills as academic writers.

• Grammar and vocabulary instruction ensure students are good writers on both a sentence and essay level.

• Explicit skills instruction provides the foundation for academic achievement.

• Acquisition of the Academic Word List provides students with the language they need for studying academic content areas.

• iTools classroom presentation tool brings together the Student Book on screen, answer keys and teacher resources including a comprehensive assessment program.

• e-Books for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com. See page 61 for details.

• Forthcoming in 2016: Inside Listening and Speaking.

• A scaffolded approach to writing helps students draw on what they know to produce a variety of texts

• Writing models familiarize students with writing genres that they will encounter in their academic studies and beyond

Students analyze texts to identify the language and techniques used which they can then apply to their own writing

Reduced sample pages from Inside Writing Student Book 1

JOIN THE CONVERSATION

ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES
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Q: Skills for Success
Second Edition
BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)

Think critically. Succeed academically.

With enhanced skills support, an extended writing syllabus, and authentic video incorporated within every unit, Q: Skills for Success Second Edition equips students for academic success better than ever.

digital at a glance
- Student Books with iQ Online
- e-Books (Student Books with iQ Online)
- iTools Online

- New progress bar and clearly stated unit objectives motivate students to achieve their language learning goals.
- Note-taking skills and extended writing syllabus help students to develop essential skills for essay writing.
- Enhanced skills support promotes critical thinking and prepares students for high-stakes assessment.
- Authentic BBC and CBS video adds a new dimension to every unit and provides an engaging springboard for students to think critically.
- Highlighted vocabulary from the Oxford 3000 and the Academic Word List ensures that students learn the most relevant words for academic and professional life.
- Digital teaching and learning tools provide a flexible package for teachers and students.

UNIT QUESTION
What are current trends in architecture?

UNIT OBJECTIVE
identify key words: asking for main ideas, quotations, nouns and verbs, the present continuous, interjections and intonation.

Listening and Speaking
- Identifying key words: listing for main ideas, quotations, nouns and verbs, the present continuous, interjections and intonation.

Grammar
- The present continuous.

Listening
- Interjections and intonation.

Speaking
- Writing an essay: focusing on specific details.

Vocabulary
- Collocations: nouns and verbs.

UNIT 1
Architecture

UNIT QUESTION
Discuss these questions with your classmates.

1. Think about a city you know well. Which buildings are the most attractive? The most unattractive?
2. How important is it for a city to have beautiful architecture?
3. Look at the photo. What kind of building is it? What do you think of the building?

Inspiring new visuals promote discussion around the unit question.

Reduced sample pages from Q: Skills for Success Second Edition Listening and Speaking Student Book 2
Q: Skills for Success

ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES
JOIN THE CONVERSATION

Q: Skills for Success Second Edition
Intro Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Student Online Access Card (all levels) 978 0 19 481805 6 978 0 19 481807 0 978 0 19 481838 4 978 0 19 481870 4 978 0 19 481902 2 978 0 19 481926 8
Teacher Online Access Card (all levels) 978 0 19 481803 2 978 0 19 481806 5 978 0 19 481836 0 978 0 19 481868 2 978 0 19 482063 9 978 0 19 482071 4 978 0 19 482079 0
iTools Online 978 0 19 481819 3 978 0 19 481851 7 978 0 19 481882 7 978 0 19 481906 0 978 0 19 481928 2 978 0 19 481930 5
iTools USB 978 0 19 481600 8

Reading and Writing
Student Book with iQ Online 978 0 19 481804 9 978 0 19 481842 1 978 0 19 481874 2 978 0 19 481902 2 978 0 19 481926 8 978 0 19 481953 0
Split Student Book A 978 0 19 481811 7 978 0 19 481844 5 978 0 19 481876 6 978 0 19 481902 2 978 0 19 481926 8 978 0 19 481953 0
Split Student Book B 978 0 19 481813 1 978 0 19 481846 9 978 0 19 481878 9 978 0 19 482067 7 978 0 19 482075 2 978 0 19 482083 7
e-Book (Student Book) 978 0 19 481817 9 978 0 19 481850 6 978 0 19 481882 7 978 0 19 481906 0 978 0 19 481930 5 978 0 19 481954 1
iTools Online 978 0 19 481819 3 978 0 19 481851 7 978 0 19 481882 7 978 0 19 481906 0 978 0 19 481930 5 978 0 19 481954 1

Listening and Speaking
Student Book with iQ Online 978 0 19 481807 0 978 0 19 481840 7 978 0 19 481872 8 978 0 19 481904 6 978 0 19 481928 2 978 0 19 481952 7
Split Student Book A 978 0 19 481813 1 978 0 19 481846 9 978 0 19 481878 9 978 0 19 482067 7 978 0 19 482075 2 978 0 19 482083 7
Split Student Book B 978 0 19 481815 5 978 0 19 481848 3 978 0 19 481880 3 978 0 19 482069 1 978 0 19 482077 6 978 0 19 482085 1
e-Book (Student Book) 978 0 19 481821 6 978 0 19 481854 4 978 0 19 481886 5 978 0 19 481910 7 978 0 19 481934 3 978 0 19 481958 9
iTools Online 978 0 19 481823 0 978 0 19 481856 8 978 0 19 481888 9 978 0 19 481912 1 978 0 19 481936 7 978 0 19 481960 2

iQ Online
iQ Online is easy to manage, simple to use and has been researched and designed specifically for English language teachers and learners.

• Online content is incorporated into Student Book activities to create a truly blended learning experience.
• Clear signposting from the Student Book guides students’ learning throughout the course.
• View grades, assign work and track students’ progress with the easy-to-use Learning Management System.

Q: Skills for Success

The course that connects critical thinking, language skills and student learning outcomes.

Q: Skills for Success tTools


• Play video and audio instantly at point of use.
• Slow down audio to hear every word clearly.
• Interact with the text and activities using writing and typing tools.
• Instant marking enables students to check their progress independently.
• Links to iQ Online.
• Students can personalize learning by typing or recording notes anywhere on the page.

iTools Online
Go online to access Q’s brand-new classroom presentation tool, with all Student Book content, additional teacher resources and interactive tools.

• Includes the full Student Book with audio and video.
• Teaching notes for each activity and answer keys.
• Additional videos.

For teachers without internet connectivity in their classroom, iTools is also available via USB.

e-Books

Available for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app

• Play video and audio instantly at point of use.
• Slow down audio to hear every word clearly.
• Interact with the text and activities using writing and typing tools.
• Instant marking enables students to check their progress independently.
• Links to iQ Online.
• Students can personalize learning by typing or recording notes anywhere on the page.

iTools Online
Go online to access Q’s brand-new classroom presentation tool, with all Student Book content, additional teacher resources and interactive tools.

• Includes the full Student Book with audio and video.
• Teaching notes for each activity and answer keys.
• Additional videos.

For teachers without internet connectivity in their classroom, iTools is also available via USB.

Q: Skills for Success

The course that connects critical thinking, language skills and student learning outcomes.

Q: Skills for Success tTools

Available for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app

• Play video and audio instantly at point of use.
• Slow down audio to hear every word clearly.
• Interact with the text and activities using writing and typing tools.
• Instant marking enables students to check their progress independently.
• Links to iQ Online.
• Students can personalize learning by typing or recording notes anywhere on the page.

iTools Online
Go online to access Q’s brand-new classroom presentation tool, with all Student Book content, additional teacher resources and interactive tools.

• Includes the full Student Book with audio and video.
• Teaching notes for each activity and answer keys.
• Additional videos.

For teachers without internet connectivity in their classroom, iTools is also available via USB.
Effective Academic Writing
Second Edition
BEGINNER TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A1–B2)
ALICE SAVAGE, PATRICIA MAYER, MASoud SHAFIEI, RHONDA LISS and JASON DAVIS

Effective Academic Writing Second Edition has a new Intro level, more academic content, a colourful design and digital resources for teachers and students.

digital at a glance
- Online Practice
- e-Books
- Teacher website

- Intro level provides support and instruction for success in the lowest-level writing courses.
- Step-by-step Writing Process guides and refines writing skills.
- Models of student essays enhance learners' comprehension of writing modes.
- An extensive, yet structured writing task is included in every unit.
- Effective Academic Writing Online includes new digital content and interactive grammar exercises, writing assignments and timed writing tests for extensive writing practice.

Well Read
Skills and Strategies for Reading
ELEMENTARY TO ADVANCED (A2–C1)
MINDY PASTERNAK, ELISAVETA WRANGELL, LAURIE BLASS, KATE DOBIECKA and KAREN WIEDERHOLT

Brings reading to life with engaging texts, key strategies and effective teacher support.

digital at a glance
- ExamView Pro Test Generator

- Authentic texts with graphical representations such as charts, graphs or timelines.
- Key reading skills for effective, critical reading, as well as adaptable vocabulary strategies.
- Writing and online extension activities allow students to synthesize content and make it their own.
- PowerPoint® Teaching Tool with dynamic graphics brings material to life.
- ExamView Pro® Test Generator for customizable tests and quizzes.
Lecture Ready

Strategies for Academic Listening and Speaking
Second Edition

LOW-INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B1–B2)

SERIES EDITORS: PEG SAROSY AND KATHY SHERAK WITH LAURIE FRAZIER AND SHALLE LEEMING

Lecture Ready Second Edition prepares students for listening, note-taking, presentations and academic discussions through videos of realistic and engaging lectures.

digital at a glance
- e-Books
- iTools
- Digital Download Center

- Techniques for listening within an academic context prepare students for the challenges of academic work.
- Note-taking section in each chapter introduces key strategies for recording information.
- Explicit presentation skills prepare students for public speaking, a requirement in today’s academic and professional world.
- Audio and video download allows practice anytime, anywhere.
- Video-based assessment tracks progress to show what students have mastered, and where they still need help.

Videos of presentation skills provide models for students to use in their own presentations.

Open Forum

Academic Listening and Speaking

ELEMENTARY TO ADVANCED (A2–C1)

ANGELA BLACKWELLE, THERESE NABER, JANIE DUNCAN AND AMY PARKER

A listening and speaking series that prepares students for academic work. Open Forum provides exposure to academic content areas – while developing essential listening and speaking skills.

- Interesting and engaging listening texts presented in real language.
- Many opportunities for conversation practice and student interaction.
- Focused vocabulary and pronunciation sections.
- The Student’s Site offers downloadable MP3s and worksheets for more listening practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open Forum</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 441698 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 441699 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 441700 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer Key and Test Booklet</td>
<td>978 0 19 441776 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 441777 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 441778 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 441725 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 441726 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 441727 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf

Our e-books for iPad and tablets for Android offer our coursebooks and readers in digital form, with interactive features designed specifically for language learners. Available via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app.

NEW Now also available online on your computer at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com, and as a SharePoint app through Microsoft Office 365 (some features may differ).

Go to www.oup.com/elt/fingertips for the latest titles.

See:
- Headway Academic Skills page 54
- Inside Reading page 57
- Inside Writing page 57
- Q: Skills for Success Second Edition page 58
- Effective Academic Writing page 60
- Lecture Ready page 61
- Tactics for Listening page 63
- Select Readings page 64
- Totally True page 64
- Oxford English Grammar Course page 90
- Oxford Graded Readers pages 96–108
Speak Now

Communicate with Confidence

BEGINNER TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A1–B2)

JACK C RICHARDS AND DAVID BOHLKE

Speak Now is a conversation course with fully integrated video, aimed at developing students’ conversational language skills. Focusing on functions, the course provides students with successful and practical learning outcomes.

digital at a glance

- Online Practice
- iTools
- Teacher’s Testing CD-ROM
- DVD

- The speaking component in every activity offers students plenty of useful, everyday language with clear models and personalization.
- Self-contained material for each 45–50 minute conversation class provides visible and attainable goals for each lesson.
- Regular review lessons and CEFR Self-Checks help students monitor their progress and ensure a sense of real achievement.
- iTools classroom presentation software adds an interactive dimension to lessons and helps students to develop their speaking skills even further. The Multi-Skill Bonus Pack contains an extensive range of resources to expand the Student Book lessons.
- The English in Action video material, found on iTools and the DVD, provides real-world speaking models, developing listening and pronunciation skills.
- Online Practice encourages language practice with 130 engaging self-study activities for every level. The voice ‘record and submit’ function allows students to submit speaking activities for teacher feedback.

Join In

Developing Conversation Strategies

FALSE-BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE

JACK C RICHARDS AND KERRY O’SULLIVAN

The series that focuses on the use of spoken language and how to sound natural.

Each lesson provides students with opportunities to listen to natural English, and practise in pairs and groups.

Conversation Strategy sections get students to notice features of spoken English before practising it themselves.

The Student Audio CD provides more examples of the strategies in context, and models for conversation practice.

Join In

Level 1
Student Book and Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 446050 7 978 0 19 446055 2 978 0 19 446060 6
Teacher’s Book 978 0 19 446077 6 978 0 19 446078 3 978 0 19 446063 7
Class Audio CD 978 0 19 446072 0 978 0 19 446067 5
Test Pack with Audio CD 978 0 19 446052 1 978 0 19 446057 6 978 0 19 446064 4

Tune In

Learning English Through Listening

FALSE-BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE

JACK C RICHARDS AND KERRY O’SULLIVAN

Develops listening skills and introduces over 50 features of natural, spoken English.
- Easy-to-check material.
- Accessible and entertaining listen-and-learn audio.
- A variety of listening genres.
- Extensive speaking practice encourages students to try out new vocabulary and features of spoken English.

Tune In

Level 1
Student Book with Student Audio CD 978 0 19 447100 8 978 0 19 447108 4 978 0 19 447116 9
Teacher’s Book 978 0 19 447103 9 978 0 19 447111 4 978 0 19 447119 0
Class Audio CD 978 0 19 447104 6 978 0 19 447112 1 978 0 19 447120 6
Test Pack with Audio CD 978 0 19 447105 3 978 0 19 447113 8 978 0 19 447121 3

Reduced sample pages from Speak Now Student Book 1
**Tactics For Listening**

Third Edition

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)

JACK C RICHARDS WITH GRANT TREW

The world’s favourite listening course now with more listening and more testing.

---

**Listen First**

Focused Listening Tasks for Real-life Situations

Updated Edition

BEGINNER (A1)

JAYME ADELSON-GOLDSTEIN

Listen First provides focused listening practice for students with little or no previous knowledge of English.

- Exposes students to simple, everyday language that has immediate, practical value outside of the classroom.
- Task-based exercises and illustrations help students build essential vocabulary to demonstrate comprehension.
- Short dialogues use natural speech patterns, requiring students to engage in selective listening and common clarification strategies.
- Student Audio CD at the back of the Student Book provides students with warm-up and review listening practice.

---

**Talk Time**

FALSE-BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE

SUSAN STEMPLESKI

The conversation course that gets students talking – confidently!

- Each lesson begins with pattern practice, and culminates in free-speaking practice.
- Recycling of grammar and vocabulary throughout builds confidence.
- Vocabulary organized around related lexical areas helps language acquisition.
- Listening and grammar in manageable chunks allows for plenty of speaking time.
- Conversations combine vocabulary and grammar allowing students to use language in a natural context.
- ‘Check your English’ review for each unit.

---

**Person to Person**

FALSE-BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE

JACK C RICHARDS, DAVID BYCINA AND INGRID WISNIEWSKA

This highly regarded series focuses on building confidence in using language needed in everyday settings.

- Focuses on listening and speaking skills for students who lack confidence in speaking.
- Vocabulary support helps students to complete the tasks.
- Student Audio CD provides listening practice outside the classroom.
- Class Audio CDs use a variety of accents for real-life listening practice.

---

View this title online

People, Places, and Things Listening
Select Readings  
Second Edition

ELEMENARY TO ADVANCED (A2–C1)
LINDA LEE, ERIK GUNDERSEN AND JEAN BERNARD

Teacher-approved readings for today’s students.

digital at a glance
• e-Books
• iTools
• Testing Program CD-ROM

• Mini-Dictionary encourages vocabulary development and learner independence.
• Test-focused activities simulate questions from TOEIC®, TOEFL® and IELTS.
• iTools features each Student Book on screen, with embedded audio, answer keys and quick access to additional content.
• Assessment program includes TOEIC®, TOEFL® and IELTS-style tests to help students gain confidence with standardized questions.
• Audio Download Center provides access to Student Book audio.
• e-Books with integrated audio for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com.

See page 61 for details.

Totally True

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)
JANN HUIZENGA

Unusual, surprising and engaging true stories with language levels that match the Oxford Bookworms Library syllabus.

digital at a glance
• e-Book

• True stories on a wide range of topics from around the world introduce new vocabulary.
• Activities, Review Units and Unit Tests all practise and help students remember the new vocabulary.
• ‘Learn word partnerships’ sections introduce key collocations for one or two of the new vocabulary items.
• Personalization activities mean students use the new vocabulary meaningfully.
• A unit-by-unit glossary at the back of the book helps students look up new words.
• e-Book available for Level 1 for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com.

See page 61 for details.

Cover to Cover

Reading Comprehension and Fluency

LOW-INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B1–B2)
RICHARD R DAY, JUNYOK YAMANAKA, KENTON HARSCH AND LESLIE ONO

Combines extensive reading and fluency strategies with reading and vocabulary skills.

A three-level series that uses extracts from magazines, newspapers and literature to introduce students to extensive reading. Includes extracts from popular classics in the Oxford Bookworms Library (see page 104), including The Phantom of the Opera and The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
• Reading comprehension and fluency strategies develop key skills such as predicting, scanning and identifying main ideas.
• Timed reading activities and reading rate charts motivate students to read faster.
• Vocabulary activities focus on looking at meaning in context and expanding vocabulary.
• A CD-ROM with customizable tests makes it easy for teachers to create their own unique testing material to use with each level.

Totally True

People, Places, and Things Reading

Writing for the Real World

ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE (A2–B1)
ROGER BARNARD, DOROTHY E ZEMACH AND ANTOINETTE MEEHAN

Writing for the Real World combines practice activities and key reference material, providing coverage of core writing skills needed by adults in general and business contexts.
• Examples of good writing for a range of text types, with a focus on email.
• Practice in a range of functions, e.g. asking for information, and complaining.
• Tips for improving writing.
• Reference section covering layout, punctuation, style and register.

Totally True

People, Places, and Things Reading

Writing for the Real World

LOW-INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B1–B2)
RICHARD R DAY, JUNYOK YAMANAKA, KENTON HARSCH AND LESLIE ONO

Combines extensive reading and fluency strategies with reading and vocabulary skills.

A three-level series that uses extracts from magazines, newspapers and literature to introduce students to extensive reading. Includes extracts from popular classics in the Oxford Bookworms Library (see page 104), including The Phantom of the Opera and The Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
• Reading comprehension and fluency strategies develop key skills such as predicting, scanning and identifying main ideas.
• Timed reading activities and reading rate charts motivate students to read faster.
• Vocabulary activities focus on looking at meaning in context and expanding vocabulary.
• A CD-ROM with customizable tests makes it easy for teachers to create their own unique testing material to use with each level.

Totally True

People, Places, and Things Reading

Writing for the Real World

ELEMENTARY AND INTERMEDIATE (A2–B1)
ROGER BARNARD, DOROTHY E ZEMACH AND ANTOINETTE MEEHAN

Writing for the Real World combines practice activities and key reference material, providing coverage of core writing skills needed by adults in general and business contexts.
• Examples of good writing for a range of text types, with a focus on email.
• Practice in a range of functions, e.g. asking for information, and complaining.
• Tips for improving writing.
• Reference section covering layout, punctuation, style and register.
Business Result

STARTER TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)

KATE BAADE, MICHAEL DUCKWORTH, DAVID GRANT, CHRISTOPHER HOLLOWAY, JANE HUDSON, JOHN HUGHES, PENNY MCLARTY, JON NAUNTON, JIM SCRIVENER AND REBECCA TURNER

Business English you can take to work today.

digital at a glance

Student’s DVD-ROM  Online Workbook

Business Result is a six-level business English course that gives students the communication skills they need for immediate use at work.

- Communicative syllabus provides pick-up-and-use business skills.
- Real-world case studies offer authentic and engaging insights into companies’ working practices.
- Case studies validated by expert input from Cranfield School of Management.
- Video material on the Student’s Book DVD-ROM brings the learning context alive, and is supported by interactive exercises.
- The same video material is also available on the Class DVD, which includes downloadable worksheets, and comes with every Teacher’s Book.

Video Material

Business Result’s video material is a fantastic resource for the business English classroom or for study at home. Video clips show students the language they need for a range of business interactions, and how to use it in context.

Video content includes:

- Dramatized business scenarios including meetings, presentations and social interactions.
- Documentaries that address key issues for companies and business people, such as how to stay competitive.
- Interviews with real working people, and with business experts from the Cranfield School of Management.

Teacher Training DVD

- Teacher training video from Elementary to Advanced.
- Classroom footage and interviews with teachers, students and authors.
- Can be used for self-development, or by schools for teacher training days, together with worksheets in the Teacher’s Book.

See also  English Result  page 46
Exams Result  page 72
Oxford EAP  page 55

Online Interactive Workbook

The Business Result Interactive Workbook on DVD-ROM is also available online via the access code in the Student’s Book. This offers additional features, including the ability to assign work and track students’ progress.

- Video clips with subtitles and interactive comprehension exercises.
- Interactive language practice and tests.
- Interactive email models and writing exercises.
- All Student’s Book audio and scripts to download.

PLUS (not on DVD-ROM):

- Extended Reading activities.
- Discussion Forum for each unit.

Welcome to Business Result Elementary

Complain to your business manager about a colleague who is always late to meetings.

Business Result’s video material is a fantastic resource for the business English classroom or for study at home. Video clips show students the language they need for a range of business interactions, and how to use it in context.

Video content includes:

- Dramatized business scenarios including meetings, presentations and social interactions.
- Documentaries that address key issues for companies and business people, such as how to stay competitive.
- Interviews with real working people, and with business experts from the Cranfield School of Management.

Business Result

Business Result is a six-level business English course that gives students the communication skills they need for immediate use at work.

- Communicative syllabus provides pick-up-and-use business skills.
- Real-world case studies offer authentic and engaging insights into companies’ working practices.
- Case studies validated by expert input from Cranfield School of Management.
- Video material on the Student’s Book DVD-ROM brings the learning context alive, and is supported by interactive exercises.
- The same video material is also available on the Class DVD, which includes downloadable worksheets, and comes with every Teacher’s Book.

Teacher Training DVD

- Teacher training video from Elementary to Advanced.
- Classroom footage and interviews with teachers, students and authors.
- Can be used for self-development, or by schools for teacher training days, together with worksheets in the Teacher’s Book.

See also  English Result  page 46
Exams Result  page 72
Oxford EAP  page 55

Business Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Result</th>
<th>Starter</th>
<th>Elementary</th>
<th>Pre-Intermediate</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Upper-Intermediate</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book with DVD-ROM and Online Workbook Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 475391 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 475392 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 475393 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 475394 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 475395 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 475396 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book with DVD-ROM and Skills for Business Studies Pack</td>
<td>978 0 19 475394 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 475395 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 475396 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 475397 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 475398 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 475399 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book Pack (Teacher’s Book with DVD)</td>
<td>978 0 19 475392 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 475393 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 475394 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 475395 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 475396 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 475397 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 475394 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 475395 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 475396 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 475397 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 475398 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 475399 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Skills for Business Studies

INTERMEDIATE, UPPER-INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED (B1–C1)
LOUIS ROGERS (INTERMEDIATE AND UPPER-INTERMEDIATE)
JON NAUNTON (ADVANCED)

An academic reading and writing skills course for Business Studies students.

Skills for Business Studies is suitable for students of Business Studies and related subjects, who need academically-focused skills development to use alongside core material.

• Coverage of core subjects for business studies and related degree programmes.
• Development of reading skills using longer texts from authentic business sources.
• Focus on selected business vocabulary, by topic.
• Practice of essential essay-writing skills appropriate for Business Studies students.

Also available as part of a pack with the Business Result Student’s Books at Intermediate, Upper-Intermediate and Advanced levels.

See also Business Result page 65

Business Essentials

The key skills for English in the workplace

INTERMEDIATE (B1)

Business Essentials teaches core business communication skills in a clear, compact and engaging format.

• Six modules, each covering one key area of business communication, give students the practical language they need for work situations.
• Grammar practice relevant to the six key areas.
• Covers the four skills of reading, writing, listening and speaking, within a business context.
• Integrated audio and video provide useful models of the language being taught.
• A BEC practice test helps students become familiar with the format of the exam.
• Suitable for short courses.

The six teaching modules are Telephone & email, Guests & visitors, Presenting, Tables & graphs, Business writing and Job applications.

Successful Presentations

Successful Presentations
INTERMEDIATE AND ABOVE (B1–C2)
JOHN HUGHES AND ANDREW MALLET

Successful Presentations and Successful Meetings are video-led courses with accompanying coursebooks. They can be used in class, and Successful Presentations can also be used for self-study.

Both courses teach students the skills they need for effective and confident communication in meetings and presentations in English. Specialist coach Andrew Mallett lends his expertise in presenting and business communication to the series, as well as techniques for practice in the different skills areas.

• Teaches both business and language skills.
• Every unit includes a section on the business skill, a section on language work and a productive task.
• Video clips show presentations and meetings in action, providing model language and examples of skills in practice.
• Commentary from Andrew Mallett for each of the video clips, as well as useful strategies and suggestions for the skills covered.

See also Business Result page 65
Business one:one
PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (MID A2–C1)
RACHEL APPLEBY, JOHN BRADLEY, BRIAN BRENNAN, JANE HUDSON, NINA LEEKE AND JIM SCRIVENER

The first business course written specifically for one-to-one teaching.
• Learner-centred syllabus helps students and teachers work together to build a customized course.
• Short lessons with communicative tasks mean students use new language immediately – ideal for business situations.
• Flexible, non-linear structure gives students freedom within each lesson so they can choose what they want to learn.
• ‘Lesson Record’ means students can record useful new language for their own reference.
• Fully integrated MultiROM includes extra listening material, email practice, interactive grammar exercises and language tests for additional study between classes.

Business Venture
Third Edition
BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE (A1–A2)
ROGER BARNARD, JEFF Cady, ANGELA BUCKINGHAM, MICHAEL DUCKWORTH AND GRANT TREW

This popular three-level American and international English course for in-work students has been updated and redesigned for its third edition. Levels 1 and 2 also include 20 pages of TOEIC® practice.
• Flexible modular structure.
• Language that helps students communicate confidently at work.
• Student Book Audio CD with all the listenings, and a link to an online TOEIC® practice test at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com.

Business Grammar & Practice
INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B1–B2)
MICHAEL DUCKWORTH

Grammar reference books for professional adults, for self-study, or extra classroom practice.

Business Basics
International Edition
ELEMENTARY (A2)
DAVID GRANT AND ROBERT MCLARTY

Business Objectives
International Edition
LOWER-INTERMEDIATE (LOW TO MID B1)
VICKI HOLLETT


For more Business titles from Oxford please see the online catalogue www.oup.com/elt
The Express Series is a range of short, specialist English courses for different work skills, industries and professions.

The fast route to English for work

The Express Series is ideal for students in employment, who want to communicate better in English. These short, intensive courses can be completed in 25–30 hours, so students make progress quickly.

Titles in the Express Series can be used in a variety of ways: as stand-alone courses, for self-study using the interactive MultiROM, or alongside a coursebook such as International Express.

• Engaging topics, motivating role-plays and a variety of exercises provide a framework for each specialist subject.
• Tip boxes in each unit include key language points, useful phrases and strategies.
• A Starter section at the beginning of each unit has warm-up and awareness-raising activities.
• Output texts at the end of each unit encourage discussion and reflection.
• Answers, transcripts and a glossary of useful phrases at the back of each book.

English for Accounting Student’s Book and MultiROM 978 0 19 457909 4
English for Aviation Student’s Book and MultiROM 978 0 19 457916 0
English for Customer Care Student’s Book and MultiROM 978 0 19 457938 8
English for Emails Student’s Book and MultiROM 978 0 19 457912 4
English for Emails e-Book 978 0 19 455515 9
English for Emails (selected titles) available as e-Books.

The interactive exercises provide useful phrases, and vocabulary and communication practice, and are particularly valuable for independent study. These can be played through the audio player on a computer, or through a conventional CD player.

English for the Automobile Industry Student’s Book and MultiROM 978 0 19 457900 1

Available for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com.

English for Aviation e-Book 978 0 19 455517 3
English for Aviation Student’s Book with CD-ROM and Audio CD 978 0 19 457942 1

SEE MORE ONLINE at oup.com/elt

Express Work Skills

English for Emails
Engages students in discussing and writing emails. Topics include email vocabulary, letter formats, writing styles and business writing.

English for Aviation
Teaches students strategies for communicating by telephone, and technical language used in airlines, airports and travel agents.

English for Customer Care
Trains them to sequence a conversation logically. Features include a variety of exercises, role-plays, telephone conversations and strategies.

English for Emails
Provides learners with the appropriate vocabulary, key expressions and useful phrases to communicate with confidence in meetings.

For more information, visit www.oup.com/elt.
Industries

English for the Automobile Industry
Suitable for those working for a car manufacturer, a supplier, a car dealership or a marketing agency. Provides students with the language and skills essential for communication in the industry.

English for Aviation
Takes students through all aspects of managing a flight with all content aligned to ICAO ‘Operational Level 4’ guidelines.

English for Cabin Crew
Teaches students how to communicate clearly, assertively and politely in a range of on-board situations.

English for the Energy Industry
Equips learners with the linguistic skills to understand daily situations at work, as well as complex developments within the global energy sector.

English for the Fashion Industry
Gives learners the communication skills they need for a career in fashion. Students learn how to describe looks and trends, talk about processes, and make plans and predictions for brand development.

English for Logistics
Teaches students the target vocabulary and commonly used expressions that are essential for communication in a variety of logistics roles, including carriers, suppliers, hauliers and couriers.

English for the Pharmaceutical Industry
Teaches students how to communicate effectively in different areas of pharmaceuticals. Suitable for chemists, formulation scientists, lab technicians, medical writers and clinical researchers.

English for Telecoms & IT
Provides learners with the tools to communicate effectively in these converging sectors. Subjects include mobility, software, services and media.

Professions

English for Accounting
Equips those working in accounting and finance with English to communicate with colleagues and business partners.

English for Customer Care
Suitable for people who have direct contact with customers in a variety of contexts, including hotels, banks and call centres.

English for Human Resources
Suitable for HR managers, their staff, and those employed in personnel agencies. Gives students the expressions and vocabulary they need to communicate effectively in their field.

English for Legal Professionals
Specifically for corporate legal consultants, paralegals, legal assistants, and notaries. Provides learners with the language they need to communicate with confidence.

English for Marketing & Advertising
Suitable for anyone working in these industries. Topics include talking to clients, discussing advertising campaigns, establishing a marketing plan, and writing a press release.

English for Sales and Purchasing
Suitable for both buyers and sales people who require fluent business English to engage with international clients and foreign suppliers.

Tech Talk

Practical communication for the international workplace
ELEMENTARY, PRE-INTERMEDIATE AND INTERMEDIATE (A2–B1)
VICKI HOLLETT AND JOHN SYDES
A course for learners in the technical, industrial and scientific sectors, who need English for everyday workplace communication.

- Short, interactive speaking tasks enable learners to use new language in hands-on contexts.
- Survival skills such as getting directions, changing money and ordering food, plus games and other fun activities.

Highly Recommended

English for the Hotel and Catering Industry
ELEMENTARY TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A2–B2)
TRISH STOTT, ROD REVELL AND ALISON FOHL
This popular course offers a straightforward, practical approach to developing speaking and listening skills for the international hotel and catering industry.

- Provides students with simple, functional language for dealing with customers and colleagues.
- Clear focus on key functional expressions and topic-related vocabulary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tech Talk</th>
<th>Elementary</th>
<th>Pre-Intermediate</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 457453 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 457458 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 457541 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 457454 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 457459 4</td>
<td>978 0 19 457540 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook</td>
<td>978 0 19 457455 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 457460 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 457542 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CD</td>
<td>978 0 19 457456 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 457461 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 457545 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highly Recommended</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 457463 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 457730 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 457464 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 457732 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workbook</td>
<td>978 0 19 457465 5</td>
<td>978 0 19 457731 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 457466 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 457733 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Oxford English for Careers series is specifically designed for students on specialist vocational courses. The series offers highly practical skills and language, with immediate transfer value to the workplace.

Your career starts here . . . with Oxford English for Careers

- Authentic and up-to-date information, written and checked by industry insiders.
- English taught in context, so students practise the language and skills they need for the job in real work situations.
- It’s my job sections offer real-world profiles of professionals, with engaging insights into specific industries.
- Additional activities and tests in the Teacher’s Resource Book allow teachers to test grammar easily, and provide students with extra communication activities.
- Teacher’s Resource Book includes specialist background to the industries to support non-expert teachers.
Online Placement Testing

Available at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com

Test your students online with our automatically-marked placement tests. Results are available instantly, with a range of information to help you place students in the right class, or differentiate between students in mixed-ability classes.

Accurate and reliable
Our online placement tests are written by testing experts, based on the latest testing research, and are pretested and piloted by thousands of students worldwide, giving you accurate and reliable results.

Computer-adaptive
Tests are computer-adaptive, making them both quick and accurate. Questions are presented at just the right level of challenge, giving students a positive assessment experience.

Easy access and administration
Taken online at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com, students can do the test anywhere with a broadband internet connection. There is no installation or maintenance required. The easy-to-manage system gives you the choice to email students their login details or create printable login slips.

Oxford Online Placement Test
BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C2)
AGE 15+

• Trusted by universities, language schools, companies and ministries worldwide.
• Two sections: Use of English and Listening.
• Suitable for either British or American English, with the option of a mix of accents in the Listening section.
• Tests both grammatical ‘form’ and ‘meaning’, an excellent predictor of language ability.
• Around 45 questions, taking on average 40 minutes to complete.
• Results show CEFR levels, score out of 120, time taken, and more.

Oxford Young Learners Placement Test
PRE-BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A0–B1)
AGE 7–12

• Ideal for mixed-ability classes, helping you target your teaching.
• British English.
• Friendly design, task types and photocopiable resources put children at ease, giving young learners a positive assessment experience.
• Two sections: Language Use and Listening.
• 30 questions, taking on average 35 minutes to complete.
• Results show CEFR levels and score out of 80.

Oxford Placement Tests 1 and 2
BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C2)
DAVE ALLAN

Two pen and paper test packs with 40 test papers each, and an answer key.
See www.oup.com/elt
Cambridge English: Key for Schools Result
ELEMENARY (A2)
For Cambridge English: Key (KET) for Schools
JENNY QUINTANA
With its contemporary design and up-to-date material, plus its full package of print and digital components, Key for Schools Result gives you total support for the exam.
• Vibrant design with high-impact visuals.
• Blended print and digital package.
• Paper 3 Speaking DVD and Assessment Booklet with the Teacher's Pack.
See also Cambridge English: Key for Schools Practice Tests page 78

PET Result
INTERMEDIATE (B1)
For Cambridge English: Preliminary
JENNY QUINTANA
• Suitable for Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET) for Schools.
• Student’s Book and Online Workbook.
• Automatic access to online Learning Management System to manage your students’ Online Skills Practice.
• iTools extends the Student’s Book topics onto your interactive whiteboard.
• Teacher’s Pack includes a pull-out Writing and Speaking Assessment Booklet with Speaking DVD, and a Using a Dictionary for Exams Booklet.
• Websites with resources and ideas for teachers, and activities for students.

Cambridge English: First Result
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B2)
For Cambridge English: First
PAUL A DAVIES AND TIM FALLA
• Student’s Book comes with access to Online Practice, plus an online practice test.
• Workbook includes CD-ROM with audio, and an additional online practice test.
• Teacher’s Pack includes unit tests, progress tests and a Speaking DVD showing students doing the Speaking paper under exam conditions.
• Websites with resources and ideas for teachers, and activities for students.

NEW – Fully updated for the 2015 exam
Cambridge English: First Result (New for the 2015 exam)
Student’s Book with Online Practice 978 0 19 451249 7
Workbook with Key and Audio CD 978 0 19 451240 4
Workbook without Key and Audio CD 978 0 19 451235 0
Teacher’s Book and DVD Pack 978 0 19 451242 8
Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 451255 8
Cambridge English: First Online Practice 978 0 19 451271 8

ECPE result!
ADVANCED (C2)
PETER MAY
Systematic training and practice for the CaMLA American English ECPE exam.

Cambridge English: Advanced Result
ADVANCED (C1)
For Cambridge English: Advanced
KATHY GUDE AND MARY STEPHENS
• Student’s Book comes with access to Online Practice, plus an online practice test.
• Workbook includes CD-ROM with audio, and an additional online practice test.
• Teacher’s Pack includes unit tests, progress tests and a Speaking DVD showing students doing the Speaking paper under exam conditions.
• Websites with resources and ideas for teachers, and activities for students.

Cambridge English: Advanced Result (New for the 2015 exam)
Student’s Book with Online Practice 978 0 19 451249 7
Workbook with Key and Audio CD 978 0 19 451240 4
Workbook without Key and Audio CD 978 0 19 451235 0
Teacher’s Book and DVD Pack 978 0 19 451242 8
Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 451255 8
Cambridge English: Advanced Online Practice 978 0 19 451252 7

See also English Result page 46
Business Result page 65
Practice Tests page 78

CaMLA ECCE Result
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B2)
GREGORY J MANIN and ALICIA ARTUSI
A flexible, blended American English course, revised for the CaMLA 2013 ECCE exam.
• Tips, language guides and model answers provide extra support for students.
• iTools classroom presentation aid includes extra interactive tasks and integrated video of real students doing the Speaking paper.
• Student’s Book comes with access to Online Skills Practice, plus an online practice test at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com

Cambridge English: Business Result
INTERMEDIATE (B1)
For Cambridge English: Business Preliminary
JENNY QUINTANA
With its contemporary design and up-to-date material, plus its full package of print and digital components, Business Result gives you total support for the exam.
• Vibrant design with high-impact visuals.
• Blended print and digital package.
• Paper 3 Speaking DVD and Assessment Booklet with the Teacher’s Pack.
See also Cambridge English: Business Practice Tests page 78

Cambridge English: First Result
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B2)
For Cambridge English: First
PAUL A DAVIES AND TIM FALLA
• Student’s Book comes with access to Online Practice, plus an online practice test.
• Workbook includes CD-ROM with audio, and an additional online practice test.
• Teacher’s Pack includes unit tests, progress tests and a Speaking DVD showing students doing the Speaking paper under exam conditions.
• Websites with resources and ideas for teachers, and activities for students.

NEW – Fully updated for the 2015 exam
Cambridge English: First Result (New for the 2015 exam)
Student’s Book with Online Practice 978 0 19 451192 6
Workbook with Key and Audio CD 978 0 19 451180 3
Workbook without Key and Audio CD 978 0 19 451185 8
Teacher’s Pack 978 0 19 451187 2
Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 451177 8
Cambridge English: First Online Practice 978 0 19 451171 8

Cambridge English: First Online Practice
For Cambridge English: First
PAUL A DAVIES AND TIM FALLA
• Student’s Book comes with access to Online Practice, plus an online practice test.
• Workbook includes CD-ROM with audio, and an additional online practice test.
• Teacher’s Pack includes unit tests, progress tests and a Speaking DVD showing students doing the Speaking paper under exam conditions.
• Websites with resources and ideas for teachers, and activities for students.

Cambridge English: First Online Practice (New for the 2015 exam)
Student’s Book with Online Practice 978 0 19 451249 7
Workbook with Key and Audio CD 978 0 19 451240 4
Workbook without Key and Audio CD 978 0 19 451235 0
Teacher’s Book and DVD Pack 978 0 19 451242 8
Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 451255 8
Cambridge English: First Online Practice 978 0 19 451271 8

See also English Result page 46
Business Result page 65
Practice Tests page 78

See more online atoup.com/elt
PET Masterclass

INTERMEDIATE (B1)
For Cambridge English: Preliminary
ANNETTE CAPEL AND ROSEMARY NIXON

Give your students a headstart with the Introduction to PET module. Prepare them for the exam with print and online practice tests.

• Each lesson is on a double-page spread, making it easy to teach from.
• Authors have addressed typical mistakes PET students make.
• Testing and reviewing material available in the Student’s Book and online.
• Workbook includes access to one online PET practice test with interactive support.

fully updated for the revised 2015 exam

Cambridge English: First Masterclass

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B2)
For Cambridge English: First
SIMON HAINES AND BARBARA STEWART

The contemporary design and updated material in this revised edition will motivate and engage students preparing for the 2015 Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam.

• Exam skills training activities.
• Detailed activities and tips on how to approach FCE tasks.
• Student’s Book includes access to Online Practice and an online practice test.
• Workbook with Audio CD provides consolidation and extension, and access to an additional online practice test.
• Teacher’s Pack includes unit tests, progress tests and a Speaking DVD.
• Online Practice is also available to purchase separately at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com.

Cambridge English: Proficiency Masterclass

ADVANCED+ (C2)
For Cambridge English: Proficiency
KATHY GUDE, MICHAEL DUCKWORTH AND LOUIS ROGERS

Proficiency Masterclass will motivate students and spur them on to achieve a more sophisticated, natural and accurate use of English.

digital at a glance

• iTools
• Online Skills and Language Practice
• Online practice test

The course helps aspirational students to excel in their English, while providing suitably challenging, reliable preparation for the 2013 Cambridge English: Proficiency (CPE) exam.

• Covers all the task types for the 2013 exam.
• Strong focus on contextualised grammar and vocabulary.
• Writing guide with writing improvement tasks.
• Grammar reference section by expert George Yule.
• Online Skills and Language Practice with over 150 skills training, exam-practice, vocabulary and grammar exercises online.
• Automatic access to Learning Management System to manage your students’ Online Skills Practice.
• Teacher’s Pack includes Speaking DVD with Writing and Speaking Assessment booklet, and Teaching Vocabulary to High-level Learners booklet.
• Online Skills and Language Practice from the Student’s Book Pack is also available to purchase separately at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com.
• Unit and progress tests to download online.

Reduced sample pages from Cambridge English: First Masterclass: Student’s Book

Cambridge English: First Masterclass (for the 2015 FCE exam)

Student’s Book with Online Practice 978 0 19 451268 8
Workbook Pack with Key and Audio CD 978 0 19 451264 4
Workbook Pack without Key and Audio CD 978 0 19 451263 7
Teacher’s Pack with Speaking DVD 978 0 19 451277 0
Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 451281 7
Cambridge English: First Online Practice 978 0 19 451408 8

See also Cambridge English: First Practice Tests page 78

Cambridge English: Proficiency Masterclass (for the 2013 exam)

Student’s Book with Online Skills and Language Practice Pack 978 0 19 470524 0
Teacher’s Pack with Speaking DVD 978 0 19 470525 7
Class Audio CDs 978 0 19 470523 3
iTools 978 0 19 470513 4
Online Skills and Language Practice 978 0 19 470515 8

See also Cambridge English: Proficiency Practice Tests page 78
On Course for IELTS

**Second Edition**

**INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C2)**

DARREN CONWAY AND BRETT SHIRREFFS

A 120–150 hour, full-time, topic-based course to prepare students for the academic module of the IELTS exam. It has been designed for use by students at IELTS 5 and above.

- Fresh text design with engaging full-colour page layout.
- Unit content covering typical IELTS themes.
- Range of activities to extend students’ communicative abilities.
- Authentic readings and listening materials with complete tapescripts.

**IELTS Preparation and Practice**

DENISE YOUNG, NEILANE LIEW, ALET DOORNBUSCH AND MARILYN TREASURE

Designed to meet the needs of students preparing to take the IELTS test.

Each book in this series reflects the format of the IELTS test, and offers a complete guide to developing the required skills for Listening and Speaking, and Reading and Writing. For classroom use or for individual study.

- All new material.
- Authors are IELTS examiners.

**NEW Foundation IELTS Masterclass**

**INTERMEDIATE (B1+–B2)**

NICK THORNER AND LOUIS ROGERS

This course provides optimum IELTS Academic preparation in the classroom and at home for students working in a band score of 4.5–5.5.

- Two complete IELTS practice tests with the Student’s Book; one in the book and access to another online.
- Student’s Book includes access to Online Practice.
- Grammar and Vocabulary Files with notes and exercises to consolidate key language.
- Teacher’s Pack includes Speaking DVD plus photocopiable material for topic-based lessons.
- Online Practice is also available to purchase separately at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com.

**IELTS Masterclass**

**UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B2–C1)**

SIMON HAINES AND PETER MAY

Preparation for students who require IELTS for academic purposes. **IELTS Masterclass** trains students in broad academic skills and develops thinking strategies.

- Suitable for students working towards IELTS level 6.0 and above.
- Topic development aimed at getting students thinking about key issues.
- Development of micro-skills beyond exam practice.
- Student’s Book includes Online Skills Practice, giving students extra practice in Listening, Speaking, Academic Reading and Academic Writing.

---

**On Course for IELTS Second Edition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 557496 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Book</td>
<td>978 0 19 557407 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio CD</td>
<td>978 0 19 557408 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IELTS Preparation and Practice Third Edition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Listening &amp; Speaking</td>
<td>978 0 19 552097 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening &amp; Speaking CD</td>
<td>978 0 19 552100 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Foundation IELTS Masterclass**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Student’s Book) with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 470529 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Pack with Speaking DVD</td>
<td>978 0 19 470531 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 470538 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Skills Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 470539 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**See also IELTS Practice Tests** page 78

**Oxford Student’s Dictionary** page 84
Trinity Graded Examinations in Spoken English (GESE) Grades 1–2
A0–A1
PAUL HANCOCK
GESE Grades 3–4
A2
MARK GRiffITHS AND JANE CAMMACK
GESE Grades 5–6
B1
KAREN CAPEL AND RICHARD STORTON
GESE Grades 7–9
B2
MARK GRiffITHS AND PAUL HANCOCK

A multi-level series of exam preparation and practice material for Trinity College London’s Graded Examinations in Spoken English (GESE).

- Colourful, attractive and effective preparation and practice material to appeal to a wide range of learners.
- Input material replicates the exam as far as possible.
- Production activities are spoken and personalized.
- Focuses on development of communicative skills linked to needs of the exam.
- Emphasis on demonstrating what the test taker can do with the language, rather than simply what they know.
- Gradually improves accuracy, fluency and complexity in speaking and listening.
- Teacher’s Pack includes the Teacher’s Book and Student’s Book. The Teacher’s Book includes diagnostic material to ensure students are entered for the correct grade.

Reduced sample page from Trinity GESE Grades 5–6 Student’s Book

Join the conversation
TACTICS FOR THE TOEIC® TEST
Listening and Reading Test Introductory Course
PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO INTERMEDIATE (A2–B1)
GRANT TREW

Step-by-step support to success in the TOEIC® test

A blended print and digital course for lower-level learners with authentic TOEIC practice and exam preparation.

TACTICS FOR THE TOEIC® TEST Listening and Reading Test Introductory Course provides step-by-step support to help elementary learners improve their test scores:

- A short course combining integrated print and digital practice, for self-study or classroom use.
- Tried-and-tested strategies help students answer TOEIC test questions more effectively.
- Includes access to Online Skills Practice for the TOEIC® Test, with online dictionary and automatic marking at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com. Also available separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online Skills Practice for the TOEIC® test includes:</th>
<th>TACTICS FOR THE TOEIC® TEST Listening and Reading Test Introductory Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automatically marked exercises</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated access to the Oxford Advanced American Dictionary</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer key explaining correct and incorrect answers</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional test practice</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers can assign, manage and track learning</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carefully graded language material in each unit gives maximum support to lower-level learners.

- Two complete practice tests are available online via the Student’s Book and in print in the Pack.
- Listening activities feature a range of speakers (US, British, Canadian and Australian) to prepare students for accents in the TOEIC test.
- Flexible approach and extra supported online practice to suit different classes and course lengths.
- Audio scripts and answer key with detailed explanations included in the Pack.

Content is authorized by ETS and contains official TOEIC test items.

- A range of practical Test tips, Language building activities and Tactics reinforced with immediate practice to help students succeed in the test.
- Two complete practice tests with explanatory key and tapescripts.
- Listening tasks feature a range of speakers to familiarize students with the accents heard in the TOEIC test.
- Understanding natural English sections raise awareness of sound changes that can make native speech difficult to understand.
- Mini-tests to review and reinforce test tactics and vocabulary from the units.
- Wordlist and accompanying vocabulary review quizzes.

The Student’s Book and Practice Tests are also available separately.

Tactics for TOEIC®
Listening and Reading Test
BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A2–C1)
GRANT TREW

- A range of practical Test tips, Language building activities and Tactics reinforced with immediate practice to help students succeed in the test.
- Two complete practice tests with explanatory key and tapescripts.
- Listening tasks feature a range of speakers to familiarize students with the accents heard in the TOEIC test.
- Understanding natural English sections raise awareness of sound changes that can make native speech difficult to understand.
- Mini-tests to review and reinforce test tactics and vocabulary from the units.
- Wordlist and accompanying vocabulary review quizzes.

The Student’s Book and Practice Tests are also available separately.

See also Oxford Advanced American Dictionary page 88
Tactics for TOEIC®

Speaking and Writing

Tests

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C1)
GRANT TREW

Content is authorized by ETS and contains official TOEIC test items.

- Sample TOEIC Speaking and Writing tests, plus authentic sample responses and grades for each level of every task in the tests, with annotated examiners’ comments and scoring guidelines.
- Pack includes two Audio CDs.
- Key and tapescripts in separate booklet at the back of the Student’s Book.
- A range of practical Test tips, Language building activities and Tactics reinforced with immediate practice to help students succeed in the tests.
- Mini-tests to review and reinforce test tactics and vocabulary from the units.
- Wordlist and accompanying vocabulary review quizzes.

Oxford preparation course for the TOEIC test

This course has five topic-based chapters that help students develop the strategies needed to improve their TOEIC® score.

Pack includes Student’s Book, tapescripts and answer keys, two print practice tests, an online practice test and Audio CDs.

- Answer key explains why answers are right or wrong.
- Exposure to varied accents in the listening sections.
- Grammar glossary.
- Student’s Book and print Practice Tests also available separately.

Oxford Preparation Course for the TOEFL iBT™ Exam

SUSAN BATES

Oxford Preparation Course for the TOEFL iBT™ Exam provides a ready-made engaging and interactive TOEFL iBT™ course complete with multimedia support. Instructors can also create an integrated-skills programme by selecting one reading, listening, speaking and writing activity per day.

- Engages students with high-interest, theme-based content and multimedia support.
- Involves students by incorporating peer teaching and evaluation, as well as paired and group interaction activities and games.
- Student Book has access code for the Oxford Preparation Course for the TOEFL iBT™ Exam test website with exercises from three online tests for skills and test practice. Also includes six Audio CDs.
- DVD has authentic high-interest news and documentary segments.

See also Oxford Advanced American Dictionary page 88

---

Tactics for TOEIC® Speaking and Writing Tests
Pack 978 0 19 452952 5

Oxford preparation course for the TOEIC test
Pack (Student’s Book, Tapescripts and Answer Key, Audio CDs, Practice Tests) 978 0 19 454435 9
Student’s Book 978 0 19 454400 7
Practice Test 1 978 0 19 454404 5
Practice Test 2 978 0 19 454402 2

Oxford Preparation Course for the TOEFL iBT™ Exam
Student Book with Audio CDs and Access Code 978 0 19 432649 0
DVD 978 0 19 543119 3

View these titles online
New Success at First Certificate
Oxford Practice Tests for the TOEIC® Test
**Cambridge Young Learners English Tests**
*For Cambridge English: Starters, Movers, and Flyers*
BEGINNER (A1–A2)
PETRINA CLIFF
Four practice tests for each level, in colour. Provides 7–12 year-olds with realistic practice for the Cambridge English: YLE Tests.
- For use with any primary course.
- Access to an online test.
- Complimentary Audio CD in both Student’s and Teacher’s Packs.
- Teacher’s Booklet includes Teaching tips, Tips for the test and Revision tips.
See www.oxfordenglishtesting.com for more information.

**PET Practice Tests**
INTERMEDIATE (B1)
*For Cambridge English: Preliminary*
JENNY QUINTANA
Five practice tests with exam tips for each task.
- Suitable for PET for Schools.
- Access to an extract from a PET online practice test.
With explanatory key edition
- Audio CD.
- Authentic student answers for Writing tasks with comments.
- Mark schemes for the Writing and Speaking Papers.
- Access to a complete PET online practice test.

**Cambridge English: First Practice Tests**
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B2)
*For the 2015 Cambridge English: First exam*
MARK HARRISON
Four practice tests with colour photos.
- Access to an extract from a Cambridge English: First online practice test.
With key edition
- Audio CD.
- Model answers for Writing tasks with comments.
- Access to a complete Cambridge English: First online practice test.

**Cambridge English: Advanced Practice Tests**
ADVANCED (C1)
*For the 2015 Cambridge English: Advanced exam*
MARK HARRISON
Four practice tests with colour photos.
Includes assessment criteria for the Writing and Speaking Papers.
- Access to an extract from a Cambridge English: Advanced online practice test.
With key edition
- Audio CDs.
- Model answers for Writing tasks.
- Access to a complete Cambridge English: Advanced online practice test.

**Cambridge English: Proficiency Practice Tests**
ADVANCED (C2)
*For Cambridge English: Proficiency*
MARK HARRISON
Four practice tests with colour photos and an explanatory answer key.
- Stimulating reading and listening from a range of sources.
- Audio CDs plus access to a complete online practice test.
- Assessment criteria for the Writing and Speaking Papers.
- Authentic student answers for Writing tasks with comments.
- Audio scripts.
- Photocopiable sample answer sheets.
- Access to a complete Cambridge English: Proficiency practice test online.

**KET Practice Tests**
ELEMENTARY (A2)
*For Cambridge English: Key*
ANNETTE CAPEL AND SUE IRELAND
Four practice tests with exam tips for each task.
- Includes vocabulary and structures commonly tested.
- Access to an extract from a KET online practice test.
With key edition
- Audio CD.
- Access to a complete KET online practice test.

**Cambridge English: Key for Schools Practice Tests**
ELEMENTARY (A2)
*For Cambridge English: Key for Schools*
ROSALIE KERR AND FELICITY O’DELL
Four practice tests with exam tips for each task.
- Includes vocabulary and structures commonly tested.
- Access to an extract from a Key for Schools online practice test.
With key edition
- Audio CD.
- Access to a complete Key for Schools online practice test.

**IELTS Practice Tests**
PETER MAY
Four practice tests for the Academic Reading and Writing module.
- Strategies with suggested procedures for all tasks.
- Assessment criteria for the Writing and Speaking Papers.
- Access to an extract from an IELTS online practice test.
With explanatory key edition
- Audio CDs.
- Authentic student answers for Writing tasks with comments.
- Access to a complete IELTS online practice test.

View this title online

**BEC Practice Tests**

See more online atoup.com/elt
Online Practice Tests
Available at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com
Help your students improve their exam results by assigning online practice tests.

Instant support
Studying online helps students make the most of their preparation time, with instant support at the click of a button.
• Automatic marking (except for extended Writing and Speaking).
• Assign tests in ‘test mode’, without support, in order to assess students. Then re-assign the same test in ‘practice mode’ with support for students to review their answers.
• Instant feedback on answers.
• Integrated online dictionary.
• Exam tips.
• Sample written answers.
• Audio scripts.
• Useful phrases for the Speaking paper.

Assign, track, record
When you buy practice tests as an organization you automatically have access to the online Learning Management System. This means you can:
• Assign practice tests as homework throughout the year, by Part, Paper or the whole test.
• Track your students’ progress through the test.
• Record and sort students’ marks, identifying common and individual weaknesses to focus on in class.
• Edit students’ draft writing, and return it to them with comments and corrections, so students can resubmit an improved answer.

Free trial at oxfordenglishtesting.com
You can choose up to five different practice tests, and you’ll get 20 licences of each in your account. Enough to assign to a whole class.

Practice tests for
• Cambridge English: Young Learners, Key, Key for Schools, Preliminary, Proficiency
• IELTS
• TOEIC®, TOEFL iBT®
• ECCE

Single tests and packs
You can buy tests individually, or as a pack with a 10% discount. In addition, there’s a quantity discount that increases the more tests you have in your basket. Just go to the ‘Checkout’ for the total price. Tests stay in your account until you assign them to your students. They then last up to a year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice for:</th>
<th>Number of tests available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Young Learners</td>
<td>Starters, Movers, Flyers – 2 tests each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Key (KET)</td>
<td>4 tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Key (KET) for Schools</td>
<td>2 tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Preliminary (PET)</td>
<td>4 tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge English: Proficiency (CPE)</td>
<td>2 tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IELTS (Academic)</td>
<td>4 tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOEIC® Listening and Reading</td>
<td>2 tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOEFL iBT®</td>
<td>3 tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECCE</td>
<td>2 tests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tests are available individually, or as a Pack at a discount of 10%.

Need more tests?
Students can also buy their own tests for self-study. In addition, many Oxford courses now have access to up to three online practice tests. These are all different from the ones you can buy as an organization. www.oxfordenglishtesting.com/students

Automatic marking and feedback on answers
NEW Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary

Ninth Edition
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B2–C2)
A S HORNBY
EDITORS: MARGARET DEUTER AND JENNIFER BRADBERRY

The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is the world’s best-selling advanced learner’s dictionary. The new ninth edition, featuring 185,000 words, phrases and meanings, develops the skills students need for passing exams and communicating in English. It is the ultimate speaking and writing tool, with brand new resources including the Oxford iSpeaker and Oxford Speaking Tutor.

NEW Oxford Speaking Tutor – a new 10-page section.
NEW Oxford iSpeaker on DVD-ROM and online.

Using these tools, students can:
• prepare for speaking exams and oral presentations.
• develop strategies for holding a conversation in English.
• watch videos of British and American English sounds, conversations and exam-style tasks.
• take part in dialogues.
• record and listen to their voice and assess their own speaking skills.

Oxford Writing Tutor – 30-page section, and Oxford iWriter on DVD-ROM and online. Shows students how to plan, write and review their written work.

Discussing opinions

You may be taking an exam where you and a partner have to discuss something. For example: picture that the examiner shows you. You may not have to describe the picture in detail, but you’ll interpret the situation that they show and express an opinion about them. You must make sure that you take part in the conversation, but also that you involve your partner.

Look at the picture and discuss the questions. What are the good and bad points about cycling? Which situation in the picture seems more dangerous for the cyclist?

Well, my opinion, the best thing about cycling is the exercise. You can go from A to B and keep fit at the same time. What do YOU think?

Yes, bikes are better for the environment.

Well, I would say it’s OK in the first picture, but not in the second one.

Well, it’s OK in the first one because there’s a roundabout, but not in the second one, as the cycle is in the middle of the road. And it looks quite dangerous.

I think you’re right. But there is plenty of space. Of course, it’s much more dangerous in the second picture.

Different ways of going and responding to opinions.

1. Give one-word answers to a question.

2. Indicate personal opinions and relate the topic to your own life.

3. Relate your comments to the photographs.

4. Use questions or question tags like ‘isn’t it?’ to involve the other person in the conversation.

Yes, and I think the man in the first picture should think twice.

So which place do you think looks more dangerous in the second picture?

Well, in my opinion, the best thing about cycling is the exercise. You can go from A to B and keep fit at the same time.

On the whole, I think it’s more dangerous in the second picture.

I agree.

No, and I really think you’re right.

I think drivers should respect cyclists more.

Well, in my opinion, the best thing about cycling is the exercise. You can go from A to B and keep fit at the same time.

Yes, I suppose so.

Yes, I think the man in the first picture should think twice.

So which place do you think looks more dangerous in the second picture?

Well, in my opinion, the best thing about cycling is the exercise. You can go from A to B and keep fit at the same time.

On the whole, I think it’s more dangerous in the second picture.

I agree.

No, and I really think you’re right.

I think drivers should respect cyclists more.

Well, in my opinion, the best thing about cycling is the exercise. You can go from A to B and keep fit at the same time.

Yes, I suppose so.

Yes, I think the man in the first picture should think twice.

So which place do you think looks more dangerous in the second picture?

Well, in my opinion, the best thing about cycling is the exercise. You can go from A to B and keep fit at the same time.

On the whole, I think it’s more dangerous in the second picture.

I agree.

No, and I really think you’re right.

I think drivers should respect cyclists more.
Build your vocabulary and know how to use it

NEW Express Yourself notes help students find the right thing to say in everyday situations.

NEW Over 700 new words and meanings

NEW Wordfinder notes show related words – look up a word you know to find a word you don't know or can't remember.

www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com

Access the complete A–Z of the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary online.

• Hear all headwords pronounced in both British and American English.
• Explore related words through the topic dictionary.
• See all the pictures from the dictionary and explore related illustrated words.
• Access the Oxford 3000 list, the Academic Word List and all usage notes.
• Use the Oxford Text Checker to assess the vocabulary content of a text before using it in class.
• Set up a search box on your own website for quick access to www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com.
• Fully optimized for tablets and smartphones.

Upgrade to premium for:

• Oxford iSpeaker
• Oxford iWriter
• My Wordlists – students can create and test themselves on their own wordlists.
• Downloadable lesson plans and activities with ideas for using the dictionary in class.

Visual Vocabulary Builder expands topic vocabulary.

Contactless bestie man up fist bump defriend

Synonyms notes show the differences between similar words and help them express ideas in different ways.

Oxford 3000 keywords show students the most important words and meanings to know in English.
Dictionary apps for your smartphone or tablet

**Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary**

**Eighth Edition**

Instant access to the A–Z dictionary.
- Use My View to choose what to look at on screen – make entries shorter by hiding IPA, example sentences, pictures and synonyms.
- Hear all the headwords spoken in British and American accents.
- Hear 58,000 spoken example sentences. Access online, or download to listen offline.
- Available for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, tablets for Android, Mac OS, Windows™ Phone, Windows™ 8, BlackBerry® and Kindle Fire.

**NEW Learn the Oxford 3000**

The 3000 most important words to learn in English.
- Test yourself on the meaning, usage and spelling of all Oxford 3000 words.
- Practise what you have learnt using a variety of interactive exercises, including multiple choice, drag-and-drop, and text entry.
- Look up definitions in the mini-dictionary, which includes all of the Oxford 3000 words.
- For iPhone and iPad.

**NEW Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus**

The Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus groups words with similar meanings and explains the differences between them.
- Fully searchable A–Z index helps you find the words you want easily.
- 17,000 synonyms and opposites explained.
- See which words are used most frequently and choose the most appropriate.
- Use the 4,000 notes to identify the exact difference between pairs of synonyms.
- For iPhone and iPad.

**NEW Say It Pronunciation Practice**

- Hear how a word is pronounced by a native-speaker real voice.
- Record and play back your pronunciation.
- View the visual representation of the model’s pronunciation and your own.
- See how your own word stress and pronunciation compares with the model.
- Test yourself on every word.
Bilingual apps

**NEW Oxford Learner’s Dictionary of Academic English**

Helps students learn the language they need to write academic English, whatever their chosen subject.
- Instant access to the full A–Z dictionary.
- Options to search either the headword list or the full text.
- Use the favourites feature to create your own list of favourite words.
- Available for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad.

See also Oxford Learner’s Dictionary of Academic English page 56

**AMERICAN ENGLISH – SPANISH**

**Oxford Picture Dictionary**

Rated as one of 2013’s top ten educational apps by eSchoolNews

Access the best-selling picture dictionary to enrich, extend and reinforce vocabulary learning for Spanish-speaking learners of English.
- Introduce 4,000 terms, organized into 12 thematic units. Each unit includes phrases and expressions from everyday life that put words and images in context.
- Zoom-in/zoom-out feature allows students to better experience the vocabulary within each scene and image.
- Bookmark any entry to easily search for terms.
- Use the search function to quickly look up any term in the dictionary.
- Available for iPhone/iPad. Unit 1 available free from the App Store.

See also Oxford Picture Dictionary page 88

**Oxford Advanced American Dictionary**

Instant access to the A–Z dictionary.
- Hear all the headwords in American English (no Internet access required).
- Use MyView to choose which parts of the dictionary entries to hide and save space on screen, for example hide phonetics, examples and pictures.
- Tap on any word in a definition or example to go to that entry.
- Access all usage notes, word family boxes and verb forms.
- Available for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.

See also Oxford Advanced American Dictionary page 88

Further information available from www.oup.com/elt/fingertips

**BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE**

Dicionário Oxford Escolar para estudantes brasileiros de inglês

**SPANISH**

Diccionario Oxford Pocket para estudiantes de inglés

**ITALIAN**

Dizionario Oxford Study per studenti d’inglese

**ARABIC**

Oxford Wordpower Dictionary for Arabic-speaking learners of English

All of these Bilingual Dictionary apps provide instant access to the full A–Z dictionary, plus real voice (not text to speech) audio for all English words.
- Practise pronunciation: hear English words pronounced with British and American accents, record yourself saying the words and compare your pronunciation.
- No Internet access required to hear the audio content.
- Build your topic vocabulary with pre-loaded topics that bring together words to talk about computing, jobs, sports, etc.
- Create your own list of favourite words and create folders to organize and store them.
- Available for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad and Android devices.

See also Bilingual Learners’ Dictionaries page 87
Oxford Essential Dictionary
Second Edition

ELEMENTARY AND PRE-INTERMEDIATE (A1–A2)

Over 24,000 words, phrases and meanings.
• 2,000 most important and useful words to learn at this level marked as keywords.
• 500 Focus Notes on spelling, grammar and pronunciation help learners avoid mistakes.
• 16-page colour Picture Dictionary section and 16-page study section give extra help on key topics.

Essential Dictionary CD-ROM
• Search the complete A–Z dictionary.
• Spoken British and American pronunciation of all words and thousands of spoken examples at keyword entries.
• Prepare for exams like KET, and the Starters, Movers, and Flyers Tests with games and exercises.
• Includes iGuide, an interactive tutorial to help you explore dictionary entries.

Oxford Student’s Dictionary
for learners using English to study other subjects
Third Edition

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B2–C1)

52,000 words, phrases and meanings.
Helps students learn the vocabulary they need to use English to study other subjects.
• Collocations boxes show how to talk and write about topics.
• Oxford 3000™, the most useful words to know, marked with a .
• 40 reference pages develop academic writing and study skills, and all words from the Academic Word List are marked .

Oxford Basic English Dictionary
Fourth Edition

ELEMENTARY AND PRE-INTERMEDIATE (A1–A2)

A lower-price version of the Oxford Essential Dictionary. Only available in certain countries.
Oxford Wordpower Dictionary
Fourth Edition
† Shortlisted for the British Council Innovation in Learner Resources Award 2013

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B1–B2)

This is the dictionary that gets results by developing writing skills and building vocabulary.

• Oxford 3000 keywords – the most useful words to know – clearly marked.

• Help Notes provide information to help students avoid errors.

• 24 Exam Tips help students prepare for exams.

• Topic Notes on social networking, blogs, podcasts, etc., give information, as well as extending vocabulary.

• 16-page Oxford Writing Tutor helps students plan, write and review their written work.

---

Oxford Wordpower Dictionary Fourth Edition 978 0 19 439798 8

---

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary
Fourth Edition
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C2)
38,000 words, phrases and meanings.

Essential information on basic English vocabulary in a pocket-sized book. Includes 38,000 words, phrases and meanings with corpus-based examples and grammar information.

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary Fourth Edition 978 0 19 439873 5

---

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Thesaurus
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B2–C2)
Essential information about 25,000 synonyms and opposites in a handy pocket-sized book. Based on the Oxford Learner’s Thesaurus (see page 88).

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Thesaurus 978 0 19 432084 6

---

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary of Business English
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C2)

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary of Business English 978 0 19 431354 7

---

Oxford Business English Dictionary
for learners of English
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C2)
All the help and information learners need to do business in British or American English. Includes over 30,000 words, phrases and meanings from a wide variety of business areas.

Oxford Business English Dictionary 978 0 19 431584 5
Paperback with CD-ROM 978 0 19 431617 0

---

Oxford Primary Dictionary for Eastern Africa
ELEMENTARY TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE
More than 16,500 words and phrases, including the vocabulary used in the primary school English syllabus in Eastern Africa.

Oxford Primary Dictionary for Eastern Africa 978 0 19 450100 2

See also Oxford Learner’s Pocket Word Skills page 93
Oxford Learner’s Pocket Verbs and Tenses page 93

---
Based on the Oxford English Corpus, a two-billion word corpus that provides authoritative information on the most typical collocations.

75,000 examples, using British and American English, show how collocations work in context.

Usage notes show collocations shared by sets of words such as languages and seasons.

16-page study section.
Bilingual Learners’ Dictionaries

Oxford’s bilingual dictionaries are written exclusively for learners of English.
• The dictionary tells learners in detail what they need to know about English.
• The entries are selected on the basis of frequency and relevance to the learner’s level and needs.
• They are compiled by a team who have experience of teaching English in the relevant country, who know the exams that students are preparing for, and understand their problems.
• Oxford bilingual learners’ dictionaries share the features of our monolingual learners’ dictionaries: reliability guaranteed by corpus research; help with using English as well as understanding it; example sentences reflecting contemporary usage; cultural notes, study pages and appendices on areas of particular interest.

SPANISH
NEW Diccionario Oxford Pocket para estudiantes argentinos de inglés
ELEMENTARY TO INTERMEDIATE (A1 – B1)
New bilingual learners’ dictionary specifically designed for Argentinian students of English.
• Fully updated with all the words today’s students of English need.
• Translations in Argentinian Spanish.
• Broad coverage of British and American English.
• Oxford 3000™ keywords show students the most important words to learn.
• Focus on vocabulary development and dictionary skills, with new ‘I can…’ pages.
• Interactive CD-ROM allows students to:
  • Look up words on the Internet and in documents with Genie instant look-up.
  • Find the English words you want to look up with the English index.
  • Build topic vocabulary with Topic and Picture Dictionaries.
  • Find out how the dictionary works with the new iGuide.

NEW Diccionario Oxford Essential for Thai learners of English
English-English-Thai
ELEMENTARY AND PRE-INTERMEDIATE (A1 – B1)
• English definitions and Thai translations for over 24,000 words, phrases and meanings.
• Find the English words you want to look up with the Thai-English index.
• The 2,000 most important and useful words to learn at this level marked as keywords.
• 500 notes on spelling, grammar and pronunciation help students avoid mistakes.
• 13,000 examples help students use words correctly.
• Appendices on irregular verbs, geographical names and pronunciation.

TURKISH
NEW Oxford Essential Dictionary for Turkish learners of English
English-English-Turkish/Turkish-English
ELEMENTARY AND PRE-INTERMEDIATE (A1 – B1)
• English definitions and Turkish translations for over 24,000 English words, phrases and meanings.
• Find the English words you want to look up with the Turkish-English index.
• The 2,000 most important and useful words to learn at this level marked as keywords.
• 500 notes on spelling, grammar and pronunciation help students avoid mistakes.
• 13,000 examples help students use words correctly.
• Appendices on irregular verbs, geographical names and pronunciation.
Oxford American Dictionaries

for learners of English

LOWER-INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (A1–C2)

These dictionaries are the key to academic success. They build language skills, covering the most important words for general and academic English, and developing content-area vocabulary for studying other subjects in English.

- Colour illustrations make it easy to understand more difficult words.
- Note boxes help with synonyms, words that go together, vocabulary building, etc.

Search the full A–Z and picture dictionary using the CD-ROM for each level and hear words spoken.

Oxford iWriter on CD-ROM


Oxford American Dictionary Vocabulary Builder

INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED
KEITH FOLSE

50 lessons with more than 100 activities to help students consolidate and extend their vocabulary and achieve academic success. Write-in exercises make it suitable for class or home study.

www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com

Access the complete A–Z of the Oxford Advanced American Dictionary online.

- See all the pictures from the dictionary.
- Access the Oxford 3000™ list, the Academic Word List and all usage notes.
- Use the Oxford Text Checker to assess the vocabulary content of a text before using it in class.
- Set up a search box on your own website for quick access to www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com.
- Optimized for tablet and smartphone.

Oxford American Dictionaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dictionary</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Basic American Dictionary for learners of English with CD-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 439968 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford American Dictionary for learners of English with CD-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 439972 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Advanced American Dictionary for learners of English with CD-ROM</td>
<td>978 0 19 439966 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford American Dictionary Vocabulary Builder</td>
<td>978 0 19 439995 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See also Oxford Advanced American Dictionary app page 83

See also Oxford Dictionary Picture Dictionary app page 83

SEE MORE ONLINE at oup.com/elt
Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas
Second Edition

Winner Bookbinders’ Guild of New York Design Award

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE
(UPPER-PRIMARY AND SECONDARY)

DOROTHY KAUFFMAN AND GARY APPLE
PROGRAM CONSULTANT: KATE KINSELLA
ASSESSMENT EXPERT: MARGO GOTTLEIB

• Dictionary with over 1,600 words and 77 topics organized into ten thematic units.
• Workbook with additional vocabulary, academic language and critical-thinking practice.
• Reproducibles Collection with reading and writing practice, and over 1,350 Word and Picture Cards.
• Teacher’s Edition provides a research-based instructional routine, customizable lesson plan CD, and an Instructional Assessment Usage Guide.
• Class Audio CDs with pronunciation of all the Dictionary terms and readings.
• Academic Language Accelerator with 100+ suggestions for facilitating content vocabulary and concept learning.
• Assessment CD-ROM provides customizable tests for every topic.
• Class Pack: Interactive software contains Dictionary pages, audio, games and karaoke-style chants.
• Content Area Readers to practise and extend vocabulary, language and concepts.

Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas
Second Edition

BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE
(PRIMARY)

JENNIFER CURRIG SANTAMARIA AND JOAN ROSS KEYES
PROGRAM CONSULTANT: KATE KINSELLA
ASSESSMENT EXPERT: MARGO GOTTLEIB

• Dictionary teaches more than 800 words using 70 topics, grouped into nine thematic units.
• Workbook includes vocabulary and academic language practice for every Dictionary topic.
• Reproducibles Collection includes pre-reading, reading, post-reading and writing practice, plus more than 800 Word and Picture Cards.
• Teacher’s Edition is based on research-based instructional routines.
• Audio CDs contain clear pronunciation of Dictionary terms and readings.
• iPack Online provides additional vocabulary practice for every Dictionary topic, including karaoke-style chants.
• Assessment CD-ROM contains customizable tests for every topic.

Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary

Oxford Illustrated Science Dictionary

Oxford Illustrated Social Studies Dictionary

HIGH-BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE

These dictionaries make academic vocabulary accessible to language learners. Each dictionary includes 500–700 entries, showing the part of speech, pronunciation, illustration and an example sentence for each entry.

Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary
978 0 19 407728 4

Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary e-Book
978 0 19 407729 1

Oxford Illustrated Science Dictionary
978 0 19 407727 7

Oxford Illustrated Social Studies Dictionary
978 0 19 407731 5

The Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary Second Edition

Monolingual English Edition
978 0 19 437232 9

English-Spanish Edition
978 0 19 437235 0

Teacher’s Book
978 0 19 437237 4

Dictionary Audio CDs
978 0 19 438596 5

Teacher’s Resource Book
978 0 19 434649 2

Teacher’s Resource Audio CDs
978 0 19 438599 2

Workbook
978 0 19 434657 5

Picture Cards
978 0 19 434656 1

Literacy Program

Oxford Picture Dictionary Second Edition

Monolingual English Edition
978 0 19 437876 3

English-Arabic Edition
978 0 19 437874 0

English-Brazilian Portuguese Edition
978 0 19 437871 1

English-Chinese Edition
978 0 19 437872 8

English-Farsi Edition
978 0 19 437873 5

English-French Edition
978 0 19 437874 2

English-Haitian Creole Edition
978 0 19 437875 9

English-Japanese Edition
978 0 19 437876 6

English-Korean Edition
978 0 19 437877 3

English-Russian Edition
978 0 19 437878 0

English-Turkish Edition
978 0 19 437879 7

English-Urdu Edition
978 0 19 437880 0

English-Vietnamese Edition
978 0 19 437881 7

Language Development

Jenni Currie Santamaria

Joan Ross Keyes

Program Consultant
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Illustrated

Illustrated

Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary
Oxford Illustrated Science Dictionary
Oxford Illustrated Social Studies Dictionary

Oxford Picture Dictionary Reading Library

Annette Succeeds in Class
978 0 19 434035 7

A Big Night at Marcus’s Cafe
978 0 19 434033 3

A Busy Morning at the Bank
978 0 19 434032 6

At the City
978 0 19 434031 9

Finding Good Childcare
978 0 19 434036 4

Healthy Eating
978 0 19 434038 8

An Important Guest at the Shelton Hotel
978 0 19 434037 1

Math and Max
978 0 19 434040 4

A New World at the Library
978 0 19 434030 2

Library Pack (9 readers)
978 0 19 434039 9

Audio CDs
978 0 19 434052 4

Oxford Picture Dictionary Content Areas for Kids Second Edition

English Dictionary
978 0 19 401775 6

English-Spanish Edition
978 0 19 401777 0

English-Spanish Edition e-Book
978 0 19 401795 4

Teacher’s Edition
978 0 19 401780 0

Workbook
978 0 19 401779 4

Reproducibles Collection (2 books)
978 0 19 401784 8

Audio CDs
978 0 19 401783 1

Assessment CD-ROM
978 0 19 401790 0

iPack Online
978 0 19 401789 9

Kids’ Readers Library Pack (10 books)
978 0 19 439319 4

Kids’ Readers Teacher’s Book with Audio CDs
978 0 19 439349 3

Oxford Picture Dictionary for the Content Areas Second Edition

English Dictionary
978 0 19 432506 8

English-Spanish Edition
978 0 19 432502 2

Teacher’s Edition
978 0 19 432545 9

Workbook
978 0 19 432504 6

Reproducibles Collection (5 books)
978 0 19 432507 7

Audio CDs
978 0 19 432557 5

iPack
978 0 19 432555 8

Assessment CD-ROM
978 0 19 432559 6

Content Area Readers Teacher’s Book with Audio CDs
978 0 19 439794 5

Content Area Readers Library Pack
978 0 19 439796 6

Academic Language Accelerator
978 0 19 432505 3

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
Oxford English Grammar Course

BASIC TO ADVANCED (A1–C2)

MICHAEL SWAN AND CATHERINE WALTER

Michael Swan and Catherine Walter’s tried and tested methodology takes students step by step to grammar success.

digital at a glance

- Pronunciation for grammar CD-ROM
- e-Book (Basic)
- Online resources

• Well-known and award-winning authors.
• Tests, in the book and online, monitor progress.
• The course will take students to a level where they can benefit from Practical English Usage Third Edition, and Practical English Usage Diagnostic Tests (see page 91).

NEW Oxford English Grammar Course Basic e-Book

- Includes Pronunciation for grammar with interactive exercises to help students hear and pronounce particular grammar structures, and to record and listen to their own pronunciation.

---

Reduced sample pages from Oxford English Grammar Course Basic.
Pronunciation for grammar CD-ROM

Using the Pronunciation for grammar CD-ROM, with record and playback function, helps students pronounce the grammar structures accurately. Interactive exercises enable them to:

- Distinguish between strong and weak forms, and hear contracted forms.
- Recognize the difference in intonation between a question and a statement.
- Identify words that are run together.
- Build sentences with appropriate rhythm.
- Hear where the stress falls in a sentence.
- Listen to speakers with different native accents and to speakers whose first language is not English (Advanced only).

Online resources

For teachers:
Teacher’s Guides, written by Michael Swan, supplement the exercises in the books with lots of additional practice.

- Page-by-page Language Notes, showing typical problems students may have with certain structures.
- Lesson-by-lesson Further Practice suggestions, including personalized communicative class and out-of-class practice activities.

www.oup.com/elt/oegcteachersguides

Tests available at
www.oup.com/elt/teacher/oxfordenglishgrammar

For students:

- Play games to practise specific grammar points.
- Practise the grammar using the extra exercises.

www.oup.com/elt/oxfordenglishgrammar

Practical English Usage

Third Edition
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C2)
MICHAEL SWAN

The world’s most trusted guide to problems in English.

A dictionary of problem points in the English language as encountered by learners and their teachers. Common problems are solved with practical, clear information in over 600 entries.

Practical English Usage app

The complete Practical English Usage for iPad, iPod touch, iPhone or Android device, giving you fast and easy access to all 600+ entries. Now also available for Windows.

Practical English Usage Diagnostic Tests

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED AND EXPERT (B2–C2+)
MICHAEL SWAN AND DAVID BAKER

Diagnostic tests to check students’ knowledge of key aspects of English grammar and usage.

- Tests help students identify the topics they need to study or revise.
- Answer keys refer students to the explanations in the relevant sections of Practical English Usage.
Oxford Practice Grammar

BASIC, INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED (A1–C2)
NORMAN COE, MARK HARRISON AND KEN PATERSOON (BASIC)
JOHN EASTWOOD (INTERMEDIATE)
GEORGE YULE (ADVANCED)

A three-level grammar series with a tried and tested formula that gets results: the right balance of explanation and practice, and regular testing.

- Clear explanations, followed by practice exercises in the book, on CD-ROM and online.
- Regular review units and progress tests show where students need more practice.
- Varied activities and Exit tests ensure students are ready for the next level.

Practice-Boost CD-ROMs
- Mixed-tense exercises practise different tenses in context to build confidence in writing and speaking.
- Dialogues, with the option for students to record their own voice.
- Error-correction exercises help students analyze the language they have practised, and avoid common mistakes.
- Links to free exam practice tests for Preliminary (PET), First (FCE) and IELTS at www.oxfordenglishtesting.com

Website for students:
- Diagnostic tests and extra practice tests.
- Listen and Speak exercises.

Website for teachers:
- Downloadable tests and exercises for classwork or homework.
- Downloadable lesson plans.

www.oup.com/elt/practicegrammar

Oxford Living Grammar

Learn and practise grammar in context
ELEMENTARY, PRE-INTERMEDIATE, INTERMEDIATE AND UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A1—B2)
KEN PATERSOON, MARK HARRISON AND NORMAN COE

A four-level series where students learn about grammar and when to use it.

- ‘Grammar in action’ sections explain when the grammar is typically used in everyday situations.
- ‘Word focus’ boxes highlight idiomatic expressions or words students might not know.

Context-Plus+ CD-ROMs at each level include:
- Interactive grammar and ‘Word focus’ exercises.
- ‘Listen and record’ so students can hear themselves participating in the listening maze.
- Printable tests to check progress.

Lesson Plans and Worksheets

BASIC AND INTERMEDIATE (A1–B2)
RACHEL GODFREY

Extra practice and extension activities based on the units from Oxford Practice Grammar.

Advanced Supplementary Exercises

ADVANCED (C1–C2)
GEORGE YULE

Extra exercises prepare students for CAE, CPE, TOEFL and other advanced-level exams.

Irregular Verb Spinner Pack

Check irregular verbs and how to say them.

20 Quantifiers

All, most, some, a lot of, any, a few, a little

1. These examples of sentences with these quantifiers:

- We use the pattern

- We do not use these patterns:

We use

- English

- The people

2. We use a small or a lot of people:

- English

- The people

3. We can use all or some of the/but we must use 'of' before a noun:

- English

- The people

4. We use the pattern:

- English

- The people

5. We do not use the pattern:

- English

- The people

6. We use the pattern:

- English

- The people

26 | More, enough, determiners.

Reduced sample page from Oxford Living Grammar Pre-Intermediate
GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY
JOIN THE CONVERSATION

Oxford Word Skills
HIGHLY COMMENDED ENGLISH-SPEAKING UNION’S DUKE OF EDINBURGH ENGLISH LANGUAGE BOOK AWARD 2009
BASIC, INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED (A1–C2)
RUTH GAIRNS AND STUART REDMAN
A practical approach to learning and practising the words, phrases and lexical grammar students need to talk and write about important topics, and to cope with everyday situations.
• Covers 2,000 words at each level, showing the meaning of each word, how the word works in context, and the pronunciation.
• Each unit states a clear learning objective. For example, ‘I can talk about university’.
• ‘Test yourself’ cover card in every Oxford Word Skills pack makes it easy for students to ‘cover and check’ when learning the vocabulary.
Super-Skills CD-ROM with over 400 additional exercises.
• Listen to any of the words in Oxford Word Skills and practise saying them.
• Save and print a personal list of words or translations.
NEW Oxford Word Skills iBooks Textbook: Everyday Topics Make words work for you – learn new words, phrases and expressions for a range of everyday topics, with interactive exercises. Available on iTunes.

Idioms and Phrasal Verbs
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED (B1–C2)
RUTH GAIRNS AND STUART REDMAN
Shows students how idioms and phrasal verbs are used naturally in spoken and written English.
• Over 1,000 new idioms and phrasal verbs in each level.
• 60 units organized into thematic modules such as ‘Thinking, learning, knowledge’ and ‘Communicating with people’.
• Covers all the phrasal verbs students need to know for major exams.
• Online tests, interactive exercises, downloadable flashcards, vocabulary calendar, learning record and mini phrasebook.

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Word Skills
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C2)
RUTH GAIRNS AND STUART REDMAN
Over 3,500 vocabulary items, including synonyms, derivatives and collocations.

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Phrasal Verbs and Idioms
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C2)
RUTH GAIRNS AND STUART REDMAN
• Prepares students for exams, with 24 modules covering 1,500 idioms and phrasal verbs.
• Includes information on style, synonyms, opposites and derivatives, and common word partners.
• Wordlist available at www.oup.com/elt/wordskills

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Verbs and Tenses
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B1–C1)
JON HIRD
The ideal pocket-sized grammar reference for exams such as Cambridge ESOL FCE and CAE, IELTS and local exams.
• Understand what different tenses mean and how they are used.
• Check the grammar table showing how tenses are formed.
• Includes an irregular verb list.

Oxford Learner’s Pocket Grammar
INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED (B2–C2)
JOHN EASTWOOD
A quick reference book for students to revise grammar rules and check their understanding of grammar.

Online Grammar Practice
Available via www.oxfordenglishtesting.com
Gives students traditional grammar exercises in an exciting, interactive format to practise and improve their grammar.
• Four individual packs with over 700 questions provide a wealth of practice material.
• Units cover important grammar topics such as ‘Modals’, ‘Articles’ and ‘Conditionals’.
• Extra help includes: Grammar Reference and Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary look-up facility.

See also Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary page 80

93
A five-level grammar series that uses clear explanations, communicative activities and engaging illustrations to help young learners and teenagers understand and practise grammar. As students activate their grammar through listening, speaking, reading and writing activities, they activate their English.

- Includes regular revision units with exam-style questions that are appropriate for the level (Starters for Level 1, through to Preliminary for Schools at Levels 4 and 5).
- Student’s DVD-ROM includes all the Student’s Book material, including the audio, as well as extra activities which students can complete for homework.
- Student’s DVD-ROM can also be used as a classroom presentation tool (iTools), with the option for teachers to upload their own material to flipcharts.
- Photocopiable tests provide regular revision and help students prepare for exams.

A six-level grammar practice series with interactive CD-ROM for primary pupils aged 6–12, which introduces grammatical concepts.

- Includes regular revision units with exam-style questions that are appropriate for the level (Starters for Level 1, through to Preliminary for Schools at Levels 4 and 5).
- Student’s DVD-ROM includes all the Student’s Book material, including the audio, as well as extra activities which students can complete for homework.
- Student’s DVD-ROM can also be used as a classroom presentation tool (iTools), with the option for teachers to upload their own material to flipcharts.
- Photocopiable tests provide regular revision and help students prepare for exams.

A tried and trusted gentle introduction to English grammar.

- Exam-type tasks, ideal for Cambridge English: Young Learners tests preparation.
- Interactive online resources for students, including games, exercises and listening activities. www.oup.com/elt/trig
- Online Teacher’s Notes with ideas for additional activities, photocopiable worksheets, answer keys and tests. www.oup.com/elt/teacher/trig

See also Cambridge Young Learners English Tests page 78
New Elements of Success

Grammar for Language Learning
HIGH-BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A2–B2)
RANDEE FALK, MARI VARGO AND ANNE EDIGER (LEVEL 1)
LINDA LEE AND ANNE EDIGER (LEVELS 2 AND 3)

Elements of Success helps students learn grammar and remember it. It covers the grammar students find when reading academic texts, as well as the grammar they will need to communicate in English and to write effectively.

- Highly visual charts are easy to navigate, present grammar clearly and alert students to common mistakes.
- Extensive practice activities, adaptable to the needs of your students, ensure students retain their learning, reducing time spent re-teaching the same grammar points.
- Topic-based activities practise the grammar in context, helping students to learn how to apply their grammar learning, and leading to long-term retention.
- Open-ended activities – Talk about it, Write about it, and Think about it – require critical thinking skills and integrate practice of listening, speaking, reading and writing skills.
- Charts and activities all use authentic, corpus-based language based on the 2-billion-word Oxford English Corpus so that students learn grammar as it is used.

Elements of Success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 402820 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 402823 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Book A with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 402821 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 402824 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Book B with Online Practice</td>
<td>978 0 19 402825 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 402828 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools Online</td>
<td>978 0 19 402932 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 402935 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Online Access Code Card (for Levels 1–3)</td>
<td>978 0 19 402851 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample extract from Elements of Success Student Book 2

Grammar Sense

Second Edition
HIGH-BEGINNER TO ADVANCED (A1–C2)
SUSAN KESNER BLAND, CHERYL PAVLIK, ALICE SAVAGE AND PATRICIA MAYER

Grammar Sense gives learners a true understanding of how grammar is used in authentic contexts.

Grammar Sense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
<th>Level 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Book with Online Practice Access Code Card</td>
<td>978 0 19 448910 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 448913 3</td>
<td>978 0 19 448916 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Book A with Online Practice Access Code Card</td>
<td>978 0 19 448911 9</td>
<td>978 0 19 448914 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 448917 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Book B with Online Practice Access Code Card</td>
<td>978 0 19 448912 6</td>
<td>978 0 19 448915 7</td>
<td>978 0 19 448918 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio CDs</td>
<td>978 0 19 448920 0</td>
<td>978 0 19 448921 8</td>
<td>978 0 19 448922 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTools Online</td>
<td>978 0 19 448932 2</td>
<td>978 0 19 448933 1</td>
<td>978 0 19 448934 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See also Oxford Grammar for EAP page 56
Oxford Graded Readers are a flexible learning tool for teachers and students. The grammar, structures and vocabulary used come from coursebooks, and are correlated with CEFR levels.

Oxford Graded Readers...

- Improve exam results.
- Increase contact time with English.
- Support the coursebook.
- Bring CLIL into the classroom.
- Engage students with English.
Oxford Read and Discover
BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)
SERIES EDITOR: HAZEL GEATCHES

Perfect for bringing CLIL into the classroom, this series of 60 non-fiction readers makes learning English through other subjects exciting and engaging.

- Engaging content.
- Perfect for young learners.
- Clear link between fiction and non-fiction readers.
- Accompanying audio for all titles.

Oxford Read and Imagine NEW
BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)
SERIES CONSULTANT: PAUL SHIPTON

Provides great stories to read and enjoy. Young learners of English can follow Rosie, Ben and Grandpa on their exciting adventures, improve their English and enjoy reading.

- Engaging content.
- Perfect for young learners.
- Clear link between fiction and non-fiction readers.
- Accompanying audio for all titles.

**Projects in every book**

- Digital at a glance
  - e-Books for selected titles
  - iBooks Textbooks for selected titles

- e-Books
  - British and American audio.
  - Videos bring discovery alive.
  - Take notes on screen.
  - See page 102 for more information.

- e-Books
  - Animated e-books.
  - On screen 'pop-up' picture dictionary.
  - British and American audio.
  - Self-marking activities.
  - See page 102 for more information.

**Discover. Imagine. Grow.**

Oxford Read and Discover and Oxford Read and Imagine (a brand-new fiction series for young learners) work together combining the best of fiction and non-fiction. Young learners read and discover, read and imagine, and read and grow!

- Engaging content.
- Perfect for young learners.
- Clear link between fiction and non-fiction readers.
- Accompanying audio for all titles.

**Maps, charts and diagrams support understanding**

Reduced sample pages from Oxford Read and Discover: Amazing Minibeasts

Reduced sample page from Oxford Read and Discover: Camouflage
“Love this! It provides something that I have not seen in other readers or e-books. This is something very attractive to children and will even encourage students who do not normally enjoy reading by making it more like a movie or tv show.”

OXFORD READ AND IMAGINE GRADED READER E-BOOK SURVEY, 2014

Reduced sample activity pages from Oxford Read and Imagine: Can You See Lions?
Level 1: 600 HEADWORDS (A1)

Materials To Products Activity Book 978 0 19 464517 7
Materials To Products Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464545 4
Medicine and How Activity Book 978 0 19 464566 1
Medicine and How Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464516 4
Our World in Art Activity Book 978 0 19 464504 1
Our World in Art Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464510 4
Transportation and New Activity Book 978 0 19 464499 0
Transportation and New Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464509 6
Wild Weather Activity Book 978 0 19 464498 3
Wild Weather Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464538 6

Level 1: 600 HEADWORDS (B1)

All About Space Activity Book 978 0 19 464560 7
All About Space Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464506 5
Clothes and New Activity Book 978 0 19 464461 4
Clothes and New Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464571 3
Earth and Then Audio Book 978 0 19 464565 2
Earth and Then Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464575 1
Earth and Then Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464505 5
Food Around the World Activity Book 978 0 19 464467 6
Food Around the World Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464460 7
Helping Around the World Activity Book 978 0 19 464462 1
Helping Around the World Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464470 9
Incredible Energy Activity Book 978 0 19 464574 6
Incredible Energy Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464464 7
Wonderful Ecosystems Activity Book 978 0 19 464569 9
Wonderful Ecosystems Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464466 8
Your Amazing Body Activity Book 978 0 19 464568 3
Your Amazing Body Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464590 0
Teacher’s Handbook (Levels 1–2) 978 0 19 464675 5
Teacher’s Handbook (Levels 3–6) 978 0 19 464757 7

Level 2

Danger! Bugs! Activity Book 978 0 19 462329 9
Danger! Bugs! Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 462317 6
Danger! Bugs! Interactive e-Book 978 0 19 462323 7
High Water Activity Book 978 0 19 462307 7
High Water Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 462310 7
Soccer in the Street Activity Book 978 0 19 462305 6
Soccer in the Street Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 462318 3

Level 3

Invisible! Activity Book 978 0 19 463848 4
Invisible! Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 463876 3
Invisible! Interactive e-Book 978 0 19 463849 6

FREE audio to download for Early Starter, Starter and Beginner titles.

Level 4

Great Migrations Activity Book 978 0 19 464590 1
Great Migrations Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464510 4
Great Migration Activity Book 978 0 19 464511 9
Great Migration Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464546 1
Homes Around the World Activity Book 978 0 19 464597 6
Homes Around the World Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464592 7
Materials To Products Activity Book 978 0 19 464505 8
Materials To Products Audio CD Pack 978 0 19 464515 7
Dominoes
BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)
FOUNDER EDITORS: BILL BOWLER AND SUE PARMINTER

Rewarding reading
This full-colour interactive series can be used in class or out of class, to develop language skills, or for pleasure.

digital at a glance
• MultiROM • e-Books • Gamebooks

• Quick Starters with shorter stories.
• Word count on every cover allows students to record progress.
• Task-based projects in every book.
• Selected titles available as e-books for tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com. See page 102 for details.

A MultiROM for every Domino
• Fully dramatized audio brings stories to life.
• Interactive games and activities to improve language skills.
• Excellent interactive whiteboard material.
• Perfect for interactive study at home.

NEW Gamebooks
• Interactive e-books with activities to support vocabulary and reading comprehension.
• Students read books to unlock games and compete with friends.
• A teacher’s and parents’ area lets teachers monitor student activity.

For tablets and online via the Oxford Learner’s Bookshelf app and at www.oxfordlearnersbookshelf.com.

Dominoes
Starter Level – Level 3
Help other students to decide which book in the library to read next. A book report is a good way to share your ideas.

Title of book:

Author:

Level:

Name of student:

Star rating

KEY
OK = Good
Very good
Excellent
The best book ever!

Do you recommend this book to other students to read? Why?
Write about fifty words to tell other students what you liked about it. (Don’t give away the ending!)

to go to the theatre with her husband that evening, and never saw him again. Suddenly I felt very angry. ‘We must find Vizagapeta’s killer. Holmes,’ I said. ‘We must do it for his wife.’

Holmes looked at me with his cold, blue eyes, but said nothing. How he closed his eyes again.

After some minutes, we turned left London Bridge Station. How much did my friend truly understand about Colón’s “alcohol?”

At Vizagapeta Station, we got off, and waited for a cab.
‘Where are we going now, Holmes?’ I asked.
‘Worsted, a visit many people.’

‘But let us new go to the house of Dr James Wren. He’s responsible for the experiment – or was responsible for them before all this happened. He’s a good and important man. My brother tells us. We must find him by them.’

Holmes looked at his watch. ‘We must wait for longer.’

‘I need to call to Sir James Crow, Watson.’

We walked from the station to Sir James’s house.
‘Ceridwen again!’ Merlin thinks. He moves here and there in the sky, but he can’t lose the eagle. Just then, Merlin sees a hunter far down in the forest. And there’s a sudden noise — ‘Whoosh’! An arrow hits Ceridwen. She falls to the ground near her house. Morfran runs to her dead body. ‘Merlin, you demon!’ he cries angrily. ‘One day you must die for this!’
Interesting, exciting stories hold students’ attention.
“The most consistent of all series in terms of language control, length and quality of story.”

DAVID R HILL, DIRECTOR OF THE EDINBURGH PROJECT ON EXTENSIVE READING, ELT JOURNAL REVIEW

The text is carefully laid out on the page to support reading. Illustrations carefully support the text and control the amount of text on the page.

For the full list of Bookworms titles see pages 106–108.
Bookworms Club: Stories for Reading Circles

Bookworms Club: Bronze, Silver, and Gold Winner British Council Innovation Award 2008

Bookworms Club: Gold – Finalist Language Learner Literature Award 2008

Elementary to Advanced (A1–C2)

Bookworms Club Teacher’s Handbook (Third Edition) 978 0 19 472010 6

Bookworms Club

SERIES ADVISERS: H G WIDDOWSON AND JENNIFER BASSETT

These unadapted and unabridged stories by well-known authors are ideal for advanced students.

• Perfect for students who are beginning to read unadapted literature.
• Short introduction provides background to each story.
• Language notes on difficult vocabulary.
• Discussion questions, and language focus questions and activities.

Oxford Bookworms Library

Bookworms Club: Stories for Reading Circles

Bronze (Stages 1 and 2) 978 0 19 472000 7
Silver (Stages 2 and 3) 978 0 19 472010 6
Gold (Stages 3 and 4) 978 0 19 472020 1
Platinum (Stages 4 and 5) 978 0 19 472030 5
Pearl (Stages 2 and 3) 978 0 19 472007 6
Coral (Stages 3 and 4) 978 0 19 472015 2
Ruby (Stages 4 and 5) 978 0 19 472006 9
Diamond (Stages 5 and 6) 978 0 19 472016 0
Bookworms Club Teacher’s Handbook (Third Edition) 978 0 19 472010 6

Oxford Bookworms Collection

ADVANCED (C1–C2)

SERIES ADVISERS: H G WIDDOWSON AND JENNIFER BASSETT

These unadapted and unabridged stories by well-known authors are ideal for advanced students.

• Perfect for students who are beginning to read unadapted literature.
• Short introduction provides background to each story.
• Language notes on difficult vocabulary.
• Discussion questions, and language focus questions and activities.

Oxford Bookworms Library

_BREAKING NEWSWORDS (A1)

The Cat
978 0 19 478609 6

The Cat Audio CD Pack (American English) 978 0 19 478598 3

A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
978 0 19 473411 5

Dead Man's Money
978 0 19 479365 0

Drive into Danger
978 0 19 473420 7

Drive into Danger Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 473429 9

Escape
978 0 19 473413 2

The Fifteenth Character
978 0 19 423421 4

The Fifteenth Character Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423657 7

Girl on a Motorcycle
978 0 19 423422 1

Girl on a Motorcycle Audio CD Pack (American English) 978 0 19 423641 2

The Girl with Green Eyes Winner: The Language Learner Literature Award 2013
978 0 19 479363 3

The Girl with Green Eyes Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 479431 3

The Girl with Red Hair
978 0 19 423431 5

The Girl with Red Hair Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423659 1

Give Us the Money
978 0 19 423413 9

King Arthur
978 0 19 423414 6

Lust Chance
978 0 19 423458 6

Lust Chance Audio CD Pack (American English) 978 0 19 423446 8

Mystery in London
978 0 19 423628 3

The Mystery of Manor Hall
978 0 19 478599 0

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
978 0 19 478900 4

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer Audio CD Pack (American English) 978 0 19 478667 7

Aladdin and the Enchanted Lamp
978 0 19 478901 1

Aladdin and the Enchanted Lamp Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478894 9

Animals in Danger (non-fiction) (non-fiction)
978 0 19 423798 0

Animals in Danger Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423576 1

Brazil (non-fiction) (non-fiction) NEW
978 0 19 478949 4

Brazil Audio CD Pack NEW
978 0 19 423792 5

The Bridge and Other Love Stories
978 0 19 425061 1

The Bridge and Other Love Stories Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423557 8

The Butler Did It and Other Plays Script
978 0 19 423515 8

The Butler Did It and Other Plays Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423511 2

Christmas in Prague
978 0 19 479028

Christmas in Prague Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478700 0

The Golden Flask on Earth
978 0 19 425065 5

The Golden Flask on Earth Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478871 7

Deserts (non-fiction) (non-fiction)
978 0 19 423627 0

Deserts Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423630 0

The Elephant Man
978 0 19 479042 1

The Elephant Man Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478874 2

England (non-fiction)
978 0 19 423380 4

England Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423578 5

Five Short Plays Script
978 0 19 423506 6

Five Short Plays Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423512 9

A Ghost in Love and Other Plays Script
978 0 19 423510 3

A Ghost in Love and Other Plays Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423513 6

Goodbye, Mr Hollywood
978 0 19 478905 9

Goodbye, Mr Hollywood Audio CD Pack (American English) 978 0 19 478873 1

Goodbye, Mr Hollywood (non-fiction)
978 0 19 423671 3

Goodbye, Mr Hollywood Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423661 8

Japan (non-fiction)
978 0 19 423690 4

Japan Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423664 1

John Lennon (non-fiction) (non-fiction) NEW
978 0 19 423788 8

John Lennon Audio CD Pack NEW
978 0 19 423786 4

Les Misérables Winner: The Language Learner Literature Award 2013
978 0 19 479440 4

Les Misérables Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 479439 8

Little Lord Fauntleroy
978 0 19 478929 2

Little Lord Fauntleroy Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478897 7

A Little Princess
978 0 19 478906 6

A Little Princess Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478874 8

London Factfile (non-fiction)
978 0 19 423374 3

London Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 423580 8

The Lottery Winner
978 0 19 479007 3

The Lottery Winner Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478875 5

Love or Money?
978 0 19 479008 0

Love or Money? Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478947 2

Mary, Queen of Scots
978 0 19 479007 9

Mary, Queen of Scots Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478877 9

The Meaning of Gifts: Stories from Turkey
978 0 19 478927 1

The Meaning of Gifts: Stories from Turkey Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478893 3

The Monkey's Paw
978 0 19 479101 3

The Monkey's Paw Audio CD Pack
978 0 19 478878 6

The Murder of Mary Jane Playscript
978 0 19 423502 0

JUDGES' COMMENT, BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARD

“Bookworms Club gives students a reason to communicate, which is what many teachers are looking for.”

Oxford Bookworms Club

LAURA DE BOER

“Models the magic formula for getting students to talk in English. Carefully graded short stories from the Oxford Bookworms Library specially selected for Reading Circles – small groups of students who meet to talk about stories.

• Use in a book club or to read for pleasure.
• Give students a reason to read.
• Set up discussions between students.
• Photocopiable Role Sheets help students prepare for discussions.
• Detailed information and support in the Teacher’s Handbook and online: www.oup.com/elt/gradedreaders"
## Oxford Bookworms Library

### Oxford Bookworms Level 1 (1-200 Headwords)

- **The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The Elephant Man**
- **The Great Expectations, Sense and Sensibility,**
  *d’Urbervilles*
- **A Christmas Carol, Frankenstein, Love Story,**
  *Gazing at Stars*
- **Great Expectations, Sense and Sensibility,**
  *Wuthering Heights*

### Stage 1-2, 500 Headwords (B2/C1)

- **American Crime Stories**
- **American Crime Stories Audio CD Pack**
- **American Crime Stories Audio CD Pack (American English)**
- **The Big Sleep**
- **20,000 Leagues under the Sea**
- **The Thirty-Nine Steps**
- **The Princess of Zenda, The Elephants Man. A Little Princess, Love or Money?**
- **A Passage to India, The Secret Garden, The Wizard of Oz**
- **A Christmas Carol, The Secret Garden, The Wizard of Oz**
- **Great Expectations, Sense and Sensibility,**
  *Wuthering Heights*

### Oxford Bookworms Library Teacher's Materials

- **Teacher's Handbook**
- **Teacher's Handbook**
- **Activity Worksheets**
- **Test Booklet**
- **Test Booklet**
- **Test Booklet**
- **Test Booklet**
- **Test Booklet**
- **Test Booklet**

### Oxford Bookworms Library Low-Proficiency Textbooks

- **American Crime Stories**
- **American Crime Stories Audio CD Pack**
- **American Crime Stories Audio CD Pack (American English)**
- **The Big Sleep**
- **20,000 Leagues under the Sea**
- **The Thirty-Nine Steps**
- **The Princess of Zenda, The Elephants Man. A Little Princess, Love or Money?**
- **A Passage to India, The Secret Garden, The Wizard of Oz**
- **A Christmas Carol, The Secret Garden, The Wizard of Oz**
- **Great Expectations, Sense and Sensibility,**
  *Wuthering Heights*

### Oxford Bookworms Library Bestseller Packs

- **American Crime Stories**
- **American Crime Stories Audio CD Pack**
- **American Crime Stories Audio CD Pack (American English)**
- **The Big Sleep**
- **20,000 Leagues under the Sea**
- **The Thirty-Nine Steps**
- **The Princess of Zenda, The Elephants Man. A Little Princess, Love or Money?**
- **A Passage to India, The Secret Garden, The Wizard of Oz**
- **A Christmas Carol, The Secret Garden, The Wizard of Oz**
- **Great Expectations, Sense and Sensibility,**
  *Wuthering Heights*

### View these titles online

- **Oxford English Progressive Readers**
- **Up and Away Readers**
- **Oxford Storyland Readers**
- **Oxford Storyland Readers**
- **Oxford Storyland Readers**
- **Oxford Storyland Readers**
- **Oxford Storyland Readers**
- **Oxford Storyland Readers**
- **Oxford Storyland Readers**
- **Oxford Storyland Readers**

---

### Stage 1

- **The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, The Elephant Man. A Little Princess, Love or Money?**
- **A Christmas Carol, The Secret Garden, The Wizard of Oz**
- **Great Expectations, Sense and Sensibility,**
  *Wuthering Heights*
- **American Crime Stories, Cry Freedom**, *The Exorcist, Jane Eyre, Night Without End, Type Two, Fragile, Prelude, Tests of the Underworlds*
Oxford Key Concepts for the Language Classroom

PATSY M LIGHTBOWN AND NINA SPADA

Oxford Key Concepts for the Language Classroom focuses on key topics for teaching English as a second or foreign language to learners aged 5–18. These instructional guides are informed by research in second language acquisition and language pedagogy, and show the relevance of theory to the practising teacher.

- ‘Spotlight Studies’ highlight important research.
- ‘Classroom Snapshots’ show different teaching approaches in practice.
- ‘Activities’ help you to make connections between research and theory and your classroom context.
- Also available in e-book format.

Suitable for students working towards MA TESOL, graduate certificates, or diploma qualifications, and for practising teachers’ professional development programs.

Series Editors

Patsy M Lightbown and Nina Spada are highly respected worldwide for making language learning theory and research accessible, and relating it to classroom teaching. Their award-winning How Languages are Learned is now in its fourth edition. See page 110.

Buy online
You can buy these titles online from www.oup.com/elt

Oxford Key Concepts for the Language Classroom
Focus on Assessment 978 0 19 400083 3
Focus on Content-Based Language Teaching 978 0 19 400082 6
Focus on Grammar and Meaning 978 0 19 400085 7
Focus on Literacy 978 0 19 400086 4
Focus on Oral Interaction 978 0 19 400084 0

Focus on Literacy

DANLING FU AND MARYLOU M MATOUCH

Focus on Literacy explores research on second language literacy development and how such research can inform instructional decision-making for teachers of students aged 5–18.

Focus on Grammar and Meaning

LUCIANA C DE OLIVEIRA AND MARY J SCHLEPPEGRELL

Focus on Grammar and Meaning introduces teachers to key research in the field of grammar teaching. The authors take a systemic-functional approach to linking language and meaning in teaching, with a focus on research relevant to language learners aged 5–18.

Focus on Content-Based Language Teaching

MAURICE ANN SHAW, PROFESSOR IN TESOL, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, LOS ANGELES

Focus on Content-Based Language Teaching examines the challenges of learning both language and content in the same class, and reviews classroom-based research on instructional practices that can meet those challenges in primary and secondary schools.

“With Focus on Content-Based Language Teaching, I am delighted to find accounts of such a wide scope of content-based programs for both language majority and language minority students. This book is well researched and well-written, and succeeds in making complex material very accessible.”

Focus on Assessment

EUNICE EUNHEE JANG

Focus on Assessment helps teachers understand research evidence in language assessment for students aged 5–18, and to develop an ability to design, implement and critically evaluate language assessment, with reference to language frameworks and standards for assessment in school education.

Focus on Oral Interaction

RHONDA OLIVER AND JENEFER PHILP

Focus on Oral Interaction explores the role of oral interaction for second language learning from cognitive, social, pedagogical and linguistic perspectives, with a focus on research relevant to English language learners aged 5–18 in a variety of classroom contexts.
Oxford Handbooks for Language Teachers

The books in this series relate theory to the practice of teaching, and provide core reference material for teacher education courses.

English for Academic Purposes
EDWARD DE CHAZAL
For teachers working in this rapidly-growing field of language teaching, this handbook is essential reading. It gives an up-to-date overview of the research into English for Academic Purposes and discusses key concepts. It presents both typical and best practice, and provides practical suggestions to try with your students. All four language skills, language work, critical thinking skills, materials writing, using technology, and assessment are covered by this comprehensive book.

"An invaluable resource for EAP teachers preparing students for tertiary studies."

LINDY WOODROW, SENIOR LECTURER IN TESOL, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY

How Languages are Learned
Fourth Edition
PATSY M LIGHTBOWN AND NINA SPADA
A thoroughly updated edition of this prize-winning, readable introduction to the main theories of first and second language acquisition.

This book introduces you to some of the language acquisition research that will help you not just to evaluate existing materials, but also to adapt and use them in a way that fits what we currently understand about how languages are learned.

• Updated content includes new research and new areas in pedagogy to provide a comprehensive overview of research in the field.
• New Chapter Previews and Summaries with Questions for Reflection.
• New companion website with vodcasts, and content updates.

See also Oxford Key Concepts for the Language Classroom page 109

Technology Enhanced Language Learning
Connecting theory and practice
AISHA WALKER AND GOODITH WHITE
How does technology enhance the language learning process? Through exploring the theories that underpin language learning, the authors discuss how these theories relate to technology use. Practical and reflective activities help you to get to know the technology and how it impacts on language learners, and they are written to accommodate different levels of technical know-how. This handbook gives teachers, teacher trainers and MA students an informed and practical insight into new developments in technology and its implications for the classroom. Visit the accompanying website for extra activities, ideas and useful links.

Designing and Analyzing Language Tests
NATHAN T CARR
This Workbook and DVD Pack provides a hands-on series of tutorials and simple explanations to enable users to move from a theoretical understanding of the issues in testing English language proficiency to the practical skills of how to design useful tests and analyze results using statistical tools. The step-by-step approach, using real language test data, will be invaluable for anyone who needs to know why statistics matter in quantitative assessment of learning.

Communication in the Language Classroom
TONY LYNCH
Doing Second Language Research
JAMES DEAN BROWN AND THEODORE S RODGERS
Doing Task-based Teaching
Shortlisted for the Ben Warren Prize
DAVE WILLS AND JANE WILLS
ESOL: A Critical Guide
MELANIE COOKE AND JAMES SIMPSON
Explaining English Grammar
Shortlisted for the Ben Warren Prize
GEORGE YULE
Exploring Learner Language
ELAINE TARONE AND BONNIE SWIERZBIN
From Experience to Knowledge in ELT
JULIAN EDGE AND SUE GARTON
Intercultural Business Communication
ROBERT GIBSON
Oxford ESOL Handbook
PHILDA SCHELLEKENS

Success in English Teaching
PAUL DAVIES WITH ERIC PEARSE
Teaching American English Pronunciation
PETER AVERY AND SUSAN EHRLICH
Teaching Business English
First Prize English-Speaking Union’s Duke of Edinburgh Book Competition
MARK ELLIS AND CHRISTINE JOHNSON
Teaching English as an International Language
Rethinking Goals and Approaches
Winner Ben Warren Prize
SANDRA LEE MCKAY
Teaching and Learning in the Language Classroom
TRICIA HEDGE
Teaching the Pronunciation of English as a Lingua Franca
ROBIN WALKER
Teaching Second Language Listening
TONY LYNCH
Teaching Second Language Reading
THOM D HUDSON
Teaching Young Language Learners
ANNAMARIA PINTER

Buy online
You can buy all these titles online from www.oup.com/elt

Oxford Handbooks for Language Teachers
Communication in the Language Classroom 978 0 19 433552 5
Designing and Analyzing Language Tests 978 0 19 432970 8
Doing Second Language Research 978 0 19 437174 2
Doing Task-based Teaching 978 0 19 442210 9
English for Academic Purposes 978 0 19 442371 7
ESOL: A Critical Guide 978 0 19 442267 3
Explaining English Grammar 978 0 19 437172 8
Exploring Learner Language 978 0 19 442918 1
From Experience to Knowledge in ELT 978 0 19 442271 0
How Languages are Learned Fourth Edition 978 0 19 454126 8
Intercultural Business Communication 978 0 19 442190 5
Oxford ESOL Handbook 978 0 19 442281 9
Success in English Teaching 978 0 19 442171 3
Teaching American English Pronunciation 978 0 19 432815 9
Teaching and Learning in the Language Classroom 978 0 19 442172 0
Teaching Business English 978 0 19 437167 4
Teaching English as an International Language 978 0 19 437364 7
Teaching Second Language Listening 978 0 19 442334 2
Teaching Second Language Reading 978 0 19 442283 3
Teaching the Pronunciation of English as a Lingua Franca 978 0 19 442200 0
Teaching Young Language Learners 978 0 19 442207 9
Technology Enhanced Language Learning 978 0 19 442368 7
Twenty-five ready-to-use vocabulary activities to stimulate young learners. Each Oxford Basics book contains twenty-five to thirty units between elementary and intermediate level. All the activities are simple and adaptable with ideas for boardwork, and pictures teachers can copy. Ideal for classrooms where there are few resources.

**Activities Using Resources**

- HEATHER WESTRUP and JOANNA BAKER
- BRYAN GARDNER and FELICITY GARDNER
- HANA ŠVEC
- MICHAELA CANKOVA and SIMON GILL

**Introduction to Teaching English**

JILL HADFIELD and CHARLES HADFIELD

**Presenting New Language**

JILL HADFIELD and CHARLES HADFIELD

**Simple Listening Activities**

JILL HADFIELD and CHARLES HADFIELD

**Simple Reading Activities**

JILL HADFIELD and CHARLES HADFIELD

**Simple Speaking Activities**

JILL HADFIELD and CHARLES HADFIELD

**Simple Writing Activities**

JILL HADFIELD and CHARLES HADFIELD

**Teaching Grammar**

JIM SCRIVEN

You can buy all these titles online from [www.oup.com/elt](http://www.oup.com/elt)

---

Teaching with Bear

- Winner British Council UK Award for Innovation 2010
- Best Entry for Children English-Speaking Union’s Duke of Edinburgh English Language Book Award 2009

MARY SLATTERY

A practical handbook with DVD that shows teachers how to use puppets in the primary classroom to encourage more interaction in English.

- Written by award-winning author Mary Slattery.
- Explores how teachers can use a puppet to extend classroom language, establish routines, encourage listening and speaking skills and help with reading and writing.
- Teacher’s Book and DVD shows Mary Slattery and teachers in real classroom situations. Also available as a Pack including a loveable bear puppet.

---

English for Primary Teachers

- Winner English-Speaking Union’s Duke of Edinburgh Book Competition
- Winner Frank Bell Prize
- Shortlisted for the Ben Warren Prize

MARY SLATTERY and JANE WILLIS

An award-winning handbook of activities and classroom language for primary teachers.

- Builds teachers’ confidence in their ability to use English effectively.
- Provides advice and teaching techniques for primary English teachers.
- Audio CD gives examples of classroom language from real classrooms, plus pronunciation exercises.

---

Cross-Curricular Resources for Young Learners

IMMACOLATA CALABRESE and SILVANA RAMPONE

A resource book for primary teachers who need appropriate, easy-to-use resources for teaching subjects through English.

---

Practical Classroom English

GLYN HUGHES, JOSEPHINE MOATE and TIINA RAATIKAINEN

Equips teachers with the language skills needed for accurate, authentic and idiomatic classroom management in English.

---

You can buy all these titles online from [www.oup.com/elt](http://www.oup.com/elt)

---

Also available in e-book format
Primary Resource Books for Teachers
SERIES EDITOR: ALAN MALEY

This popular series addresses the needs of primary teachers, teacher trainers, and trainee teachers.

Art and Crafts with Children
ANDREW WRIGHT

Assessing Young Learners
WINNER BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARD
JILL HADFIELD

Creating Chants and Songs
CAROLYN GRAHAM

Creating Stories with Children
ANDREW WRIGHT

Drama with Children
GORDON LEWIS WITH GUNTHER BEDSON

Games for Children
GORDON LEWIS AND HANS MOL

The Internet and Young Learners
RUNNER-UP BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARD 2006
GORDON LEWIS

Projects with Young Learners
DIANE PHILLIPS, SARAH BURWOOD AND HELEN DUNFORD

Storytelling with Children, Second Edition
ANDREW WRIGHT

Very Young Learners
WINNER BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARD
VANESSA REILLY AND SHEILA WARD

Writing with Children
WINNER ENGLISH-SPEAKING UNION'S DUKE OF EDINBURGH BOOK COMPETITION
JACKIE REILLY AND VANESSA REILLY

Young Learners
WINNER BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARD
SARAH PHILLIPS

resource Books for Teachers
SERIES EDITOR: ALAN MALEY

This extremely popular series gives teachers of secondary and adult learners practical advice and guidance, together with resource ideas and materials for the classroom.

Advanced Learners
ALAN MALEY

Beginners
PETER GRUNDY

Classroom Dynamics
JILL HADFIELD

Conversation
ROB NOLASCO AND LOIS ARTHUR

Creative Poetry Writing
JANE SPIRO

Cultural Awareness
BARRY TOMALIN AND SUSAN STEMPLESKI

Dictionaries
JON WRIGHT

Drama and Improvisation
KEN WILSON

English for Specific Purposes
KEITH HARDING

Exam Classes
PETER MAY

Film
SUSAN STEMPLESKI AND BARRY TOMALIN

Global Issues
RICARDO SAMPERDO AND SUSAN HILLYARD

Grammar
HIGHER COMMENDED ENGLISH-SPEAKING UNION'S DUKE OF EDINBURGH BOOK COMPETITION
SCOTT THORNBURY

Grammar Dictation
RUTH WAINRYB

Homework
LESLEY PAINTER

Language Teaching: A Scheme for Teacher Education
SERIES EDITORS: C N CANOLIN AND H G WIDOWSON

A useful resource for in-depth treatment of topics which can only be referred to briefly in general courses. Titles in the series:

Discourse
Guy Cook
Evaluation
WINNER BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARD
Pauline Rea-Dickins and Kevin Germaine

Grammar
Rob Batstone

Listening
Anne Anderson and Tony Lynch

 Pronunciation
Christiane Dalton and Barbara Seidhofer

Reading
Catherine Wallace

Speaking
Martin Bygate

Syllabus Design
David Nunan

Vocabulary
Michael McCarthy

Writing
Christopher Tribble

Images
JAMIE KEDDIE

The Internet
SCOTT WIDGEATT, DAVID HARDISTY AND DAVID EASTMENT

Listener-based Teaching
COLIN CAMPBELL AND HANNA KRYSZEWSKA

Listening
WINNER BRITISH COUNCIL INNOVATION AWARD
GOODRITH WHITE

Literature, Second Edition
ALAN MALEY AND ALAN DUFF

Music and Song
TIM MURPHY

Newspapers
PETER GRUNDY

Project Work, Second Edition
DIANA FRIED-BOOTH

 Pronunciation
CLEMENT LAROY

Role Play
GILLIAN PORTER-LADOUSSE

Storybuilding
JANE SPIRO

Teaching Other Subjects Through English
SHEELAUGH DELLER AND CHRISTINE PRICE

Teenagers
GORDON LEWIS

Vocabulary, Second Edition
JOHN MORGAN AND MARIO RINVOLUCRI

Writing, Second Edition
TRICIA HEDGES

Also available in e-book format

SEE MORE ONLINE at oup.com/elt
Into the Classroom
A series of short, practical guides that helps teachers of 6–16-year-olds meet the challenges of new teaching tools, techniques and educational policy.

Techniques & Principles in Language Teaching
Third Edition
DIANE LARSEN-FREEMAN and MARTI ANDERSON
An updated third edition of this popular introduction to language teaching methodology, which describes different methods and approaches in language teaching.
- Clear and jargon-free.
- Suitable for in-service and initial teacher training, and pre-course reading for MA students.
- Introduces more experienced teachers to new approaches and teaching ideas.
- New chapter on the use of digital technology.

Teaching Techniques in English as a Second Language
SERIES EDITORS: RUSSELL N CAMPBELL and WILLIAM E RUTHERFORD
Practical, step-by-step guidance for new ESL teachers, and thought-provoking questions to stimulate further exploration.

Techniques and Resources in Teaching Grammar
MARIANNE CELCE-MURCIA and SHARON L HILLES

Techniques in Teaching Vocabulary
VIRGINIA FRENCH ALLEN

Techniques in Teaching Writing
ANN RAIMES

Techniques in Testing
HAROLD S MAIDEN

Buy online
You can buy all these titles online from www.oup.com/elt

Primary Resource Books for Teachers
- Art and Crafts with Children
- Assuring Young Learners
- Creating Charts and Songs (Book and Audio CD Pack)
- Creating Stories with Children
- Drama with Children
- Games for Children
- Grammar for Young Learners
- The Internet and Young Learners
- Projects with Young Learners
- Storytelling with Children, Second Edition
- Very Young Learners
- Writing with Children
- Young Learners

Techniques & Principles in Language Teaching
- Advanced Learners
- Beginners
- Classroom Dynamics
- Conversation
- Creative Poetry Writing
- Cultural Awareness
- Dictionary
- Drama and Improvisation
- English for Specific Purposes
- Exam Classes
- Film
- Global Issues
- Grammar
- Grammar Distinction
- Homework
- Images
- The Internet
- Learner-based Teaching
- Listening
- Literature, Second Edition
- Music and Song
- Newspapers
- Project Work, Second Edition
- Pronunciation
- Role Play
- Storytelling
- Teaching Other Subjects Through English
- Teenagers
- Vocabulary, Second Edition
- Writing, Second Edition

Resource Books for Teachers
- Advanced Learners
- Beginners
- Classroom Dynamics
- Conversation
- Creative Poetry Writing
- Cultural Awareness
- Dictionary
- Drama and Improvisation
- English for Specific Purposes
- Exam Classes
- Film
- Global Issues
- Grammar
- Grammar Distinction
- Homework
- Images
- The Internet
- Learner-based Teaching
- Listening
- Literature, Second Edition
- Music and Song
- Newspapers
- Project Work, Second Edition
- Pronunciation
- Role Play
- Storytelling
- Teaching Other Subjects Through English
- Teenagers
- Vocabulary, Second Edition
- Writing, Second Edition

Language Teaching: A Scheme for Teacher Education
- Discourse
- Evaluation
- Grammar
- Listening
- Pronunciation
- Reading
- Speaking
- Syllabus Design
- Vocabulary
- Writing

Learning and Teaching English
- Word Knowledge

Into the Classroom
- Bringing creative teaching into the young learner classroom
- Bringing extensive reading into the classroom
- Bringing online video into the classroom
- Bringing technology into the classroom

Techniques & Principles in Language Teaching, Third Edition
- Teaching Techniques in English as a Second Language
- Techniques and Resources in Teaching Grammar
- Techniques and Resources in Teaching Reading
- Techniques in Teaching Vocabulary
- Techniques in Teaching Writing
- Techniques in Testing

Also available in e-book format

Join the conversation
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Oxford Applied Linguistics
SERIES ADVISERS: ANNE BURNS AND DIANE LARSEN-FREEMAN
A series of titles providing thorough yet accessible coverage of topics at the forefront of applied lingui language use. The goal of the series is to influence the quality of language education through publishing and disseminating relevant scholarship and research. The authors of the series are noted authorities in their fields.

NEW EDITION Understanding Second Language Acquisition
Second Edition
† Winner BAAL Book Prize (First Edition)
ROD ELLIS
In this revised edition, Rod Ellis provides an authoritative and fully updated introduction to key areas of theory and research in second language acquisition for a readership of postgraduate language teachers. He presents different theories of second language acquisition and examines critical reactions to them. This updated edition reflects recent research trends looking at cognitive and social aspects of L2 acquisition, and new chapters include Age and L2 acquisition, and Psychological factors and L2 acquisition.

NEW Academic Publishing: Issues and Challenges in the Construction of Knowledge
KEN HYLAND
This book provides an authoritative discussion of various aspects of writing for academic publication. It explores a range of challenges and issues, from the impact of English as a global academic language and the growth of the assessment culture surrounding publication, to the practices of knowledge construction at institutional and local levels. Academic genres are discussed, as are the processes that scholars writing in these genres go through as they get published.

Second Language Learning in the Early School Years: Trends and Contexts
VICTORIA A MURPHY
At a time when children around the world are increasingly required to learn a second language in the primary classroom, this book provides a much-needed overview of current themes and research on child second language learning. The author emphasises the importance of examining findings in the educational context in which the research was carried out, and highlights the similarities and differences in child L2 learning across different contexts.

Understanding English as a Lingua Franca
BARBARA SEIDLOHER
The spread of English as the international lingua franca (ELF), like other aspects of globalization, calls for a reconsideration of conventional ways of thinking. This book argues that ELF needs to be understood as an entirely natural use of language in its own right and not as an erroneous version of native-speaker English, and demonstrates how the ‘non-conformist’ formal features of ELF are functionally motivated by the dynamics of communicative interaction.

Translation in Language Teaching
GUY COOK
A survey and critical assessment of arguments for and against translation in different English language teaching contexts, this book proposes ‘translation’ as one of a number of ways of relating English to students’ own languages. Establishing a new direction in practice and research, it discusses ways in which translation might be incorporated into materials, curriculum development, and teacher education.

Input, Interaction, and Corrective Feedback in L2 Learning
ALISON MACKLEY
Input, Interaction, and Corrective Feedback in L2 Learning describes the cognitive processes involved in interaction-driven second language learning and presents a methodological structure for studying them. It provides a comprehensive and up-to-date survey of the work on interaction that has emerged since the mid-1990s, while also characterizing the recent shift to an exploration of cognitive factors in evaluating how interaction works.

Sociocognitive Perspectives on Language Use and Language Learning
EDITOR: ROB BATSTONE
The contributors to this volume argue that in order to understand the processes of language use and language learning we need to understand how social and cognitive factors work interdependently. This book covers a wide range of issues of importance both to SLA researchers and to students, including the ways in which social and cognitive factors interweave in the shaping and directing of learner participation in classroom interaction and the implications of sociocognition for SLA theory.

Language Assessment in Practice
† Winner Sage/ILTA Book Award 2012
LYLE F BACHMAN AND ADRIAN S PALMER
Language Assessment in Practice is a fully revised second edition of the best-selling Language Testing in Practice. It allows readers to become competent in the design development and use of language assessments. The authors discuss concepts and procedures clearly, illustrated with examples.

The Multilingual Subject
† Winner MLA Kenneth W Mildenberger Prize
CLAIRE KRAMSCH
By drawing on multiple examples of real-world language learning situations, this book explores the subjective aspects of the language learning experience. The author encourages readers to consider language learning from new, diverse, and unique perspectives. The book analyzes data from a variety of sources, including language memoirs, online data from language learners in chat rooms, and text messaging exchanges.

Thinking About Language Teaching
Selected articles 1982–2011
MICHAEL SWAN
A selection of Michael Swan’s best known published articles on the theory and practice of teaching English as a foreign language.
The Psychology of Second Language Acquisition

Winner Ben Warren Prize 2010

ZOLTÁN DÖRNYEI

A systematic and accessible overview of main psychological areas and theories relevant to SLA. Readers will find succinct and up-to-date descriptions of a wide range of psycholinguistic and neuropsychological topics such as language and the brain, neuroimaging; non-nativist approaches to language acquisition; explicit/implicit learning and memory, procedural/declarative knowledge and the automatization of language skills; learner characteristics, age effects, and the psychological basis of language learning in educational contexts.

The Study of Second Language Acquisition

Second Edition

ROD ELLIS

This book is an encyclopedic survey of second language acquisition research as developed over the last forty years. It provides sections on the description of learners’ language, the role of the linguistic environment and social context, internal mechanisms, individual learner differences, and the role of instruction. It provides a balanced account by representing a variety of perspectives, including cognitive, linguistic, sociocultural, and neurolinguistic.

Language Learner Strategies

Shortlisted for the BAA Book Prize 2008

EDITORS: ANDREW COHEN AND ERNESTO MACARO

Research into language learner strategies has the fundamental goal of improving the teaching and learning of second languages. This book explores the notion that the reason some learners of second languages excel and others struggle lies in what the learners themselves do – the strategies they bring to language learning and to language use.

Literacy and Second Language Oracy

MARIA BIGELOW AND ELAINE TARONE, WITH KIT HANSSEN

Learners who cannot decode alphabetic script have been left out of the SLA research enterprise, at considerable cost to our understanding of the human capacity for language learning. This book offers research evidence documenting the significant impact of low literacy skill on adolescents’ processing of oral L2 input and acquisition.

Research Methods in Applied Linguistics

ZOLTÁN DÖRNYEI

A comprehensive overview of research methodology in applied linguistics which describes the various stages of qualitative and quantitative investigations, from collecting the data to reporting the results.

Complex Systems and Applied Linguistics

Winner MLA Kenneth W Mildenberger Prize

DIANE LARSEN-FREEMAN AND LYNN CAMERON

Introduces key concepts in complex systems theory to readers concerned with language, its acquisition, and its use.

Conversational Interaction in Second Language Acquisition

A Series of Empirical Studies

EDITOR: ALISON MACKEY

This edited series of empirical studies examines the link between interaction and second language learning. The studies provide readers with insights into a wide variety of issues at the centre of current research into the relationship between conversational interaction and second language learning outcomes.

Form-focused Instruction and Teacher Education

Studies in Honour of Rod Ellis

EDITORS: SANDRA FOTOS AND HOSSEIN NASSAJI

An overview of form-focused instruction as an option for second language grammar teaching. It combines theoretical concerns, classroom practices, and teacher education.

Analysing Learner Language

ROD ELLIS AND GARY BARKHUZEN

A clear and accessible introduction to the main methods of analysing samples of learner language. It examines the theoretical and research bases for the different methods, giving an introduction to the field of second language acquisition research.

Task-based Language Learning and Teaching

Shortlisted for the Ben Warren Prize

ROD ELLIS

An exploration of the relationship between research, teaching, and tasks, and clarification of the issues raised by recent work in this field. The book shows how research and task-based teaching can mutually inform each other and illuminate the areas of task-based course design, methodology, and assessment.

SLA Research and Language Teaching

ROD ELLIS

The author sees the four main roles of SLA researchers as developing relevant theories, conducting their own classroom research, making research accessible to teachers, and facilitating action research.

Second Language Research Methods

H W SELIGER AND E SHOHAMI

Based on a set of four research parameters, this book discusses the development of research questions and hypotheses, naturalistic and experimental research, data collection, and validation of research instruments. Each chapter includes examples and activities.

Sociocultural Theory and the Genesis of Second Language Development

JAMES P LANTOLF AND STEVEN THORNE

Integrates theory, research, and practice on the learning of second and foreign languages as informed by sociocultural and activity theory.

Formulaic Language: Pushing the Boundaries

ALISON Wray

Examines how formulaic language (‘lexical chunks’) is used in a variety of real-life situations. It presents a framework for examining the existence and function of formulaic language, and tests it extensively against language data within a wide variety of language samples.

Language Testing in Practice

Winner MLA Kenneth W Mildenberger Prize

LYLE F BACHMAN AND ADRIAN S PALMER

Relates language testing practice to current views of communicative language teaching and testing. It builds on the theoretical background expounded in Bachman’s Fundamental Considerations in Language Testing and examines the design, planning, and organization of tests.

Fundamental Considerations in Language Testing

Winner MLA Kenneth W Mildenberger Prize

LYLE F BACHMAN

A clear and authoritative discussion of the basic concerns which underlie the development and use of language tests, and a synthesis of research on testing.

English as a Lingua Franca: Attitude and Identity

JENNIFER JENKINS

From the perspective of the speakers themselves, this is the first book to explore attitudes towards ELF in general and ELF accents in particular, their effects on ELF speakers’ identities, and ways in which the problems can be addressed in teacher education, English language testing, and ELT materials.

The Struggle to Teach English as an International Language

ADRIAN HOLLIDAY

This book is about the worlds and conflicts of TESOL teachers and researchers whose professional lives are both enriched and problematized by the cultural and political interfaces created by working with an international language. Central to this discussion is the balance of power in classroom and curriculum settings, the relationship between language, culture, and discourse, and the change in the ownership of English.

Individual Freedom in Language Teaching

Shortlisted for the Ben Warren Prize

Shortlisted for the BAA Book Prize

CHRISTOPHER BRUMFITT

The author examines the roles of teachers and learners and the approaches that education professionals should develop in support of learners. The book considers the roles of literature and culture, as well as language policy in relation to learners’ rights, and attempts to outline a humane and realistic philosophy for language teaching.

The Phonology of English as an International Language

Shortlisted for the BAAL Book Prize

Highly Commended English-Speaking Union’s Duke of Edinburgh Book Competition

Shortlisted for the British Council Innovation Award

JENNIFER JENKINS

This book advocates a new approach to pronunciation teaching, in which the goal is mutual intelligibility among non-native speakers rather than imitating native speakers. It is of interest to all teachers of English as an international language, especially business English.
Linguistic Imperialism

Shortlisted for the BAAL Book Prize

ROBERT PHILLIPSON
This book explores the contemporary phenomenon of English as an international language, and sets out to analyse how and why the language has become so dominant.

Resisting Linguistic Imperialism in English Teaching

Winner MLA Mina P Shaughnessy Prize
Shortlisted for the BAAL Book Prize

A SURESH CANAGARAJAH
This book describes the creative strategies employed by teachers and students resisting the linguistic imperialism that many scholars have identified as the consequence of the global ELT enterprise.

Defining Issues in English Language Teaching

H G WIDDOWSON
This book investigates fundamental assumptions about the way English should be defined and taught as a school subject. It critically examines current proposals for the specification of course content and classroom methodology, with particular reference to ideas about authenticity and task-based learning.

Controversies in Applied Linguistics

EDITOR: BARBARA SEIDHOFER
This book presents several issues on which applied linguists take very different positions, e.g. linguistic imperialism, the validity of critical discourse analysis, the pedagogic relevance of corpus descriptions of language, the theoretical bases of second language acquisition research, and the nature of applied linguistics itself.

A Cognitive Approach to Language Learning

Winner MLA Kenneth W Mildenberger Prize

PETER SKEHAN
This book discusses psycholinguistic and cognitive aspects of language learning, and looks at the contrast between universalist accounts of language learning and accounts which focus on individual differences between learners.

Literacy and Language Teaching

RICHARD KERN
This book proposes literacy as an organizing principle for language teaching and assessment. It addresses key research findings in cognitive theory, sociolinguistics, discourse analysis, language acquisition, and literacy studies.

Sociocultural Theory and Second Language Learning

EDITOR: JAMES P LANTOLF
A major statement of the current research being conducted on the learning of second languages from a sociocultural perspective.

Practical Stylistics

H G WIDDOWSON
This book provides a set of principles for an approach to teaching poetry which integrates the study of language and literature.

Language Play, Language Learning

Winner MLA Kenneth W Mildenberger Prize
Shortlisted for the Ben Warren Prize

GUY COOK
This book demonstrates the extent and importance of language play in human life and draws out the implications for applied linguistics and language teaching.

Principle and Practice in Applied Linguistics

Studies in honour of H G Widdowson
EDITORS: GUY COOK and BARBARA SEIDHOFER
A comprehensive overview of the many and diverse areas in applied linguistics today.

Fundamental Concepts of Language Teaching

H H STERN
This book puts applied linguistics research into its historical and inter-disciplinary perspective.

Aspects of Language Teaching

H G WIDDOWSON
A critical review of the most prominent issues in language teaching – among them the relevance of theoretical enquiry to practical pedagogy, and the relationship between grammar and discourse in communicative language teaching.

Teaching Language as Communication

H G WIDDOWSON
This book develops a rational approach to the teaching of language as communication, based on a careful consideration of the nature of language and of the language user’s activities.

Context and Culture in Language Teaching

Winner MLA Kenneth W Mildenberger Prize

CLAI R KRAMSCH
This book focuses attention on cultural knowledge not just as a necessary aspect of communicative competence, but as an educational objective in its own right.

Lexical Phrases and Language Teaching

First Prize English-Speaking Union’s Duke of Edinburgh Book Competition

JAMES R NATTINGER and JEANETTE S DECARRICO
Second language acquisition research is used to present a language teaching programme based on the use of prefabricated language. The ‘lexical phrase’ can serve as an effective basis for second and foreign language learning.

A History of English Language Teaching

Second Edition

A P HOWATT with H G WIDDOWSON
A history of English Language Teaching that takes the reader from the Renaissance to the present day. The book covers all the important phases of the history from a global perspective.

ELT Journal

A quarterly publication for all those involved in the field of teaching English as a second or foreign language. ELT Journal links the concerns of practitioners with insights gained from related academic disciplines such as applied linguistics, education, psychology, and sociology.

www.eltjournal.oxfordjournals.org

Applied Linguistics Journal

Applied Linguistics publishes research into language with relevance to real-world problems. It promotes principled and multidisciplinary approaches to research on language-related concerns in the various fields encompassed by applied linguistics.

www.appli.j.oxfordjournals.org
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We’re always pleased to answer your questions. You might find the answer to your question here. If not, please contact your local Oxford ELT office (see pages 119 and 120 of this catalogue).

Where can I get advice on the right materials for my students?
You can contact your local Oxford ELT office – please check pages 119 and 120 of this catalogue – or you can email your query to elt.enquiry@oup.com.

I’m interested in one of your courses – can I see an inspection copy?
If you are considering any of our courses for adoption please contact your local Oxford ELT office to find out if the Student’s Book is available on inspection.

Do you have an online catalogue?
Our online catalogue at www.oup.com/elt gives more information on all our titles and their components. You can ‘look inside’ to view sample pages for many of our titles.

Where can I buy these titles?
Please contact your local Oxford ELT office for details.

When I buy material on disc, am I allowed to make copies?
You are allowed to make one copy of an audio or software disc for back-up purposes only. It is illegal to make any other copies of our programs. You are not allowed to make any copies of video cassettes/DVDs.

If I buy one of your books, am I allowed to photocopy pages for my students?
If your school does not have a school licence (see below) then you can only photocopy or scan pages for your students if the page is marked ‘photocopiable’.

Can my school get a licence for photocopying your books?
In some countries it is possible for schools to do a limited amount of photocopying under the terms of a licence issued by a licensing agency such as the Copyright Licensing Agency (CLA) in the UK.

Illegal copying of teaching materials increases the cost of genuine books to schools. Please report any illegal copying to us.

Where can I buy my titles?
You can order any of our titles through your local bookshop. Please quote the ISBN to ensure you receive the right item.

When will your new titles be available?
All new titles should be published by end June 2015. Please contact your local Oxford ELT office to find out when new titles will be available.

BIC Supply Chain Excellence Awards

We are pleased to announce that Oxford University Press has been among the first winners of this award.

The scheme enables book industry organizations to demonstrate the efficiency of their supply chains for both physical and digital products. It aims to reward companies for their investment in automation and for innovative solutions to the supply chain issues they face; and to enable them to be recognized by trading partners and the book industry as the best in their class for business efficiency, customer service, environmental concern and innovation.
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